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PREFACE 

This is the Final Report of the analysis, conclusions, and reco~
mendations developed in this study to determine the means whereby criminalis
tics ervices in the State of Florida could be best expanded and improved. 

The study was sponsored ~y the Florida Department of Law Enforce
ment. The Midwest Research Institute staff conducting this study were 
Michael L. Worley, Project Leader; Walter R. Benson, Carl L. Cunningham and 
Howard Gadberry. 

Data for this research \I]ere made available from crime laboratory 
records, FDLE reference materials, State Planning Agency files, and local 
law enforcement officials. Valuable advice and insights were also received 
from personnel in the offices of State's Attorneys, Medical Examiners, 
Regional Planning Councils, Health and Rehabilitative Services Laboratories, 
and Police Administration Programs. Midwest Research Institute wishes to 
thank the many persons in the above agencies who supnorted this study. 

In preparing this analysis, Midwest Research Institute has drawn 
upon data and insights developed from:other studies it recently conducted 
of the national and regional experiences in'criminalistics operations, as 
well as from data sources within the State of Florida. We are indebted to 
Professor JosephD. Nicol, Ad1;Uinistra.tion of Criminal Justice Curriculum, 
University of Illinois, who made very significant contributions to this 
study in his capacity as general consultant, and particularly in the devel
opment of the crime laboratory planning models. 

Approved for: 

MIDWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

John McKelvey, Vice President 
Economics and Management Science 

October 20, 1972 
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SUMMARY 

This study had the purpose of determining how criminalistic ser
vi('.es in the State of Florida could best be expanded and improved, and the 
specific means by which that goal could be attained. 

In addition, the study examined the feasibility of combining the 
crime laboratory function with other scientific laboratory nee,ds, particu
larly the medical examiner, and deve1'oped a phased imp1Eaml~ntat:ion plan for 
the expansion of a statewide crime laboratory system whjlch could also 
serve as a guideline for allocation and expenditure of LEAA funds for 
forensic services. 

Conclusions 

'As a result of this study, the following conc,lusions were arrived 
at: 

Conclusion 1: There is ,a need to considerably expand 'the criminal
istic services available to law enforcement officers of the State of Florida 
and to provide these services on a more uniform basis than at present. 

Conclusion 2: The current programs of the GDvernor 1 s Council on 
Criminal Justice relating to crhd.nalistics have, in soine instances, made 
positive contributions toward improving the availability of crime labora
tory services, but in general, the program suffers from the lack of a co
ordinated plan. 

Conclusion 3: 
der the control of the 
vice the entire state. 
with smaller satellite 

There should be a crimil1alistics support 
Florida Department of Law Enfo'rcement that 

The system should use regional laboratory 
laboratories included in the sta~e system. 

system un

would ser
facilities 

Conclusion 4: A secure evidence transit system should be considered' 
for adoption to meet the,criminalistics support requirements of agencies 
outside the 50-mile radius of each regional or satellite laboratory. Such 
a system could provide a courier service especially designed to facilitate 
the submission of physical evidence to the crime laboratory from outlying 
agencies which might not otherwise avail themselves of laboratory services. 

Conclusion 5: 
Tallahassee with respect 
enforcement officers of 
would offer very little 

The location of the FDLE Crime Laboratory at 
to concentrations of population, crime, and law 

the state is such that expansion of the laboratory 
improvement to the criminalistics system. The 
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Tallahassee laboratory should be retained, perhaps on a smaller scale, to 
serve the immediate area, and also to provide technical support to the 
supervisor of the state crime laboratory system for research and quality 
control. 

Conclusion 6: Elements of a state criminalistics support system 
should be established and maintained in the following areas: 

Hi ami 
Tampa 
Jacksonville 

Fort Lauderdale 
Orlando-Sanford 
Pensacola 
Tallahassee 

Conclusion 7: It would be highly desirable to incorporate the 
current Dade County Department of Public Safety Crime Laboratory into the 
state crime laboratory system. It is unreasonable t.o expect the taxpayers 
of Dade County to bear the cost of providing crime laboratory services to 
Southern Florida when other regions of the state will benefit from FDLE
supported crime laboratory services at no local cost. 

Conclusion 8: It is not desirable to combine the medical examiner 
laboratol~ function with the criminalistics laboratory function. The 
fraction of the respective work loads of the two activities which is of 
common interest is minimal, and any possible benefi.ts from cost savings 
would be likely outweighed by conflicts in.priorities. There is, however, 
a need to establish protocol for cooperation with the crime laboratory and 
the medical examiner. 

Conclusion 9: There is a need for a statewide crime scene search 
training program and the formation of crime scene search teams in individual 
law enforcement departments. Crime scene search training should be under 
the direction of or closely coordinated with the criminalistics support 
system supervisor. 

Conclusion 10: Health and Rehabilitative Services laboratories 
should continue to supplement th'e work of crime laboratories in the area 
of narcotics and dangerous drugs analyses, particularly during the imple
mentation stages of the recommended criminalistics plan. Thereafter, the 
drug case load could be assumed by laboratories operating under a law enforce
ment charter, provided that policy is consistent with the then current 
consensus of opinion regarding the mental health aspects of the drug pro
blem. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Scope of This Study 

The purpose of this study was to develop a comprehensive plan for 
improving and expanding the forensic sciences support rendered the law en
forcement agencies' in the State of Florida. Particular attention was given 
to the most effective means of providing rapid, responsive, scientific sup
port and increasing the availability of expert witnesses to testify in court 
in support of the crime laboratory findings. 

We determined what specific laboratory services are needed to sup
port the regions of the state; where, how, and by whom the services should 
be provided; the training, equipment, personnel, and expertise that will be 
required; and finally, how the system should be phased into operation. 

In addition, we analyzed the laboratory requirements of the state 
medical examiners, developed a curriculum for a police' .training program in 
evidence collection and crime laboratory usage; and made recommendations for 
the control, management, location, and administration of the criminalistic 
system. 

Exclusions 

In accordance with the official proposal for the conduct of this 
studY,we excluded consideration of the comparative value of criminalistics 
services with options for improving the overall criminal justice system or 
some specific component of that system. Thus, a comparison of dollar bene
fit of laboratory equipment with benefits for some other type of police capa
bility was not attempted. 

The assumption was ·,_:ade that the crime laboratory does not iaclude 
the following functions: 

Identification photography; 

Identification fingerprints, other than latent; 

Polygraph; and 

Electronic surveillance. 
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Definition of Terms 

In this study, the term crimiru.'-istics is used extensively. It 

is a relatively new term, and despite its wide currency, one that has not 
yet reached the stage of a formal definition that is generally accepted 
within the law enforcement and forensic sciences communities. For purposes 
of this study, therefore, criminalistics refers to the application of the 
physical sciences to the support of criminal justice. Criminalistics is a 
major component of the larger field bf the forensic sciences. 

Forensic science is a broad term which describes the application 
of medical science (and physical sc'ience) to the needs of the crimin.al jus
tice system. The work of the medical examiner or the coroner in the deter
mination of the cause of death involves--in addition to pathology--toxicology 
and serology. Because of the close involvement of the medical examiner in 
providing some criminalistics support to law enforcement agencies, we have 
considered the potential of medical examiners to function as a base for the 
development of the regional crime laboratory. However, in all such discus
sions some necessary distinctions are made between the application of science 
to satisfy the legal requirement that the cause of Jeath be established and 
the more general application of science to the broad problem of providing .. 
proof of a criminal offense~ or aiding in the solution of a crime. Criminalis
tics may be said to involve art as well as science, because the solution of 
crime frequently requires a very imaginative application of science to the 
problem at hand (but never a relaxation of scientific rigor). 

Criminalistics can and does include some nontechnical support 
necessary to further the application of sc.ience to the law enforcement prob
lem. A secure evidence transit system, such as that proposed in this study, 
is an example of such support. To some extent, the collection of physical 
evidence from a crime scene may be considered nontechnical. 

By the term criminalistics system is meant all laboratory facilities 
or resources that are provided to support the movement of evidence from the 
crime scene to the laboratory, the furnishing of laboratory reports to the 
supported agencies, court testimony, and any other means of presenting the 
laboratory's conclusions. Finally, the use of the crime laboratory's findings 
in the clearance of cases closes the loop of the system. 
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CHAPTER II 

PROFILE OF CRIMINALISTICS CAPABILITIES IN FLORIDA TODAY 

Elements of Criminalistics 

Criminalistics services proyided to law enforcement officials in 
Florida today range from modern, full-service laboratory capabilities in 
Dade County and in Tallahassee to reliance upon. nonenforcement departments, 
such as health or private laboratories, for support functions. Additionally, 
a number of police departments have established identification units which 
are concerned primarily with latent print work, although they sometimes func
tion as evidence processing centers, as well. The activity of the medical 
examiner, as it pertains to toxicology, serology, and causation of death, 
constitutes the remainder of the state's forensic science capability. 

Figure 1, "Elements of Criminalistics in Florida," provides infor
mation as to the types of criminalistics services available throughout the 
state grouped in the categories of full-service laboratories, drug labora
tories, and identification units. (Not shown is the medical examiner capa
bility which is treated separately in Chdpter III.) As is evidenced by the 
location, organizational status, and function of thebe laboratories, not all 
law enforcement agencies have available the same level of service around 
the state. Depending upon geographical location, governmental unit affilia
tion and per30nal preferences, an investigating officer may elect to sub-
mit phYSical evidence for processing to a local laboratory, the state labora
tory or to the FBI laboratory in WashingtGn, D.C. (Many factors other than 
proximity to lab and jurisdictional consinerations enter into the final 
decision as to whether or not case evidence will be submitted to any labora
tory, These influences are discussed in detail in a later Section of this 
report.) The information in Figure I provides a capsule description of the 
criminalistics system currently operating in the state Loday, and a background 
to support the subsequent recommendations developed in this study. 

As can be expected from the wide range of ~overnmental bodies which 
control the various laboratories, the means to sustain these operations ex
hibit diversified funding mechanisms. Fer the most part, the smaller satellite 
labs are currently supported by funds made available to the State of Florida 
through the U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforc~ent Assistance Administra
tion (LEAA). These grants are administered by the State Planning Agency (SPA) 
for the Florida Governor's Council on Criminal Justice. State revenues sup
port both the FDLE Laboratory at Tallahassee (through a share in the FDLE 
budget) and the drug analysis work being performed in Jacksonville (a 
service provided through the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Service 
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~ Location 

Full-Service Labs 

Florida Department of La~ Tallahassee 
Enforcement Crime Laboratory 

Dade County Department of Miami 
Public Safety Crime Laboratory 

0"1 Drug Labs 

Region IV Crime Laboratory 

Broward County Sheriff's 
Crime Laboratory 

Sanford 

Ft. 
Lauderdale 

Director or 
Administrator Organizational Status 

Ed~ard G. Bigler State laboratory, au
thorized under crime 
control program, Depart
ment of La~ Enforcement 

B. Edward Whittaker Bureau under the Central 
Services Division of the 
Department of Public 
Safety 

William H. Rarsdal~ 

(Chief Chemist), 
John E. Polk 
(Director) 

John Penn.ie 

Regional lab independent 
of other local, state or 
federal labs. Organized 
as a project of LEAA 

Satellite Lab of Dade 
County Department of 
Public Safety Crime Lab 

Staffing 

17 Analysts 

12 Crimin
alists 

1 Supervisor 

5 Chemists 

I Examiner 

Figure 1 - Elements of Crtminalistics 
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Drug Labs (Concluded) 

\Vest Palm Beach 
Crime Laboratory 

Key West Crime Laboratory 

Department of Health and 
Rehabilitive Services 
Laboratory 

Department of Health and 
Rehabilitative Services 
Laboratory 

Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs Laboratory 

Identification Units Contacte~1 

Ft. Lauderdale Police 
Department Laboratory 

Jacksonville Crime 
Laboratory 

Location 

West Palm 
Beach 

Key West 

Jacksonville 

Tampa 

Miami 

Ft. 
Lauderdale 

Jacksonville 

Director or 
Administrator 

Dr. W. R. 
Hofford 

Anthony Romano 
(Chemist) 

Sgt. Ronald C. 
Hammond, Detective 
Division 

Lt. W. H. Knight 

0----> -.-.... "----' ~ 

Organizational Status 

Satellite Lab of Dade 
County Department of 
Public safety Crime 
Laboratory 

Satellite Lab of Dade 
County Department of 
Public Safety Crime 
Laboratory 

Central lab for state's 
health laboratories 

One of the labs in the 
state's system of health 
labora tories 

Operates under the Dept. 
of Justice, BNDD 

Unit of the city police 
department 

Unit of Jacksonville 
Sheriff's Office 

Staffing 

Less than 
one fuU
time lab 
man 

3 Chemists 

4 I.D. 
personnel 

3 I.D. 
officers 

~I Other identification units exist in the state but were not included in the survey since such activities 
contribuLe little to true criminalistics capability. 

Figure 1 - Concluded 
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Primarv Function or Service 

Provide crime laboratory 
services to all law enforce
ment departments ~ithin the 
state (2,161 cases,-CY-197l) 

C7ime laboratory services to 
Dade County Department of 
Public Safety and other la~ 
enforcement officials within 
Metropolitan Dade County' 
(7,666 cases, FY-l97l) 

Primarily a drug lab. Two 
to 3% of ~ork load supports 
Florida Highway Department. 
Some toxicology cases on an 
emergency basis. Serves all 
law enforcement agencies io 
a 10-co.unty area primarily 
in Region IV (3,036 cases, 
FY-197l) 

Support 28 L. E. departments 
in Broward County, (1,735 
cases) 

Source of 
Funding 

State Revenue 

County Tax Levy. 
LEAA funding for 
specia lized 
operations 

LEAA funded 

LEAA funded 

. ..-
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Primary Function or Service 

Analysis of drugs and nar
cotics 

Analysis of drugs and nar
cotics 

Some support to L.E. agencies 
in the analysis of dangerous 
drugs and narcotics. (Approx
imately 236 cases annually) 

Some support to L.E. agencies 
in the Tampa area for drugs 
and narcotics analysis (3,114 
law enforcement caseS CY-197l) 

Provides narcotics apd drug 
analyses service to all law 
enforcement agencies at no 
charge 

Principally an I.D. unit 
consisting of photography, 
latent prints, and physical 
evidence pick-up 

Basically a latent print 
section and evidence hand
ling center for the depart
ment (236 identifications, 
CY-197l) 

Source of 

LEAA fundeL 

LEAA funded 

State Dept of 
Health Budget 

Law enforcement 
cases are largely 
funded by an LEAA 
gnnt: 

Federally funded 

Sheriff's Office 
Budget 
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(111<5) laboratory). A significant amount of drug analysis is also being done 
in the Tampa area by the HRS laboratory, although the law enforcement cases 
handled arc largely supported by LEAA grants. At the local level, county 
taxpayers in Dade County sustain the bulk of the operating costs of this fa
ciHty although LEAA funds are used for special projects (1. e., the bomb 
fragmentation bank). (In this connection it is worthwhile to pOint out that 
the PDLE laboratory has neve!' be£::u the recipient of an LEAA grant, despite 
the now commonplace grant appropriations for laboratory equipment, innova
tive laboratory programs, training, etc., made available to many other 
laboratories throughout the U.S.) Also at the l.ocal level, the latent print 
Dcctjons or identification units connected with individusl sheriff's depart
ments, (l're normally supported by the local unit of law enforcemen.t. 

It is evident that the development of a comprehensive state crim
inlllistics system must address not only the problem of providing uniform ser
vi,~(! to all enforcement agencies but include an equitable funding plan, as 
well. Such a plan would overcome the inequities and inefficiencies of dupli
C(!t,(! taxation, remove the uncertainty of funding at the local level, and 
.rlppris(\ law enforcement planners 6f the availability of funds from external 
sources (i.e., federal sources, foundations). 

J'crccpLion of Need of Criminalistics' Servic.es by Potential Users 

During the data acquisition phase of this st~dy) interviews were 
conduc.ted with local police department offiCials, county sheriff's, . state 
policC',statc'sattorneys,medica.l examiners, and other state officjals to 
dsccrtain their perceived need for crime laboratory services. Before pro
cec.~ding to more detailed findings resuLting from these interviews, some 
general observations may be noted. 

* No objections were encountered to the establishment of a crime 
la.boraLory in close proximity to a given department; moreover, state opera
tion of such a lahoratory was not seen as a hindrance in receiving support. 

~'.' Huch interest was evinced by potential users as to the actual 
capabilities of a crime laboratory. 

* Present level of awareness and realization of the value of phy
sical evidence is relatively low. Available data would suggest that utiliza
t:l.Otl of physical clue material as an ilwestigative aid is a potential ha dl 
tllppcd in Ulany deptlrtments. r y 

\': Some prvgrams have been started throughout the state in an at-
tempt to meet criminalistics needs. The J"unior college progra "d ms, ev~ ence 
~l.·oe(;\aSing centers, traini.ng fa.cilities, satellite laboratories and mobile 
.l.llbs as discussed belo,., <u"eprime exnmples. 

8 

A listing of all contacts made during the course of the study is 
found in Appendix C. 

Local police anG sheriff's departme~: Throughout the study, 
some 16 polic:e and sheriff I s departments were contacted for their views on 
the needs for an expansion of the present crime laboratory system. Almost 
universally when phYSical evidence was mentioned, two clue materials were 
brought to mind: drug related evideqce and latent prints. Many police and 
sheriff's departments have their own identification units to perform finger
print claSSification and matching. Out-of-state laboratories (primarily the 
FBI) are used by Florida agencies particularly when the agency does not feel 
any particular allegiance to a local lab. Some agencies use a combination 
of a local lab for routine cases and an out-of-state lab for specialized needs. 
Some larger departments train evidence technicians to respond to calls for 
service at the crime scene. Some departments, however, rely on specialists 
from the laboratory to do crime scene work. 

The police and sheriff's departments which seemed to have the great
est awareness of the value of physical evidence were those which concentrated 
on evidence collection and provided a focal point for evidence transmission 
to the laboratory. 

Several of the departments voiced criticism of the full-service 
laboratories, citing poor turn around time and lack of credence in court 
testimony as primar~ ~omplaints. 

State highway patrol: The functions of the Florida Highway 
Patrol (FHP) include maintaining vehicle inspectors, providing the traffic 
weight enforcement function, and training of breatholyzer operators and 
calibration of breatholyzers for sheriff's departments. Additionally, the 
FHP investigates all automobile deaths plus homicides which occur on state 
property occupied by the highway patrol. The opinions and views of the FHP 
were sought relative to utilization of crime laboratory services iIl their 
enforcement programs. 

The perceived need on the part of FHP for criminalistics support 
was reported to be in the areas of latent prints, casting of tire and foot
prints, and ballistics work; however, laboratory records indicated greatest 
FHP work load was generated in the areas of. hit and run, paint and fabric im
pressions, fracture patterns,etc. In any event the total case load gen
erated by FHP is insufficient to warrant establishment of a Geparate lab; 
consequently, their potential work load should be included in planning the 
total state crime laboratory capab~lity. 

State's attorneys: In discussions with Fl~rida state's attorneys 
several common points of view emerged: (1) the area of greatest deficiency 
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in regard to crime laboratory capability was said to be criminalistics sup
port in suspected arson and explosives investigations, (2) the most frequent 
use of lab services is for chemical analysis of narcotics and dangerous 
drugs, (3) a greater emphasis is being placed on the role of physical evi
dence throughout the criminal justice system than ever before on the part of 
prosecutors, defenSe attorneys and jurors themselves, and (4) commercial labs 
are being used in some parts of the state (primarily for drug related work) 
when a crime laboratory is not conveniently located or cannot process the 
evidence quickly. ' 

Of special interest in discussing the role of physical evidence in 
the judicial process with the state's attorneys was the impact of the speedy 
trial rule enacted in Florida in 1968 (and amended severed times since). This 
law provides for trial within 90 days for misdemeanors and within 6 months 
for felonies. The requirement 'for prompt analysis and report of findings ap
plies equally to preliminary hearings as well as trials. The opinion gained 
~as that ~heae laws have significantly increased the demand for timely process
ing of eVldence. In talking with various elements of the law enforcement com
munity around the state isolated examples of case dismissals due to delay of 
laboratory reports ~ere obtained •. An analysis of the case records of the major 
crime laboratories 1n the state indicate that, in the past, significant delays 
have been encountered in analysis and reporting of findings from certain lab
ol.'a tor:f.e a , More recently, however, the situation has improved. , 

The general opinion obtained from the state's attorneys was that 
no imp~ditnent was seen to the implementation of a statewide laboratory sys
tem. The feelings expressed were that law en'forcement agencies would send 
eVidence to state laborator.~.,es if they felt they could get good service. 
Finally, it was pointed out that local ag~ncies would not likely regard the 
expenditure of state funds on expanded laboratory facl.·I·l·t~es t 
",. .L 0 serve a region, 

as an incursion on their own operating 'budgets. 

The question of the admissibility of expert witness testimony was 
addressed to the state's attorneys. 'The opinion was ~xpressed that the testi
mony of local laboratory examiners is generally acceptable in court and sat
isfactory results have been obtained in the past, the principal difference 
between the testimony of a local analyst and that of FBI technicians lying 
in the degree of training for court room presentations. 

Several comments, however, emphasized that examiners from the FBI 
laboratory always made excellent wit!1esses, and were readily accepted b all 
courts in Florida. The. excellent tr'~ining in expert witness testimony ~ro
codures of the FBI examlners often is a deciding factor as to which c ,. 
laboratory to use in a giv~n caSe. r~me 
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State Planning Agency - The Governor's Council on Criminal Justice: 
On-going and proposed LEAA action grants repr.esent a further expression of 
the perceived n~ed on the part of local officials for criminalistics services. 
The State Planning Agency (SPA) coordinates and administers these grants, 
under Program Description D-2, FY-72 Action Plan, State of Florida. The ob
jective of this program is to provide modern crime lab services, facilities 
and resources to local units of government. Under their curnmt charter, 
grants can be provided for: 

• ExpanSion of eXisting facilities and services, 

• Development of mobile and fi.xed facilities, and 

• Expansion of technological skills and information resources. 

Figure 2 provides a listing of recent grant requests depicting project title, 
applicant's name, grant period, estimated project cost by period, and a cap
sule description of project. As a glance at the table shows, emphasis has 
largely been placed on establishing evidence processing centers, satellite 
laboratories, mobile laboratories, and 2-year (community or junior college) 
criminalistics programs. While it is not the intent of this report to com
ment specifically on the relative merits of individual projects within the 
criminalistics framework, planning guidelines for future funding are included 
among the recommendations in the Summary and Conclusions and the Phased 
Implementation Plan in Chapter V. These plans are sufficiently comprehen
sive to allow state planners to determine the potential contribution of a 
proposed project keeping in mind that individual programs should operate 
in concert'with the state's overa11criminalistics plan. 

In order to gain backg~ound information as to the basis for some 
of the grant requests, an effort was made to visit each of the regional plan
ning agencies of the state. Initially, the state had been divided into seven 
planning regions with a director appointed to head each region. More recently, 
however, these regions were abolished in favor of broader planning structure. 
In the new configuration, five planning units have been established consisting 
of Dade, Broward, Hillsborough, Pinellas, and Duval counties with four addi
tional planning regions centered at Panama City, Gainsville, Orlando, and 
Bradenton. However, due to these organizational and subsequent person'nel 
changes, it was not possible to meet individually with each regional cduncil 
director. (A list of directors contacted is included in Appendix C.) From 
the interviews conducted, a fairly clear picture emerges of the criminalistics 
needs as ,seen by these local officials. 

Several departments have made efforts to improve their 
tics support capability at the local level through LEAA grants. 
have been used in Region :VII to establish satellite laboratories 
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Pro iece 1:'ide 

Crfae Evidence l'roee.,dng Center 

Regional Criminal Justice 
Edu~ion and Crime Laboratory 
Prl'>g:ram 

Regional Law Enforcement 
Laboratory and Training Facility 

Regional Crime Lab for 
Education and Training 

Region IV Crime Lab 

Region VII Satellite Crime 
Laboratory System 

Region III Mobile 
Crime Laboratories 

Applicant 

Boa:r;u of County Co.mdssioners 
Bay County. :P1orida (Panama City) 

City CClmdssian of the City . 
of Fort Pierce, Florida 

City of Pensacola 
Pensacola, Florida 

City of Tallahassee 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Seminole County, Florida 
Sheriff's Department 

Sheriff's-Palm Beach, 
Broward, Dade and 
Monroe Counties 

City of .Jacksonville 
Jacksonville, Florida 

Gra!.lt: Period 

Janu4>.)' 1971-
June 30, 1972 

.July 19i1-
June 1972 

FebruarY I, 1972-
.June 30, 1972 

July 1, 1971-
June 30. 1972 

'total Estimate!! 
Project Cos\: 

$80,000 (1972) 

$ 72,000 (1972) 
112,625 (1973) 
101,476 (1974) 

$44,000 (1973) 
44,000 (1974) 
4~,000 (1975) 

$12,806 

April 1, 1972- $173,149 (1972) 
June 30, 1972 266,667 (1973) 

293,333 (1974) 

1970-1975 $118,090 

Sept. 1, 1971- $160,254 
June 30, 1973 

Figure 2 - Recent Ongoing and Proposed SPA Grants 

Pr<:> tect SlUII2l1rV 

Adequa.tely equipped lab to!:' SUPPOl:t 'ervices. 
~rocess r~ physical evidence. Transsittal 
of evidence to other labs. Pre~rocessins of 
certain evidence items. Provide ''Ocational 
training in cr~inaltstic$. 

Coordination of educational and cri~ laboratory 
function$. Completely eqoip a cr~e laboratory 
during a 3-year period. Provide in-service and 
college-credit educational offerings. Establish 
a 2-year program leading to a degree in criminal
istics. 

Provide lab facility essentially for narcotic 
an~,dangerous ~rug evidence in area c~prisins 
First Judicial Circuit of Florida. Provide 
expert test~ony. Officer training. Materials 
fc>z: cOllllllUnity awarGnellS pl:'ogram. 

Training for police officers in the area of 
evidence handling and processing. College credit 
course work plus short courses for in-service 
officers. 

Comprehensive narcotics and drug analyses, 
pharmaceutical analysis, expert testimony, 
add an additional lab capability annually, 

Three county satellite labs, to support and be 
directed by Dade County Crime Laboratory. Cap
ability in ~r .~d Spectograph (Voice Print). 
Added dl:ug analysis capability. 

Provide four fully equipped mobile labs plus 
three more lab technicians located throughout 
region to service all police agencies in areas 
of crime scene search. 

-"'~"'~-. 
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Project Title 

Tampa Regional Laboratory 
Division of Health 

Nobile Crime Laboratory 

Mobile Crime Lab Unit 

Department of Transportation 
Curriculum Materials for 
Breath Exsminer Specialist 

Implied Consent Support Activity 

, ~_~"""""""'~"' ___ -:~:'-:--::~""_:::-::'::~".::""",'~F'-"'~'-:":'·~" 

Applicant 

Board of County Commissioners
Hillsborough County, Florida 

City of Daytona Beach, Florida 

Cocoa Beach, Florida, Police 
Department 

State of Florida Department of 
Health and Rehabilitative 
Services, Jacksonville, Florida 

State of Florida Department of 
Health and Rehabilitative 
Services, Jacksonville, Florida 

Grant Period 

July 1, 1971-
June 30, 1972 

Nov. 1, 1971-
Oct. 30, 1972 

July I, 1970-
June 30, 1971 

July 1, 1972-
June 30, 1973 

July 1, 1972- , 
June 30, 1973 

Figure 2 - Concluded 

-----=:.::-----~- ~-: 

Total Estimated 
Project Cost 

$59,458 

$15,150 

$11,972 

$1,400 

$170,900 

Project Sunnnary 

Provide additional equipment and personnel to 
supplement existing forensic lab services in 
area of narcotics and dangerous drugs. 

Provide mobile laboratory to supplement 
laboratory facilities of Daytona Beach 
Police Department and surrounding area. 

Provide mobile laboratol:Y equipped to process 
evieence and begin analysiS. Available. through
out Region IV, with primary operation in Brevard 
County. 

Purchase of breath alcohol training manuals 
to be used in a ~tatewide training progr.n. 

Effiployment of five Alcohol Breath Testing 
Inspectors to improve performance of breath 
tests. and encourage acceptance by courts and 
law enforcement agencies. 

~' 



Brova~d, and Monroe counties with the Dade County Crime Laboratory acting as 
the central lab. The satellite laboratories handle almo,st all of the drug 
cases in their respective counties. From all indication.s, the system is 
oper~ting, in an effective man.ner, demonstrating the potential impact of LEAA 
funds. 

Not all LEAA funded criminalistics related projects have been as 
successful Or contributed as much toirnproving the availability of crime 
laboratory services to local law enforcement. In some instances, funds have 
been requested at the local level simply because they were available or 
to "keep up" with other departments. One official report,ed tha t he really 
did not want a mobile crime scene unit but that someone hiad made the request 
on behalf of his department So he would accept one if given to him. (The 
concept of a van to do crime scene work ha.d been abandoned by his department 
several. years ago, because of its general unwieldiness, lack of real useful
ness, etc.) 

S till other expenditures of LEAA funds are planned for institutions 
outside of the law enforcement community with the intent to improve education 
Or pr9vide. apecialized training programs. While these institutions are, no 
doubt, sincere in their attempts to incorporate a criminalistics program into 
their curricula, criminalists themselves generally agree that a 2-year college 
program is simply not adequate i.O provide the in-depth training and background 
necessary to function in a modern ciime laboratory. In practice, often such 
programs intended to provide equipment and teaching staff to help train crim
inalists end up supporting programs outside the realm of law enforcement in
teres~s. Even in those instances in which criminalistics programs remain vi
llble, the number of students attracted to the 2-year program and subsequently 
entering a field of criminalistics is so small that only a negligible impact 
is made on the shortage of traine'd criminalists. The net effect is, of course, 
a severe watering down of the potential impact of LEAA funds. 

The above remarks are not intended to discredit any indiVidual or 
agency involved in former or on-going project grants but, rather, are made to 
point up the need for allocation of funds following structured guidelines for 
growth in criminalistics capability. with the lack of a comprehensive state 
criminalistics pian, projects (both good and bad) will continue to be funded 
on a piecemeal basis. Programs which offer little merit to the overall crim
in£llisCics system will be diffic.ult to identify sin.ce no criteria are estab
lished for project evaluation; otherwise effectiv€~ programs will be equally 
hard to evaluate. 
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CHAPTER III 

ASSESSMENT OF THE I~~OLVEMENT OF CRIMINALISTICS ACTIVITIES 
INA SUPPORTIVE ROLE 

Crime Laboratory Operations 

General: Crime laboratory operations, whether full-service or 
limited in scope, are intended to provide the investigative arm of the law 
enforcement with technical and scientific expertise commensurate with the 
state of the art. While it is beyond the scope of this study to address 
quantitatively the benefits derived in the criminal justice system as a 
result of timely analyses of physical evidence in a crime laboratory, it 
is useful to examine the involv~ment of the laboratory in the criminal 
justice system from several perspectives: 

1-

.Total cases-to-lab.* Reflects on a gross baSis, the activity 
of the laboratory. The figure measures to some extent the acceptance of the 
lab among law enforcement personnel and hence may be indicative of previous 
investigator-to-lab contacts. In addition, it may also be effected by in
ternal control of the agency in which the lab is imbedqed. 

.Distribution of type cases-to-lab. Indicates the orientation 
and the management p,hilosophy of the laboratory. It is a useful measure in 
analyzing the overall activity of the lab and comparing case load data with 

• ' . 1 

other laboratories. On occasion, a laboratory may emphasize someparticulqx 
type of activity (such as blood alcohol examination, drug analyses, etc.) 
to the exclusion of most other true criminalistics cases. This measure 
serves to identify those labs which have only a limited capability. 

.Involvement with serious crime' cases. Represents the area 
of greatest potential involvement for the laboratory in true criminalistics. 
Generally includes murder, aggravated assault, rape and burglary cases. 

* In this and subsequent references to "case" statistics it is noted the,t 
no standardization of the term exists among crimina lists in general, 
nor among crime laboratories in Florida, in particular. Where varia
tions in reporting procedures were noted during 'the course of the study 
every effort was made to present case load data on a uniform basis. 
For purposes .of this study a laboratory "case" is defined as a known 
offense as reported in the Florida UCRyielding phYSical evidence which 
was subsequently submitted to a laboratory for analysis. Desp'ite the 
effort to present consistent and reliable data the reader is cautioned 
against making any attempt to compare work load of laboratories based 
solely of reported "cases"-to-lab. 
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.Cases to lc1b as functipn of distance from submitting agency. 
P~ovides a mechanism for monitoring the immediate area in which the labora
tory exerts itB greatest influence. The measure is sensitive to transporte.
t.ion, networks and· the availability of an evidence transit system. 

• Cases-per-officer (CPO). Portrays the extent of interaction 
between the, investigator and the crime labo:Latory. Just as the number of 
officers itl a community is a reflection of th~1t community's perceived law 
enforcement needs, CPO in turn reflects the officers perception of the worth 
of a c~ime labor8tory. Again, it is significant in comparing the involvement 
of a laboratory in different law enforcement jurisdictions. It may also 
be used as a planning guide in estimating annual case load in a new or 
expanding laboratory system. 

.Case load per examiner. Indicates cases handled by labora
tory examiners. It does not accurately depict actual work load unless it 
is further broken down by type case. The indicator can be used as both a 
manngeme,nt tool for comparison with output from other laboratory personnel 
and performance standards obtained from other crime laboratories. 

.Court testimony. A vital link in the criminal justice 
system, although data on influence of court testimony are not available. 
Also, an :i.mportant aspect of examiners total work load. If the laboratory 
se~ves a large region (i.e.) a typical state lab) travel time to and from 
court as well as actual testimony time may substantially reduce bench time 
(time for analysis and report writing) • Frequency of testimony is related 
to type Case •. The results of some laboratory analyses may be stipulated in 
court j.l1 some jurisdictions', in which case the lab analyst need not provide 
expert witness testimony. 

Full-service labs: Figure 3 shows the distribution of lab 
cases submitted by Florida Law Enforcement Agencies. With the exception 
of the FBI laboratory, all of the labs are located within the state. The 
clitogor:f.es of crimina1istics, drugs, and documents are separated out of 
total CaSe load since these typ~s of cases impose a significantly different 
work load on the laboratory. 

The data indicate dissimilar distributions of type ~ases in 
Florida's two full~service laboratories. The FDLE laboratory is involved 
in approximately an equal number of criminalistics and drug cases with docu
ments comprising about 20 percent of their total case load. The Dade County 
laboratory~ howev~r, has over one and a half times as many drug cases as 
criminalistics cases. Documents cases account for only 3 percent of all 
1~ases submitted to the laboratory. The case load percent distributions of 
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these two full-service laboratories are shown in Figure 4. In comparing the 
output from the two full-service laboratories it should be noted that the 
Dade County Laboratory has an intern program in operation, a factor which 
contributes to their total case load capability. 

While it would be erroneous to compare work loads of these 
two laboratori.es based strictly on case load data, it is worthwhile to 
further examine the activity of each, laboratory in light of the jurisdictional 
need served. 

In 1971, Florida reported 284,396 index crimes. Of these, 
143,327 offered the greatest potential for laboratory involvement.* For the 
same category of crimes, Dade County reported 33,697 or roughly 24 percent 
of the state total. Figure 5 shows the case load of the Dade Ccunty labora
tory according to drug and remaining (nondrug) cases. The Dade County 
laboratory is performing over two-third, )t t.he state IS nondrug cases~- but 
has less than one-fourth of the crimes " 't _,b interest, which occur in the 
state. Since the Dade County laborat0r~ ~perates in essentially a closed 
system (doing only a minimal amount of work for agencies outs.ide the county) 
the above analysis clearly indicates that the laboratory submission rate 
for nondrug cases (index crimes of laboratory interest) from Dade County 
Agencies is significantly higher than that for the remainder of the state' 
(essentially the Tallahassee lab). In this regard, it is noted that no 
law enforcement agency in Florida is under a mandate to use the services 
of the state laboratory at Tallahassee (although they may be enc0uraged 
to do so). By contrast, the agencies in Dade County have specific directives 
to submit certain evidence (such as, narcotics, contraband, firearms, etc.) 
to the laboratory whenever it is discovered in the course of an investigation. 
The ultimate state criminalistics plan would do well to include suggested 
legislation or other directives which would require that certain types of 
evidence routinely be sent to the laboratory (e.g., weapons, bullets, tools, 
and other items which could be used to maintain a modus operandi file), 

Drug cases to the crime laboratory present additional insight 
into laboratory involvement. In 1971, there were 15,109 reported arrests 
for narcotics violations in Florida. Of this number, 3,252 arrests or 22 
percent came from Dade County. Referring again to Figure 5 , Dade County 
had slightly over 38 percent of all drug cases submitted to a laboratory 
for analysis. Assuming that the evidence potential from all narcotics or 
drug cases is roughly proportional to the number of arrests made throughout 
the state, Dade County law enforcement agencies also have a higher sub
mission rate for drug cases-to-lab than those in the remainder of the state. 
Other drug analyses are performed by the FDLE laboratory, the Health and 

* These crimes include murder, rape, aggravated assault, and breaking and 
entering. 
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Drugs 
41.1% 

Criminalistks 
42.1 % 

Florida Dept. of Law Enforcement 
Crime Laboratory 

Drugs 
60.8 % 

Dade County Dept. of Public Safety 
Crime Laboratory 

Figure 4 - Percent Distribution of Cases to Full-Service Labs in Florida - 1971 
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Total Cases to Laba / Drug Cases Dnl:y: Remaining Cases to Lab 
Percent State Percent State Percent Stat.e 

Number Total Number Total Number Total 

Florida 16,653 100.0 12,:1:95 100.0 4,458 100.0 

I'V 
Dade County 7,666 46;0 4,662 38.2 3,004' 67.4 

I-' 

Remainder of 
State 8,987 54.0 7,533 61.8 1,454 32.6 

~/ Excluding FBI cases. 

F~gure 5 - Dade County Laboratory Support 
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Rebabilitative Services Laboratories in Tampa and Jacksonville, and the 
sa/aller drug labs across the state. The lower drug submission rate evident 
for tha remainder of Florida is undoubtedly a reflection of the attitudes 
of many of the rural sheriff's departments regarding collection, packaging, 
and pnwerv<1t:ion of physical evidence, the capabilities of the crime labora
tory 1 'l'1d <1vllilab:t lity of personnel to carry the evidence to the lab. 

Other 1abf~ in the state: The remaining crimina1istics activ
it:y nhown i.n Figure 3 is primarily concerned with drug analyses. (An ex
ception to thiS are the cs,ses submitted to the FBI laboratory which are dis
cucHH,;d below.) The Region IV laboratory at Sanford and the Broward County 
Shedff's laboratory handle ~ few nondrug cases; however, their major in
volvement il3 still in the area of drug and narcotic analyses. The case 
loads of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services Laboratories 
at: 'l:a.mpa llnd Jacksonville represent drug cases handled for law enforce-
ment agencies only, and do not represent their entire drug work load. 

Florida case submissions to the FBI laboratory: The FBI 
uooa not: make information available as to the number of cases sent to that, 
lnboratory by Florida law enforcement agencies. The only indication of the 
level of support rendered non-FBI agent requests is reported as the total 
number of (~xtllninat:ions performed for a particular state. Figure 6 displays 
tlwDC! dat.£! for FY 1971 for all states. Florida ranks among the principal 
usor9 ()f eh(! services of the FBI laboratory with only Maryland, Virginia, 
nnd WIlHhington, D.C., generating more examinations from cases submitted. 

Xn order to estimate the total number of cases sent to all 
crime lab()rntorics (including the out-of-state FBI), by Florida law enforce
mmlt, agendes it was necessary to make several assumptions. From the FBI 
annunl r.eport it wns found thllt 6,192 examinations were performed from 
Ploridu ag(-'llcics. Further, it tY'aS determined that 1. 6 examinations per 
I.!vidoncc sompl.e wel:e performed for all cases submitted to the FBI labora~ 
tory. l~l.nlllly, the assumption of three evidence items per case (a factor 
ull(ld in 01:1\,,1' laboratory planning work) yields the 1,290 cases shown in 
I!'igm:c 3. 

The high submission rate of cases to the FBI laboratory from 
Floridn ag(mcies ~Mrrants additionnl review. A word of caution should be 
fHHm(lt.:~d be£ol:l~ rouching any generalization as to the criminalistics support 
actunlly rendered to Floridu ar ,cies by this federal laboratory. On the 
~me (lido, the very fnctthat n Large number of examinations are performed 
by ell(' l~Bl. lahoratory for Florida agencies might suggest that law enforce
\11lHlt; pct'sorl,n(~l in the state, in general, recognize the value of physical 
ev:i.df!n~c in. the investigative processes and that they will overcome even 
d~.atu.nCt~ ban'tern and ('1thcr :lnconveniences to receive the tE"chu'tcal and 
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th token however a high scientific support ~lhich they need. By e same , .. ' 
Bubmission rate to a remote laboratory such as the FBI can ~nd~cate a lack 
of confidence in the forensic science services available at the local level. 
Obviously, additional information is needed as to geographic origin and 
type case of the FBI examinations. 

A further investigation into the type cases submitted by F~orida 
agencies revealed that the cases submitted are largely documents, particularly 
bad checko. The high tourism-transient characteristic of Florida undoubtedly 
plays a major role in the need for Florida law enforcement officers to utilize 
the services of the national check file at the FBI. 

In the absence of further data on actual distribution of 
cases submitted to the FB~ laboratory by Florida agencies, no valid conclu
sion Can be drawn as to the actual work load imposed upon the FBI laboratory 
by Florida agenciea. Answers to questions raised can come only after a 
cl.oser monitoring at the local level of the cases submitted or a change in FBI 
policy concernin~ disclosure of actual case load by submitting agency. 

Variables affecting utilization of the laboratory: The factors 
governing the sphere of influence which a laboratory exerts in a region are 
undoubtedly quite complex. The laws of the state, and the attitude of the 
courts und prosecutors toward the use of physical evidence or expert witness 
tCGtimony in court, can have a significant effect on whether or not evidence 
is sent to the laboratory, Political boundaries, such as county lines, can 
sarvo as deterrents to sending phYSical evidence to a near-by laboratory. 
Jurisd:tction.s outside the city are often served by the laboratory on a 
second pr:tority basis, and sometimes not at all, when the lab work load is 
high. Wb.:i.le crime laboratories are generally cooperative in providing 
services to othel: agenCies, their first loyalty, of course, is to the juris
«lction which prOVides funding and support. 

Further 1 the law enforcement department exercises great influence 
on the amount of physical evidence that is sent to a laboratory, regardless 
of tho proximity or jurisdiction of the' laboratory. Command emphasis on the 
collection of physical evidence plays an important role, as does the level 
of trnining of investigators in collection of physical evidence, equipment 
available, existence of crime scene search teams or evidence technicians, 
and the priori ty for allocation of resources. 

The crime laboratory itself influences its own volume of work. If 
the laboratory is able to. satisfy an investigator's requests for laboratory 
eXalllit1.ations, then that in~.restigator and others will continue to make similar 
re~uosts. Conversely, if requests for service are denied, response time is 
inordinately long~ or consistently inconclusive results are provided, the.n 
the tcmdency will be to reduce the number of requests for. service that the 
investigators mako to the laboratory. Further, the personality of the labora
tory directOl: is significant in the degree of uti.1ization of the laboratory. 
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Cases per officer analyses (CPO): The above discussion of 
factors influencing submission of cases-to-lab not withstanding, two 
factors bearing on crime laboratory utilization emerge that can be quanti
fied, and which are known to significantly influence the use of criminalistics 
support. These measures are: (1) the density of sworn police officers, and 
(2) the di~tance of the laboratory from the respective police jurisdictions 
it is delegated to serve. 

Even though it may be argued that only a limited number of 
police officers in any jurisdiction are routinely involved in crime scene 
investigations offering potential evidence of interest to a crime laboratory, 
all sworn officers of a police department are empowered to arrest and there
fore have the potential to submit evidence to the crime laboratory. Moreover, 
available police personnel data indicate that the investigation unit of the 
department grows at approximately the same, rate as that of total police 
strength. Hence, the more readily available "total sworn officers" data 
may be used in comparing cr~me laboratory involvement across jurisdictions. 

As was shown in Figure 5 there were a total of 16,653 cases
to-lab in Florida in 1971 (excluding cases to FBI). This figure combined 
with the 11,875 sworn officers* in the state determines that 

.Cases Per Officer (CPO) Florida 

meaning that 

= 16,653 total cases-to-lab = 
11,875 sworn officers 

.On the average, '1.4 cases are submitted to a crime laboratory 
annually by a law enforcement official in Florida. 

A closer look at Florida's CPO separates the contribution of 
Dade County and the remainder of the state: 

Cases-to-lab Personnel CPO 

State 16,653 11,875 1.4 
Dade County 7,666 2,704 2.8 
Remainder of State 8,987 9,171 0.9 

Thus, the law enforcement officers in Dade County are submitting cases to a 
crime laboratory at three times the rate of a typical police officer in the 
remainder of the state. 

* Florida UeR, 1971. 
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Before comparing the CPO's calculated for Florida with that 
of other juriadictions it should be pointed out that typically the CPO is 
highest for the lowest governmental units. This phenomenon is undoubtedly 
a reflection of a variety of factors discussed in tt.,. opening remarks of 
this section. Two of these factors, however, seem to be of paramount im
portance in understanding the characteristic CPO decay experienced in going 
from the smaller to the larger governmental units: (1) ,knowledge on the 
part of the investigating officer that a crime laboratory is dedicated to 
serve his departments criminalistics'needs; (2) convenience factors in 
terms of proximi ty to the lab at the local level. Thus J in descending 
order are normally found city, county, and state regional and national 
CPO's. 

Figure 7 provides CPO indices for a number of jurisdictions, 
and ;represents data collected at various interva 1s during the period 1968-
1972. Any comparison of data shown must recognize this time frame differ
ential. An influx of drug cases-to-lab, for example, as experienced by some 
laboratories during this period would significantly affect CPO values. 
Florida, it will be noted, ranks second among the four selected states 
shown, while Dade County, itself is operating at approximately the middle 
range of the city CPO's. In making these comparisons, however, it should 
be pOinted out that the observed differences in CPO's should not be con
strued as an absolute measure of effectiveness of the crime 1aboratory(ies) 
or of the police departments operating within these jurisdictions. As was 
noted prev:l.ously, many additional factors operating jointly determine the 
criminalistics system's effectiveness. The CPO index is more appropriately 
used to simply provide a measure of the sworn officer's interaction with 
the crime laboratory in each jurisdiction. 

Cases-to-1ab as a function of distance (decay analysis): 
Consideril1g the crime laboratory as a technical support for the sworn police 
officer, the influence or availability of that support appears to vary as a 
funct:l,on of the distance of the laboratory from the jurisdiction or police 
officer served. The relationship is 'not readily quantifiable since data 
are not available from which to develop a model to analyze all of the factors 
involved. There is sufficient eVidence, however, to suggest that law en
fo:!;'cement officers, like consumers of any type of service, are more apt to 
request technical' support from a nearby local crime laboratory, where they 
have frequent contact ,,,ith the personnel, than they are to prepare physical 
eVidence for submission to a distant lab whether or not that lab has a 
charta:!;' to serve their particular jurisdiction. 

The relationship of decay in evidence submission as a function 
of distal'l,ce assumes: (1) a relatively uniform awareness or confidence among 
police officers of the crime laboratory's usefulness, (2) command emphasis 
on the use of the laboratory, (3) responsiveness on the part of the lab to 
police requirements) and (4) similar judicial systems and applications of 
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Sworn 
Cases-to-Laboratory~/ City Police Officers CPO 

1. Oakland 651 3,976 6.1 

2. Dayton 427 2,314 5.4 

3. San Francisco 1,745 6,373 3.6 

4. Fort Worth 580 1,877 3.2 

5. Chicago 12,000 34,400 2.9 

6. Houston 1,577 4,414 2.8 

7. Columbus 807 2,067 2.6 

8. New Orleans 1,460 3,516 2.4 

9. Cleveland 2,161 5,006 2.3 

10. St. Louis 2,170 4,500 2.1 

11. Kansas City 970 1,458 1.5 

12. Buffalo 1,400 1,600 1.1 

County 

1. Dade 2,704 7,666 2.8 

State 

1. Illinois 18,884 38,481 2.0 

2. Florida 11,875 16,653 1.4 

3. Oregon 3,283 1,968 0.6 

4. Kentucky 4,178 232 0.07 

~/ Including drug and narcotics, does not include submissions to FBI for 
any jurisdiction. 

Figure '7 - Laboratory Cases Per Officer, Selected Jurisdictions 
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phyeiealevidence findings in courts of law throughout the region. Given 
those conditions, the number of cases submitted by departments nearest the 
laboratory will predictably be higher than from those that are located in 
arees farther away or in less convenient locations. 

CPO as a function of distance: The net effects of combining 
the CPO concept and the decay analysis is shown in Figure 8, "Evidence 
Submission Decay as a Function of Distance. II The curve shown depicts cases 
per officer according to distance of submitting agency from the lab. The 
data upon which this figure is based represent the experience of the FDLE 
laboratory in the period 1967-1968. The sharp decline in CPO beyond the 
5{)"mile range clearly shows the limited sphere of influence which even a 
state laboratory can exert beyond a range of 50 miles. (Note that the 
~ of submissions is shown and not a total case load which could be 
affected by tl precipitous decline in population served in outlying areas.) 
No comparable figure is shown for the Dade County lab since it is chartered 
to serve Dade County ouly (which is well within the 50-mile radius). As will 
be demonstrated in Chapter IV, the phenomenon shown in Figure 8 is important 
to note in planning optimum sites for regional laboratories in a state system. 

~ocational considerations: Within geographic areas, specific 
locations for laboratories of the state crime laboratory system should be 
baSed on the following criteria: 

1. Proximity to law enforcement department having the greatest 
demand on the laboratory. 

2. Proximity to the court of usual jurisdiction for cases in 
which physical evidence is involved. 

3. Miuim:l.ze physical security problems for the laboratory 
alld stored evidence. 

l~. Readily accessible to agencies served from existing road 
natworl~i including considerations for traffic flow, peak traffic demands, 
parki1.'\8 a:vailabi 1i ty ) etc. 

5. Ava.ilability of adequate physical facilities in state 
Ol: local govc.rnment"o';vn.ed structures. 

~,ecure Evidence Tr"~nsit System (SETS): Since the decay 
plie.tlonltlnOn discussed above. is principally caused by distance and inconve
niQt\cQJit is possible to compensate for these factors by the operation of an 
~$tablished source for transmission of phYSical evidence from outlying de
partments to the laboratory. Such a service can be referred to as a Secure 
Evidence. 'transit Systetll (SETS). 
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SETS is a secure courier service especially designed to 
facilitate the Bubmission of physical evidence to the crime laboratory from 
law enforcement agencies which for reasons of distance or lack of avail
ability of personnel would not otherwise avail themselves of laborat~ry 
services. SETS is intended to serve those departments beyond a 50-~led 
radius of the laboratory, largely on a request basis, although if deman' 
dictates, schedules could be established. 

The Secure Evidence Transit System provides a means for the 
state to offer a high degree of service to those small and remote departments 
which -are not within the 50-mile convenience radius of a crime laboratory. 
It is an economi~ alternative 'to the establishment of crime laboratories 
in'low popuJ.aCion density areas where the low demand for crime laboratory 
ser'viceswould not justify their existence. Further, its availability to 
the crime laboratory director provides a mechanism by which he can actively 
influence the submission of physical evidence to the lab. 

Under tllis concept, each regional or satellite crime labora
tory would hillve its own evidence transit vehicle and serve specified coun~ies. 

. The pos:Ltiori:of driver of the evidence vehicle could serve as an entry.po~nt 
for ,individuals who are potential candidates for in-service or on-the-Job 
trainingaa laboratory, photographic or evidence technicians. 

,Crime scene search training: 

General: The pr.oper search of the crime scene and the trans
m~,aBion Ot physical evidence to the crime laboratory is critically important 
'to criminalisticB support. There is seldom an opportunity to correct an 
oversight or retrieve a mistake made in processing the scene of a crime. 
TIle actions taken to collect and preserve physical evidence must therefore 
be timely, and performed by persons who are trained and properly equipped. 

However, the "proper" equipment for crime scene teams can 
only be defined in tar.ms of what a team (or an evidence technician) is ex
pected to do. 'rhe 1:cquired level of training of the technicians is Similarly 
rela.t:cd to the misal,on assigned them. If the object' is to collect available 
phys:f.cal evidQnco and transmit it as quickly as possible to the crime labora
tory, the team's requirements for training, equipment and transportation are 
far more conservative. than if certain on-site examinations of evidence is 
desired. 

Concept of the mission to be assigned the crime scene search 
.teqm: For rensons explained below, training efforts and resources are con
Sidered best utilized by restri~ting the mission of the crime scene techni
ciAns to only recording and searching the crime scene, collecting physical 
evid$l1.cQ and prepl.1ring it for transport to the laboratory. The collection 
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function would include casting and fingerprint work. This concept of mission 
does not preclude technicians from advising police on any apparent implica
tions of physical evidence. However, it does'exclude tasks that would in
volve examinations of clue material that are best done at the laboratory. 
Examples of such exclusions would be tests for human blood and seminal 
stains, and performance of paraffin tests. Routine analyses of suspected 
drug substances would also be excluded. 

In recommending such excluRions, we recognize the advantage 
of time that could be saved if preliminary screening of evidence were done 
on site. There is an undeniable value to shortening the time needed to 
supply the police with the results of analyses of physical evidence. How
ever, the question to be resolved is not the value of on-site examinations 
of evidence, as such, but the benefits that are likely to be realized, 
relative to what it would cost in money and training efforts to provide 
them, and then to sustain that level of support. There is also the question 
of how reliable would be the results of such examinations, considering the 
difficulties that could be expected in maintaining the requisite level of 
training of personnel, and the physical problems involved with transporting 
instruments and working within the confined space of a van or mobile crime 
lab. There would be few Cases in which final answers could be delivered by 
the crime scene technicians. Thus, aside from any of the above considera
tions, there is the question of ~l7hether the time saved by providing incomplete 
or partial results would compensate for the added costs. 

Costs associated with supporting a mobile crime lab concept: 
There are two major aspects of costs associated with developing the more 
sophisticated crime scene capability. The first concerns transportation 
and equipment; the second, training. 

The transportation requirement is one component of cost in
creases if a crime scene search team is expected to attempt some on-site 
examinations. A considerably larger and more expensive vehicle would be 
required than if the team's objective is restricted to processing the 
scene. The equipment requirements are substantially increased as well. In 
this connection, there is the question of the long-term usefulness of even 
a large, walk-in type vau, as a base of operations for crime scene technicians. 
Even in this kind of vehicle, there would be severe shortages of space for 
efficient laboratory type operatious~ part'icularly considering the several 
other purposes (transportation of personnel, equipment and evidence collected) 
to which the vehicle would be put. 

Training, the second major aspect of increas.ed costs to support 
a more sophisticated program, should be considered not ouly in the context of 
dollars and man-days expended, but in terms of the benefits that must be fore
gone as a result of fewer officers being trained. The number of hours and 
perhaps the technical level of training required for a techntcian expected to 
perform some types of on-site examinations is too high to allow the inclusion 
of officers from many small departments in the state. 
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'! The Tnos t:: important consideration with respect to crime scene 

search is that a search be conducted in the first place. It is likely that 
physical evidence is often overlooked, or not perceived as having evidentiary 
value, becaUSe police perso.mel on the scene lack the necessary training. 
Equipment is far less often the determinant in physical evidence collection 
than is basic traini.ng in physical evidence perception and collection. Con
sidering the critical connection between the sworn police officer as the 
collector of physical evidence and the crime laboratory, it is most important, 
at this 1n1t1.al stage, that the base of training in crime scene processing be 
as broad as possible. 

A competent search of a crime scene does not demand highly 
specialized training or rare skills. It does require knowledge of basic 
procedures, understanding of the fu.ndamental reasons why something must be 
done 1n a certain way, close atterttion to detail, and practice. The last 
is primarily a function of in-service training. Recording the crime scene, 
a function inherent in every search; involves know·ledge of photography. 
The questi.on of how much training should be given crime scene technicians 
in the use of photographic equipment raises again the basic question of 
misfJion. If the technician is to be trained to a level at which he can deal 
with virtually any technical photographic problem that is likely to be pre
sented him, the number of hours of training in photographic techniques would 
be very high. However, the fundamentals of photography, coupled with an 
organi~ed program of practice and cri~ique in-service, can give a police 
off:l.cer su£ficip~t skill with a Camera to deal with the overwhelming majority 
of ai tuutions. 

Law enforcement departments should have their own crime scene 
6ct.u:ch capabili ty. However, the training of evidence technicians to com
pose these crime scene search teams is frequently beyond the technical 
capability of individual departments. The basic techniques involved in 
processing and recording a crime scene can be presented in 40 to 60 hours 
of instructions. The crime laboratory director should be involved in the 
presentation (or at least act in an advisory or supervisory capacity) of 
the course of instruction sinc€:; the lab is the ultimate recipient of the 
o.videncc collected. 

A suggested training program for crime scene search personnel 
is COlltained in Appendi~ A. Appendix B contains a recommended list of crime 
scene search equipment for use by evidence technicians. 

'the Medicnl Examiner Function and the Criminalistics Laboratory 

Background: The possibility of integrating the crime laboratory 
operation with. that of the office of the medical examiner, offers certain 
potential advantages to a regional criminalisticG system. Certainly, the 
st(ingent personal, professional and technical background required to 
qualify fol:' a position as medical examin.er establishes beyond any drubtthe 
necussary integrity and &cientific credent~als demanded of crime laboratory 
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personnel. Additionally, the need for close coordination and communication 
between the staff of a crime laboratory and the medical examiner lends fur
ther support for merging the two functions. Because some scientific in
strumentation and other laboratory equipmen;· are commcm to the criminalistics 
and medical examiner functions, significant economies, both in terms of time 
and money" might be effected by combining their operations and facilities 
into a forensic science laboratory. 

Admini~trative control: ·Control of forensic laboratory operations 
would be assumed by either the medical examiner or the criminalist. Since 
the criminalist no~m311y is not qualified to perform medical ex~miner func
tions, it is safe to assume that there would always be a requirement for a 
medical examiner on the staff of the combined facility. If the laboratory 
were under the control of a medical examiner, the ME coul~ in tur~ appoint 
a crime laboratory director or himself assume that responsibility. It is 
quite probable in an operational situation; that the medical examiner would 
emerge as the individual in charge of the combined facility, if for no other 
reason than higher salary and a greater number of years invested in profes
sional training. In this event, the medical examiner would maintain the 
final authority to formulate policy and define the operational procedures 
to be followed by the laboratory. This dual function of administrative and 
technical direction would be feasible only if the incumbent medical examiner 
were thoroughly conversant with the broader aspects of criminalists. 

The national experience: It is the exception, rather than usual 
practice that a crime laboratory has such intimate association with the 
medical examiner functions. However, the common law enforcement goals which 
these two services support suggest that strang consideration be given to the 
possibilities of complete merger of the two functions. It is therefore 
useful to take an overview of the medical examiner functions nationwide. 

As of 1970, 22 of the 50 states have a statewide medical examiner 
system. Fifteen additional states have similar medical ~xaminer laws that 
apply only at the county or city level. The remaining 13 states have no 
medical examiner laws, thus leaving the cause and :nanner of death certifica
tion up to county coroners or other nonphysicians. It has been estimated 
that because of this lack of uniformity in the law that only one-third of 
the population of the U.S. is served by a medical examiner. Of much greater 
importance is 17e estimate that some 1,800 undetected homicides occur in the 
U.S. annually.-

Luke, J., W. Stuner, and C. Petty, "The Status of Forensic Pathology in 
the United States Today," Forensic Science Gaze,tte, 1, 3-8, July 1970, 
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In most states which require appointment of medical examiners, 
the law also requires that any death occurring as a result of an accident, 
homicide or suicide is unattended or of a suspicious nature, shall come 

" . . h d under the medical examiner's jurisdiction. Thus, the exam~ner ~s c arge 
with establishing the cause and manner of death but not investigating the 
legal circumstances associated with the case. Particularly, he is not 
charged with identifying the murder or developing investigative leads for 
the police (although many medical examiners do just that). 

A forensic pathologist, on the other hand, is a licensed physician 
(as is the medical examiner) who has specialized training in the field of 
forensic science. Thus, the work of the forensic pathologist goes beyond 
the medical examiner's death investigation in establishing not only the 
causation and manner of death, but its relationship to the field of law as 
well. 

In the typical criminalistics system, the medical examiner applies 
or utilizes the expertise of the forensic pathologist to complement the 
investigations of the local law enforcement agencies. Thus, the medical 
examiner system represents a vital link in the chain of law enfqrcement 
investigative processe~. 

Merger of the ME and Criminalists Activities: Despite the close 
similarity of functions anci objectives of the medical examiner and criminalist, 
the dire~ted, legal responsibility of the medical examiner falls far short of 
the full scope of criminalistics. Simply stated, the medical examiner's 
attention is focused on the ,cause of death of a human, and on the evidence 
and processes immediately associated with that event. The criminalist, on 
the other hand, cannot be so confined if he is to make any significant con
tribution to criminal just~ce. The classic relationship of the medical 
examiner and criminalist working a homicide is that the former determines 
that a crime has been committed, and hopefully, something of how it waS done. 
The criminalist then attempts to develop from the fullest possible range of 
all available clue materials, information that will lead to the identifica
tion of the offender. While the medical examiner has no direct responsibility 
to process physical evidence beyond that associated with his investigation of 
the cause of death, the criminalist will frequently be concerned with trace 
materials or oto.er evid:>!'::e that has only peripheral connection to the actual 
crime, but which may nevertheless serve to develop some investigative lead 
for the police to follow. 
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The proponents for merging criminalistics and medical examiner 
functions do not argue that the distinction just described does not exist, 
but that there is sufficient crossover between the functions to justify 
the action and that criminalistics that go beyond medical examiner require-, .. ments can still be performed under the medica1 examiner s superv~s~on. 

That argument is, of course, intrinsically valid. However, it ignores 
something of the reality of the competing demands that would be involved. 

To this point, we have considered homicide as the example of con
vergence of interests and capabilities of medical examiners and criminal
ists. However, the fact is that the overwhelming majority of criminal in
vestigations in which the criminalist is involved has nothing to do with 
homicide. The medical examiner has no chartered interest in burglary, for 
example, which is probably the most difficult crime to solve; and is thus 
the type case in which the criminalist should become more involved. There 
are, of course, numerous other type cases'which are completely divergent 
from the interests and functions of the medical examiner. Thus, the con
clusion is forced that the great major~~y of the work performed in the 

.general field of criminalistics would fall outside the medl-cal examiner1s 
interest if not his expertise. 

Statistically, natural deaths comprise approximately 70 percent 
of the total number of medical examiner cases. These cases involve indivi
duals who die suddenly and who have no attendIng physician. Accidental 
deaths account for approximately 20 percent .of the total, and suicidal and 
homicidal deaths comprise approximately 10 percent of the total number of 
cases. In Mar.yland, homicidal deaths, those cases wherein the most notoriety 
is achieved, actually represent only 4 percent of all cases handled under 
the medical examiner law.ll The experience of Florida is quite similar to 
these figures. In Dade County, the only governmental entity within the 
state which has both a full time medical examiner's office and a full-service 
crime laboratory, approximately 5 percent of those autopsies performed by 
the medical examiner were considered criminal in nature or of concern to 
the crime laboratory. Similarly, of the total number of cases in which the 
Dade County Department of Public Safety crime laboratory was involved during 
a I-year period, only 2 percent of these could be considered to be within 
the sphere of interest of the medical examiner, principally homicide.ll The 
magnitude of the overlapping of this sphere of interest of the medical 
examiner and the criminalistics laboratory is shown graphically in Figure, 9 

]J 

11 

Sopher, 1. M., and W. C. Masemore: "The Police Officer and the Medical 
Examiner System." Police, November 1971, pp. 23-2~. 

If other death investigations such as suicides, drownings, accidents, 
and natural deaths which were found to be noncriminal in nature were 
included,these figures would be increased by a factor of approximately 

two. 
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Yet, there is still nothing in that fact alone that is debili
tating to the proposition or placing a criminalistic laboratory under a 
medical examiner's control. The problem is considerably more subtle than 
that. There is, first of all, the professional orientation that the medi
cal examiner must have--a point that has already been developed. But of 
equal importance is the fact that a situation would be created in which 
the component of the organization that would have authority to direct the 
criminalistics operation would have. less than complete interest and involve
ment in the outcome. 

That statement does not imply lack of good faith or competence 
on the part of medical examiners who may be placed in the dual role of 
directors of criminalistics laboratories. What is involved here is pri-
marily the issue of how broad a scope the criminalistics function would be 
allowed or encouraged to take under the aegis of a medical examiner. It 
is a safe assumpti~n that no medical examiner in the State of Florida is 
overstaffed. By lOle very nature of the cross-training and common capabilities 
that would exist between the staff directly responding to the medical ex
aminer functions, and the examiners designated as criminalists, examiners 
could be diverted to take up slack in one aspect of the operation. That 
would be a potential advanta.ge to the merged system. However, if the med-
ical examiner were given overall control, there would be considerable po
tential for the criminalistics functions to be slighted in emergencies. 
Similarly, there would be stimulus to hire criminalists with strong 
qualifications for doing the type work that the medical examiner is responsible 
for. This combined potential could retard the development of a viable, inno
vative and highly responsive criminalistics sy~tem for th~.state. 

Role of the medical examiner in Florida today: Further complicating 
the concept of a combined medical examiner/criminalistics laboratory system is 
the present or planned geographic distribution of these services, and the 
likely differences in the rates of growth of the demand for the respective 
services. As a result of this study, the most cost effective approach to ex
pansion of the criminalistics function for the state would be to establish 
three regional laboratories with one or more satelljte operations from each 
of the regional labs. Contrast this with the 11 service regions of the De
partment of Health and Rehabilitative Services (which is one of the medical 
examiner districts propositions being considered by the Medical Examiners' 
Conunission) or the 20 judicial districts of the state's attorneys. Expansion 
of the medical examiner's functions and activities is likely in light of the 
enactment of the 1970 Medical Examiners' Act by the Florida legislature. 
Similarly, it is expected that if the reconunendations of this study are im
plemented, the use of criminalistics services will also increase throughout 
the state. There is no reason to believe; however, that these expansions 
will proceed at the same rate since entirely disparate forces· influence 
growth in the use of the respective services. 
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'.£'h(,! last: element of concern in considering the feasibility of a 
jOint 11£/ criminalistics laboratory is the potential conunon use of laboratory 
equi.pnwnt. The major items of equipment used by the medical examiner's 
laboratory would include the spectrograph, UV spectrophotometer, IR spec
tr()phutometer, and microscopes. The prorated costs of all of these items 
over a lO-year life expectancy is less than $2,000 per year j and represents 
hut; a smliH fraction of the equipment costs of a full-service crime labora
tory. Thuf:J, equipment savings as C:! result of the combination of the two 
l£lbfJ ~l()uld be small i.ndeed, and might well be offset by differences in 
pri.()ri ti(w. 

g~ncluding remarks: For the above reasons, it is not considered 
desirable nor feasible to combine a state system of criminalistics labora
tClri(w with a state system of medical examiner laboratories. It is clear, 
however, that a high degree of cooperation should exist between the medical 
c:ll:runiner llnel the crime laboratory. Tl:is cooperation is put into practice 
at the l.ocnl lo.vel. At the state level, however, there appear.:: to be an 
opportunity to take advantage of the existence of the Medical Examiners' 
CommiAsion as authorized by the 1970 act to establish a protocol for such 
cooperation in those cases which are of joint interest to the Medical 
Examiners and the crime laboratory. Particularly needed is a procedure 
tor ehe disposition of nonorganic items discovered in the course of autopsy 
including clothing and effects accompanying the body to the morgue. 

While the currently authorized membership of the Medical Examiners' 
CommiSf}:t.on includes one representative from the Florida Department of Law 
I~!nfQrcemcnt:, tharo. is a need for both law enforcement field operations and 
Crlfl1(\ laboratory requirements to be represented on the Commission to facilitate 
tll(' u(walopmcnt of a cooperative protocol. While it may be possible to com
billa thl.H'Hl capabilities in a single law enforcement representative, an ex
pansicm ()£ the membership of the Commission to include two representatives 
of lLltol enforcement; with one of these being a criminalist, would be highly 
desirable. 
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CHAPTER IV 

VIABLE ALTERNATIVES FOR A CRIMINALISTICS SYSTEM IN FLORIDA 

Developmen.t of Candidate Systems 

Several feasible candidate criminalistics systems emerge as a 
result of the analysis of law enforcement needs, coupled with the philosophy 
of the Florida Department of Law Enforcement. This section of the report 
focuses attention on the primary candidate systems considered to be feasible. 
Other configurations have been considered throughout the study but were 
subsequently dismissed because of inherent shortcomings. 

Preliminary considerations: The purpose of any system analysis, 
including that addressing crime laboratory needs, is to fulfill a Jtated 
objective in keeping with some criteria of "goodness" (Le., measures of 
performance, benefits, service derived, expressed in terms of units of costs). 
In the case of an analysis of crime laboratories the situation is somewhat 
more complicated in that, to date, no one has satisfactorily demonstrated 
the ultimate benefit derived by the criminal justice system as a result of 
influence of the crime laboratory. This observation is not meant to dis
credit the cont'Tibution which the crime laboratory obviously makes, but is 
intended, rather, to state one, underlying premise of this study: 

The cr~me laboratory operating in the criminal justice system is 
capable of providir, scientific and ·technical support unavailable from any 
other source to law enforcement agencies. As such, it provides a worthwhile 
and positive stimulus toward more effective administration of justice.· 

It is only good management policy, therefore, that with limited 
funding available, resources are to be channeled into the areas of greatest 
nee1. This is not to say that the criminalistics needs of all agencies, 
both large and small, throughout the state cannot be met by u fully developed 
criminalistics system. Rather, the implication is that a priority system 
must be estab3-ished for phasing a statewide system. Moreover, specific 
recommendations are given in this study (including the concepts of "induced 
pl:Co~imity" and the evidence transit system) which specifically address the 
needs of the smaller outlying communities and encompass plans to include 
them in the state system. 

Population distribution: Recognizing that it is people who 
commit crimes, the locational analysis first examined the population dis
tribution in Florida. Figure 10 displays populatio~ density witt} each 
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dot representing 10,000 persons.* In considering population distribution, 
it is significant to note that Florida is atypical of most other states in 
terms of its climate and resulting high tourism trade, proportion of senior 
citizens, geographical configuration, etc. The combined influences of these 
factors are shown in this figure, manifested as a clustering of people at the 
more desirable sites. The role which these factors play in regard to crime 
rates would be difficult to quantify and could be the subject of a separate 
research effort. For purposes of this study, however, it is sufficient to 
recognize that people live where they do in Florida for a variety of reasons 
and that the distribution shown in Figure 10 does evince a considerable degree 
of clustering. 

Crimes of laboratory interest distribution: Since the work 
load of the laboratory is generated by incidence of crime, the location 
analysis next examined the premise that the crime laboratory should be "where 
the crime is." Data from the 1971 Florida UCR was used to construct the 
crime density map shown in Figure 11; o_nly the index crimes having the 
greatest potential evidence yield to the laboratory have been included (i.e., 
murder, rape, aggravated assault and breaking and entering) because of the 
ready availability of data on index crlines. Nonindex crlines such as hit and 
run, arson, documents, etc., are not included since data on number of actual 
offenses are not uniformly available. As may be observed from viewing the 
clustering of offenses, four centers of highest: reported criminal activity 
occur in the state: the Miami area (including Dade, Broward and Palm Beach 
counties); Tampa-St. Petersburg area, Jacksonville area, and the Orlando
Sanford area (Orange, Seminole and Volusia counties).*7: The unit of measure
ment used in constructing the map is such that the clustering indicates only 

* In this and the subsequent series of maps one unit of the parameter under 
investigation (Le., .population, expressed in units of ten thousands 
is shown as a single dot on the map, The absolute number, of course, 
has been rounded to the nearest unit for graphical depiction. On the 
population map, for example, one dot could actually represent between 
5,000 and 15,000 people.) The distributions shown are accuZ'ate to within 
county boundaries but actual distributions within a ,county may vary some
what from these shown. Comparison of one county's density with that 
of allY other in the state in regard to the attribute shown may be 
readily seen however. 

*-J, In tr.e subsequent discussion of these distribution centers the following 
interpretation of terms are understood: "Tampa" includes the Tampa
St. ·Petersburg area. "Sanford" refers to the OrlandO-Sanford area, 
including Orange, Seminole, and Volusia counties. Sanford is used in 
place of the more densely populated Orlando due to the presence of a 
drug laboratory already located at Sanford. 
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the areas of greatest potential need for criminalistics services. As foot
noted earlier, the absence of a dot in a particular county does not neces
sarily mean that there are no crimes of laboratory interest occurring there. 
Rather, according to the unit of measurement in this case, it indicates that 
fewer than 50C such crimes were reported in these counties in 1971. 

Sworn officer distribution: Given that the link between 
physical evidence at the crime scene and cases-to-lab is the police officer 
himself (or in some systems, special evidence technicians trained to do crime 
scene work) it is worthwhile to also consider the distribution of law enforce
ment officers throughout the state. 

By and large, the number of police officers in a community 
is a reflection of that community's perc~ived need for law enforcement ser
vice which, in turn, is related to incidence of crime. Hence, there is 
normally a high correlation in an area between the density of police officers 
and the volume of crime. Significant variations in this pattern have been 
noted to occur and so it is necessary to examine distribution of police 
officers independent of crime density. 

Figure 12 depicts the distribution of sworn officers in city 
and county agencies in the state. The pattern clearly foll'ows that for the 
crime distribution noted previously with approximately the same clustering 
points. Again, an unmarked county indicates that there were fewer than 50 
sworn police personnel in that jurisdication in 1971. 

Narcotics and drug arrests distribution: While it would be 
highly desirable for the crime laboratory to emphasize support of the inves
tigative function of law enforcement officials in cases offering a high poten
tial yield of physical evidence (i.e., murder, rape, aggravated assault, and 
breaking and entering) a major portion of the actual work load of the typical 
crime laboratory is devoted to drug and narcotics examinations. 'While it 
is not the intent of this report to comment en societal norms or enforce
ment of existing drug laws, the drug case load cannot be ignored since it 
comprises over 70 percent of all cases submitted by a law enforcement agency 
to a Florida laboratory. (See Figure 5.) Figure 13 shows the 1971 narcotics 
and drug arrests distribution for Florida. 

Several observations concerning the drug problem in Florida 
can be made as a result of the conduct of this study. 

* Law enforcement officials in Florida are faced witq, a drug 
problem of much the same magnitude and characteristics as confronts the rest 
of the nation (i.e., over 50 percent of all arrests for narcotics violations 
were of persons under 21 years of age). 
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* The distribution of narcotics violations in the state 
typically fol1m7 the high population density areas and concentrations of 
young people (university and college campuses, military installations) etc.-
Bee Figure 13). 

* Law enforcement officials and other agencies are actively 
working together in programs to control the drug abuse problem (over 15,000 
arrests were made in 1971; a number of LEAA grants hc:lve been received pro
v1.d1ng for specific action programs aimed at curbing the drug menc:lce). 

* Arresting officers are submitting drug and related evidence 
samples to laboratories for analyses at a high rate (over 12,000 cases in 
1.971 :i.ncluding cases to crime laboratorie?, health laboratories and private 
laborlltories). 

'/< The drug and related cases-to-lab comprise a major portion 
or t.he total case loads of the two full-servic.e laboratories. (Approximately 
40 percent at the FDLE lab and 60 percent for the Dade County lab.) 

"k The satellite system of drug laboratories established 
around tho Dade County labo~atory) is effectively handling a conside~able 
portion of the drug load which would otherwise have gone to the central 1ab-
0!:"tJ /'"ry (the. Broward County Sheriff I s Lab handled 1,700 cases in 1971 repre
scnting (wer a fourth of all drug cases-to-lab in Dade and Broward County). 

* Other laboratories around the state are currently involved 
in drug cases for law enforcement agencies (principally the Health and 
Raho,biUtntive Services labs) even though 'they are not actively soliciting 
such cases. Most are performing these services under a general public service 
churter. 

Elements of ana1y'sis: The attributes of population, crime, swo~n 
oUi.ecrs) and drug activity in the previous section are primary considerations 
:h~ el'.lt,~blishing the locational requirements for the state I s criminalistics 
system. 'rho depiction of each of these parameters in the preceding maps 
strongly suggest that their distributions are highly correlated throughout 
the state. Thus, it is evident that little difference would result if any 
of these attributes (or a combination of these) were chosen to depict "service 
level" or "coverage" of the laboratory system. 

" Two primary cdminalistics $upport levels are envisaged.' At the 
hi.ghoat'ip.vcl arl.l the regional laboratories capable of rendering full crim
inslist.:ics service to user agencies. At a lower level of service is the 
satellite lab (capll.ble of initially handling only drug cases and 1:imited 
criminalistics cases) which is appended to a full-service -regional labora
terry. '3.'11.0 capabilities of each 1llboratol.)" in terms of service categories 
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and case load output are described in deta:i.l in Chapter V. Also included 
there are equipment lists, and personnel requirements. Management guide
lines are given in Chapter VI. 

The following section describes the candidate systems structured 
in terms of location, capability, costs and systems benefit measure. The 
attributes shown reflect appr.oximate data within a 50-mile radius of the lo
cation of the laboratory which i.s consistent with the decay analysis pre
sented in Chapter III. 

The following entries are found in the series of tables accompany
ing the analysis. All data shown were taken from the 1971 Florida UCR unless 
otherwise indicated. 

Population - Number of people living within a 50-mile radius of 
the laborator~ Populations (1971) are approximations taken from tue Florida 
UCR representing an update of the figures pub1ish~d in the 1970 census. 

Crimes - The approximate number of known offenses in the categories 
of murders, rape, aggravated assaults, and breaking and entering reported in 
1971. Totals include only offenses reported within 50 miles of the designated 
location. 

Sworn officers - The approximate number of sworn officers in citr 
and county law enforcement agencies within 50 miles of the location shown. 
Numbers exclude sworn officers in state highway patrol and special agents 
in FDLE. 

~otics arrests - Includes approximate 
lations of both drug possession and drug sale laws. 
of actual offense data which are unava:i.1able. 

number of arrests for vio
Statistic is used in lieu 

Total system cost - Represents the total annual cost to sustain a 
regional lab ($350)O;),))~~ plus satellite laboratories ($50,000). Includes 
salary and salary related costs and equipment costs ill a full-service lab .. 
oratory. Does not include costs of acqt1;iring an adequate physical plant 
either through purchase or rennovation of an existing facility. 

* The $350,000 figure is a generous estimate of the annual cost to operate 
a full-service regional laboratory with 12 professional staff members 
and maintaining adequate support equipment. The figure is used for 
comparative purposes in this analysis only to provide a consistent 
base of reference. Actual first year costs to implement the recommended 
system depend upon the D'.lildup rate of criminalistics capability in 

. the laboratory. See Chapter V for detailed phased implementation 
plan and associated cost estimates. 
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C.O.S. - Cost per officer served - Cost to provide crimalistics 
support services based on the number of officers to be served. Calculated 
as C.O.S, (regional labs) plus C.O.S. (satellite labs). 

System benefit me.~ - A reflection of the coverage or potential 
involvement which the system affords by virtue of the crime density and drug 
activity coming directly under the laboratory's sphere of influence. (These 
two attributes were chosen to simplify" the analysis in light of the high 
correlation which exists among all factors of analysis posed. See in this 
regard pages 40-46.) The full-service regional crime laboratory is assumed to 
have a higher involvement in true criminalistics cases as opposed to the 
satellite laboratories initial major emphasis on drug cases. The benefit 
measure for the regional laboratories is therefore computed as the weighted 
average of the percent of (~:rimes of laboratory interest and the percent of 
narcotics arrests falling within a 50-mile radius of the laboratory. (Wit'h. 
crime involvement receiving twice the weight of narcotics arrests.) Initially, 
the satellite laboratories have only a drug analysis capability an.d limited 
criminalistics capability so that no system henefit is given for the percent 
of crimes other than drugs occurring within the 50'·mile sphere of influence., 
(In 'actuality, plans may be made to phase additional criminalistics capability
into these satellite operations.) For the purpose of this analysis, however, 
the satellite labs are assumed to have a drug capability only. Consequently, 
th~ SBM for satellite labs is computed as one-third the percent of drug ar
rests so as to weight the drue involvement of the satellite lab equally with 
drug involvement of the regional labs. 

Candidate structures: 

Configuration I: The first candidate system structured 
simulates the eXisting support level of criminalistics services currently 
available to user agencies in Florida. This system is shown as Configuration 
I in Figure 14 and consists of two regional labs at Miami and Tallahassee 
with no satellite laboratories. The total annual system cost for this con
figuration is $700,000 based on a $350,000 cost per full-service laboratory 
(see Chapter V for additional cost details). The cost per officer served 
under this configuration is $163. 

The systems benefit measure is 35.7 representing a weighted 
average between the 35.3 percent of crime and the 36.5 percent of narcotics 
arrests which are "covered" by full-service laboratories at Miami and 
l'a11ahassee. 
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Figure 15 displays the relationship between Total System 
Cost and System Benefit Measure. This graph and those included in this 
series were constructed assuming a priority allocation of resources to areas 
of greatest potential coverage. If, for example, only one full-service lab
'or'atory,' couid be supported of the two posed in this configuration, the, lab 
at Miami would be funded rather than on~ at Tallahassee on any criteria con
sid~red (population served, number of crimes of interest, sworn officers 
avaiiable or narcotics arrests made). Point A plotted in Figure 15, cor
responding to Miami, has a systems benefit measure of 34.2 and Total 'System 
coat of $350,000. The second point on the graph, B (Miami plus Tallahassee) 
is determined by considering the incremental benefits received (1.5) in 
terms of the additional expenditures required to maintain a second full
service laboratory at Tallahassee. The slope of the graph thus constructed 
provides some insight into the cost benefits relationship attributes of the 
system. As the curve shows, only a relatively small increase in coverage is 
obtained by a sizeable (100 percent increase) in system cost. Obviously, 
a more desirable configuration would yield higher systems benefits measures 
for the same or reduced cost, which is to say its graph would have a greater 
slope than that shown in Figure 15. This graph may be compared with the 
Systems Cost/Benefits relationship obtained in other configurations. 

Configuration II: Configuration II shown in Figure 16 con
siders the systems effect of adding a full-service laboratory at Sanford 
to Configuration I. As is shown in the tabl~ approximately 10 percent in
creased coverage is added to all four measures. System cost for this con
figuration increases by 50 percent. Systems benefit measure increases to 
46.2 representing an increase of some 29 percent. 

The graphical representation of Configuration II is shown 
in Figure 17. The procedure used in structuring the graph is similar to that 
described previously: laboratories with the maximum potential contr'ibution 
to the system are added first. Thus, proceeding from left to right on the 
graph are shown Miami (Point A), Miami plus Sanford (Point B), Miami plus 
Sanford plus Tallahassee (POint C). Configuration II bears an interesting 
relationship to that depicted in Configuration 1. Note that upon the addi
tion of a second full~service laboratory to either system that while total 
systems costs for both are at the $700,000 level the systems benefit measur,e 
for Configuration II is over 25 percent higher. Further, the decreased ,slope 
of the curve corresponding to the addition of the Tallahassee lab in Figure 
17 onCe again demonstrates a nominal gain (1.5) in the criminalistics system 
at the cost of sustaining another full-service laboratory. • 
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Total System Cost 
C.O.S. 

Population 
Number Percent 

1,966,811 27.9 

198,534 2.8 

727,590 10.3 

1,892,935 41.0 

- $1,050,000 
$ 192 

Sworn Officers Crime 
Number Percent Number Percent 

4,005 33.7 48,643 33.9 

289 2.4 1,946 1.4 

12171 -2..:1 14,837 10.4 

5,465 46.0 65,426 45.7 
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! Figure 16 - Candidate Structure - Configuration II 
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Configuration III: The regional lab component of Configuration 
III shown in Figure 18 has three elements corresponding to the assignment 
of full-service laboratories at Miami, Tallahassee, and Tampa. The potential 
contribution of these three labs may be compared with Configuration II em
phasizing the effects of a trade off between the Sanford and Tampa lab ,loca
tions. :By noting the increase in systems benefit measure for the two con
figurations the substitution of Tampa for Sanford appears to be a cost
effective measure, At the three regional lab level the systems benefit 
measure increases from 46.2 to 54.3 representing nearly an 18 percent increase. 
A graphical representation of this configuration is shown in Figure 19. 

Configuration III is the first candidate structured to examine 
the impact of adding satellite laboratories to a system. As discussed earlier 
it is assumed for purposes of this analysis that in the beginning satellite 
labs will have only a drug analysis capability, so that no recognition is 
given to the crimes-of-lab interest which fall within the sphere of influence 
of the satellite laboratories. Accordingly, any contribution to the crim
inalistics system which the labs at Sanford, Ft. Lauderdale, and JacksonVille 
might make in the crimes-of-lab-interest component are ignored in the system 
benefit measure. (Note in this connection that the drug potential of a 
full-service laboratory and that of the satellite laboratory are given equal 
weighting. This assumption is applied uniformly in the analysis of all can
didate systems so as not to impede the identification of significant dif
ferences existing in the candidate systems or otherwise bias selection of a 
preferred system.) 

The curve in Figure 19 is structured by adding elements 
(regional or satellite labs) to the system on a cost benefit basis. Note 
in this connection that a regional lab at Miami and its satellite at 
Ft. LaUderdale are added to the system before the regional lab at Tamp'a and 
its satellite at Sanford are structured. The final elements of the system 
are the satellite lab at Jacksonville and a regional lab at Tallahassee. 
The flattening of the curve beyond point E once again illustrates that the 
assignment of a full~service laboratory at Tallahassee weights down the cost
effectiveness of the entire system. 

Configuration IV: In an attempt to structure an improved 
base of regional labs the analysis next examined the implications of assigning 
a third full-service laboratory at Jacksonville rather than at Tampa or 
Sanford as previously depicted. The result of this configuration shown in 
Figure 20 yields a system benefit measure of 46.1 which is slightly under the 
Configuration II score and considerably below that of Configuration III. 
Hence, no attempt is made to structure a satellite system on a base configu
ration which is less effective than a previous candidate system. A graph of 
the system's cost benefit relationship for Configuration IV is shown in 
Figure 21. 
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Systems 
POEulation Sworn Officers Crime Narcotics Arrests Benefit 

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Measure 

Regional Labs 

Miami 1> 966,811 27.9 4,005 33.7 48,643 33.9 5,254 34.8 34.2 

Tallahassee 198,534 2.8 289 2.4 1,946 1.4 250 1.7 1.5 

Jacksonville 659,041 9.4 935 --.l..:.!t 16 , 267 11.3 1,321 ~ 10.4 

Total 2,824,386 40.1 5,229 44.0 66,856 46.6 6,825 45.2 46.1 

Satellite Labs 
lJ1 
-...J 

None 

Total System Cost - 21 2°50 2 000 
C.O.S. - $ 201 
Systems Benefit Measure - 46.1 

Figure 20 - Candidate Structure - Configuration IV 
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Configuration V: Each of the candidate systems considered 
heretofore have included both Miami and Tallahassee in their configurations. 
The rationale for this approach is that the state's only two f.ull-service 
laboratories are currently at these locations. In considering all of the 
parameters under investigation (population, crime, sworn officers and narcotics 
arrests) it is apparent that the Miami laboratory is situated at a cluster 
point for each of these characteristics. Not so evident, however, is the 
case for justifying the operation of a full-service laboratory at Tallahassee. 

In view of these considerations Confuguration V was structured 
by taking the best system considered so far (Configuration III) and replacing 
the low contributor in that system, T.allahassee, by Jacksonville. The result 
of this trade off depicted in Figure 22 is dramatic--the systems benefit mea
sure at the three regional lab level increases from 54.3 to 63.2. In com
paring the potential impact on the criminalistics system evinced by the candi
date structures it should be emphasized that the regional component of the 
total system cost in each of the last three configurations is the same 
($1,050,000). It is only the potential benefit to the state criminalistics 
system that is found to vary substantially. 

Having found an improved "mix" of regional labs a system of 
satellite labs was again structured assigning drug labs to Sanford, Ft. 
Lauderdale, and Pensacola. The 'result of this allocation yields an addi
tional 12.0 to the systems benefit measure for a total configuration score 
of 75.2. Costs for the three additional satellite labs are $150,000. This 
system is depicted graphically in Figure 23. Note the substantial improve
ment in the systems benefit measure at each increment evidenced by the in
creased slope of the curve. 

Configuration VI: Since the inclusion of the Sanford regional 
laboratory resulted in a marked improvement in systems benefit measure in 
going from Configurations I to II a sixth configuration was structured in 
which Sanford replaced Jacksonville as the site for the third full-service 
laboratory. (A corresponding exchange was made at the satellite lab loca
tions.) As is recorded in Figure 24 and shown graphically in Figure 25 a 
slight increase in the systems benefit measure is noted in Configuration V 
over Configuration VI. 
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POEulation Sworn Officers Crime Narcotics Arrests 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

Regional Labs 

Miami 1,966,811 27.9 4,005 33.7 48,643 33.9 5,254 34.8 

Tampa 1,475,642 20.9 2,109 17.8 28,221 19~7 2,483 16.4 

Jacksonville 659,041 2d: 935.··· " -Z:.J. 16,267 11.3 1,32.1 3...:.l 

Total 4,101,494 58.2 7,049 59.4 93,131 64.9 9,058 60.0 
:: .'~~' 

.§.atellite Labs 

Sanford 727,590 10.3 1,171 9.9 14)837 10.4 1,602 10.6 

Ft. Lauderdale 324,296~/ 4.6 902~./ 7.6 16, 258~./ 11.3 3,244E-/ 21.5 

Pensacola 260,7]0 -2.:2 329 ~ 4,062 ~ ---2Q§. 4.0 

Total 1,312,656 18.6 2,402 20.2 35,157 24.5 5,454 36.1 

Total System Cost - $1,200,000 
C:.O. S. $ 211 
S;stems Benefit Measure ~ 75.2 

~I Excludes attributes of Broward and Dade counties assigned to the regional lab at Miami, above. 
£1 Excludes Dade County. 

Figure 22 - Candidate Structure - Configuration V 
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POEulation Sworn Officers Crime 
SYb..:ems 

Narcotics Arrests Benefit 
Number Percent Number Percent Number. Percent Number Percent Measure 

Regional Labs 

Miami 1,966,811 27.9 4,005, 33.7 48,643 33.9 5,254 34.8 34.2 

Tampa 1,475,642 20.9 2,109 17.8 28,221 19.7 2,483 16.4 18.6 

Sanford 727,590 lO.3 1,171 . --2.:.2. 14,837 10.4 1,602 10.6 ~ 

Total 4,170,043 59.1 7,285 61.4 91,701 64.0 9,339 61.8 63.3 

Satellite Labs 
0"\ 

"" Ft. Lauderda1e.2:.! 324,296 4.6 902 7.6 16,258 11.3 3,244 21.5 7.2 

Jacksonville 659,041 9.4 935 7.9 16,267 11.3 1,321 8.7 2.9 

Pensacola 260,770 .2d 329 2.& 9,062 .2.8 608 4.0 1.3 

Total 1,244,107 17.7 2,166 18.2 36,587 25.5 5,173 34.2 11.4 

Total System Cost $1,200 ,000 
) 

C.O.S. - $ 213 
Systems Benefit Measure - 74.7 

~/ See footnote flail and "b", Figure 22. 

Figure 24 - Candidate Structure - Configuration VI 
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In judging the relative merits of the last two candidate 
systems, it should be pointed out that, under the assumptions and constraints 
stated earlier, the respective systems benefit measure for the two configura
tions are identical for all practical purposes. The analytical scheme used 
in determining this index makes the final candidate score sensitive to, the 
weights assigned the percent of crime and narcotics arrest falling within 
the lab's sphere of influence. A perusal of the data shown in Figure 24 
shows that the Jacksonville site would be favored by a heavier weighting of 
crimes of interest over drug cases. Likewise, the Sanford location would be 
favored if a greater emphasis were placed on drug involvement. No real pur
pose would be served, however, if this portion of the analYSis were extended 
to examine the impact of varying the weighting factors assumed in the six 
previous configurations. The more meaningful interpretation (and the one taken 
here) is to consider the systems benefit measure of each candidate system 
as defined above in light of other pertinent factors operating within the 
state criminalistics system. Such influences as the eXisting and planned 
state highway system, geographical placement of laboratories, current ele
ments of criminalistics operating ina region, and the priorities which the 
FDLE adopts regarding crime thrusts must each enter into the final decision 
process. 

Configuration VII: The structuring of candid;:lte systems' to 
meet the criminalistics needs of the state has progressed toithe point that 
two configurations each consisting of three regional ,and thrt;!e satellite 
laboratories are considered optimal. To examine the desirabit,ity of ex
panding the preferred system beyond a baSe of three regional la,hs (and to 

,contend, with the very real possibility that the laboratory at 'Tallahassee 
may be included in the ultimate state crlminalisticssystem) ~:,'seventh con
figuration was considered. Configuration VII takes the region~l lab base 
used in Configuration VI and adds a fourth full-service laboratory at 
Tallahassee. Corresponding crime population, sworn officers,and narcotics 
arrests data are shown in Figure 26. (No system of satelli te:;laboratories 
is included.) The results show that total system cost increas~s by $200,000, 
the systems benefit measure drops 13 percent and the cost per d'fficers, ' 
decreases to $185. The cost benefits relationship of Configura.tion VII is 
shown in Figure 27. This graph clearly shows that while total systems cost 
for criminalistics services are at a maximum with this configura',tion, the 
systems benefit measure is higher in, Configurations III, V, and "VI, systems 
each having three full-service laboratories and three satellite?Tug labs. 

Configuration VIII:, ContinUing the expansion of the regional 
lab base begun in Configuration VII, an eighth configuration was: structured 
in which a regional laboratory is assigned to each location considered in any 
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p:cevious candidate structure (including both regional and satellite lab 
sites). Even though such a structure may prove to be cost prohibitive at 
the present, the analysis represents more than an academic exercise since 
this system may be viewed as depicting the criminalistics capability of 
Florida in a,n I),ltirnate state of development. 

Figure 28 displays the seven regional lab locations with the 
total line depicting the approximate number and percent of people, sworn of
ficers, crime, and narcotics arrests falling within 50 miles of one of the 
seven full-service laboratories. Figure 29 shows a graphical depiction of 
SEM with the locations added incrementally based on a ranking according to 
the systems benefits measure of each component. Thus, Miami is shown as the 
site of the first regional laboratory and Tallahassee as the last laboratory 
to be added to the system. 

A comparison of the attributes of this candidate structure 
with those of the other configurations yields some insights into the crimi
na1istics potential in Florida. As is tabulated in Figure 28, the SBM for 
Configuration VIII is 93.1, indicating almost a 25 percent increase over the 
next highest configuration. (Configuration V.) Total cost for this configura
tion is, however, at the 2.5 million dollar mark representing an increase of 
100 percent over the next most costly system. 

Ignoring for the moment the relatively high cost of the total 
system, the Sru1/cost relationship may be compared on a point-by-point basis 
with that of the "best" candidate system considered so far, Configuration V. 
At the $1.0 m:L11ion level the SBMs are approximately 70.0 and 65.0 for 
Configut'atians V and VIII, respectively. At the $1. 2 million level (the 
highest funding level required in Configuration V), the SBMs are 75.2 
and approximately 73.0 in the same orde-r. Beyond this level no direct com
parison of the two configurations is possible due to the cut-off point of 
the earlierc.onfiguration. Th1:oughout the funding level which Configuration 
V encompasses, Configuration VlII has a lower SEM indicating diminished cost 
benefits ratio. 

Viewed in the perspecthr,e of the seven other candidate 
structures, Configuration VIII 1,5 s'e,en as a system which ultimately attains 
the maximum SBM at a cost which is double that of any other structure (which 
is p;;:;obably unrealistic to sustain at the present). The desirability of a 
high SBM goes without question; the attaining of this goal by building upon 
a system which j.s less than optimum throughout half' of the implementation 
plan is viewed with serious reservations. 

Configuration VIII, then, represents not so much a plan for 
implementation of a state criminalistics system but, rather, sets a goal to 
be achieved after first establishing high priority regional labs and later 
developing satellite labs into full-service regional labs. 
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POEu1ation Sworn Officers Crime Narcotics Arrests 
Regional Laps Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent -

Miami 1,996,881 27.9 4,005 33.7 48,643 33.9 5,254 39.8 

Tampa 1,475,642 20.9 2,109 17.8 28,221 19.7 2,483 16.4 

Ft. Lauderda1e!!/ 324,296 4.6 902 7.6 16,258 11.3 3,244 21.5 

Sanford 727,590 10.3 1,171 9.9 14,837 10.4 1,602 10.6 

Jacksonville 659,041 9.4 935 7.9 16,267 11.3 1,321 8.7 

Pensacola 260,770 3.7 329 2.8 9,062 2.8 608 4.0 

0\ Tallahassee 198.534 2.8 289 
00 

2.4 1,946 1.4 250 1.7 

5,612,684 79.6 9,740 82.0 120,234 90.9 14,762 97.7 

Total System Cost - $2,450,OrQ. 
C.O.S. - $ 252 
Systems Benefit Measure - 93.1 

!!! See footnnte "a", Figure 22. 

Figure 28 - Candidate Structure - Configuration VIII 
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Organizational and Administrative Alternatives 

The organizational alternatives: 

General: In analyzing the alternatives presented here, ,the 
primary criterion was to select the one which would best establish and main
tain the highest level of criminalistics support for law enforcement agencies 
of the State of Florida--both from the technical and the administrative points 
of view. On the other hand, it would be unrealistic to overlook the often 
demonstrated influence that a strong advocate or advocates can have on the 
success of a crime laboratory. Advocacy in this sense can be at the state, 
regional, or local level, perhaps even from a single official; however, more 
often it takes on the form of support rendered the laboratory by one or more 

. law enforcement departments or by anothe~ scientific agency. 

Judging from the response noted during this study, a crime 
laboratory system for the State of Florida should not lack for such advocacy 
or support. The great majority of the chiefs of police and sheriffs contacted 
during the study expressed the desire for significantly expanded criminalistics 
support for the state, and as near their own jurisdictions as possible. This 
perception of need for criminalistics by the potential users was discussed 
in Chapter II. 

It has been established that it would be highly desirable to 
improve and expand the criminalistic services available to law enforcement 
departments throughout the State of Florida, and that these services be pro
vided on a more uniform basis than at present. The first part of this 
chapter established a quantitative basis for the location of crime laboratories 
to implement this expansion. Chapter V which follows presents a detailed 
phased implementation plan to expand Florida's criminalistics capability over 
a multiyear period. 

The problem at hand is to examine the organizational and 
administrative alternatives which should be considered, and to determine 
which of these offers the greatest potential for successful administration 
of an expanded criminalistics system. 

Before 
could be charged with 
criminalistics system 
issues: 

examining the possibilities of specific agencies which 
the responsibility for exvansion and operation of the 
or elements thereof, we should address two fundamental 

Centralized vs. decentralized system. That is should 
the crime laboratories established under this plan be administered'and con
trolled by a state agency, or should each laboratory come under the control 
of a local agency which it serves? 
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Dedicated or multipurpose laboratory. That is, should 
the laboratory be dedicated to the purpose of providing criminalistics sup
port for law enforcement agencies, or should the scientific laboratory have 
a mUltiple role, such as part of a higher educational curriculum or combined 
with public health needs, such as the medical examiner function? 

Centralization vs. decentralization: On the question' of 
centralization vs. decentralization of administration and control of the 
crime laboratory system, it should be noted that criminalistics support being 
provided the state at the present time is on a decentralized basis. The 
current system exemplifies both the advantages and disadvantages of decen
tralization. The Dade County Department of Public Safety Crime Laboratory 
is an excellent example of local government's perception of need for crim
inalistic suppo'rt, and its willingness to allocate its own resources to pro
vide that service. Law enforcement agencies within Dade County have avail
able a full-service crime laboratory to meet their scientific investigative 
needs, and initially at least, other agencies beyond Dade County were free 
to call upon the laboratory for assistance. As the laboratory work load 
increased, particularly in recent years with a high volume of dangerous drugs 
and narcotics cases, the laboratory has had to restrict its services to its 
immediate charter--Dade County. The in-service training programs and assis-

1 tance to Broward, Palm Beach, and Monroe 'counties in establishing satellite 
drug laboratories is but another good example of local initiative to meet a 
need for expansion of criminalistic services--in this instance, taking 
advantage of the availability of LEAA-derived funding. 

However, the Dade County Crime Laboratory is also an example 
of the parochial loyalty and priorities which must exist toward the depart
ment or agency responsible for funding and control of the laboratory and the 
professional careers of its staff. While the laboratory at one time served 
the criminalistics needs of much of Southern Florida, budgetary and other 
resource limitations, coupled wi th expanding case load, have dictated that it 
limit its scope. Even within Dade County, the preponderance of cases are 
submitted by officers of the Dade County Department of Public Safety. 

Other criminalistic support activities throughout the state 
only serve to illustrate the disparity between the scope and quality of ser
vice available on a convenient, timely basis between those agencies in close 
proximity to Dade County or Tallahassee, and the remainder of the state. 
These crime laboratory elements were discussed in Chapter II. The bulk of 
the latter activities are dependent upon LEAA-derived funding and thus have 
no permanent basis for their future existence. 

Centralized administration and control of a criminalistic 
system on the other hand would eliminate the problem of parochial views and 
priority allocations to one local department and afford a better opportunity 
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to provide "equal opportunity" for the same level of criminalistic services 
to all departments. Centralization offers the other advantaga of the oppor
tunity for technical quality control of laboratory procedures, and uniformity 
in training, particularly in court testimony procedures. Centralization also 
allows for a phased implementation plan for the expansion of criminalistic 
services which is consistent with demand, the availability of trained evidence 
technicians, the availability of qualified professional staff, equipment and 
facilities. 

Ideally, it might be desiraole for every law enforcement 
department to have its own full-service crime laboratory, but both the cost 
involved, and the lack of availability of skilled laboratory staff, precludes 
this alternative. Even the local laboratory facilities which currently exist 
in the State of Florida suffer (in varying de~rees) from the fact that they 
axe just that--laboratory facilities, and not a criminalistics system pro
_vLding for trained crime scene search capability, convenient access to the 
laboratory by remote departments, and programs to increase the use of the 
cri~e laboratory by both investigators and prosecutors. 

The high cost and complexity of a criminalistics laboratory 
is such that few local departments can be expected to provide the, necessary 
financial support, or have the technical capability of assuring quality con
trol of the efforts of the crime laboratory. A state agency, on the other 
hand, can attract personnel with both the technical and administrqtive quali
fications needed. 

It is entirely possible for a municipal or county supported 
cr~e laboratory to continue to function within the area served by a regional 
crime laboratory which is part of the state cr~inalistics system. This same 
situation exists in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts where the Boston Police 
Department operates its own cr~e laboratory in the same city where the main 
laboratory of the s tate cr~e laboratory system is also located. S~ilarly, 

.. 

the City of Chicago Police De?artment maintains its own crime laboratory to 
ser.ve its jurisdiction, while a state system of cr~e laboratories also exists. 

In both of the above examples the crime laboratory is under. 
the operational and adminstrative control of the individual who also has re
sponsibility for providing police services to that same area. The existing 
Dade County Department of Public Safety Crime Laboratory has a situation some
what different than those cities, however, in that it acts in the capacity of 
a regional crime laboratory serving the 25 separat~ law enforcement depart
ments of the various governmental entities within Dade County. In this in
stance the individual having adminstrative and operational control over the 
crime laboratory does not exercise this same responsibility over all of the 
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departments served. If a state cr~e laboratory system is to be established, 
it must, of neceSSity, include a regional crim~ laboratory to service the 
densely populated southeast Florida Coast. The Dade County Department of 
Public Safety Crime Laboratory could continue to function in parallel to the 
state's regional laboratory, however, the effect would be duplicatory, and 
result in competition for skilled cr.L~e laboratory staff and create added 
expense for the taxpayers of Dade County. 

Dedicated or multipurpose laboratory: The question of com
bining the crime laboratory with that of the medical examiner was discussed 
in Chapter III above. Basic difference in priorities, and the small area 
of overlap of interests between these two functions mitigates against such a 
compined facility, particularly in light of the relatively small cost savings 
which might be realized. 

Several ongoing and planned programs at junior colleges 
throughout the state are examples of dual use of laboratory facilities both 
to support the needs of law etJ.£orcement agencies, and to meet the needs of 
educating potential criminalists. On the surface, this is a very attractive 
proposition, since it puts expensive laboratory equipment to multiple use, 
serving both operational and educational needs, takes advantage of the avail
ability of college faculty with scientific training, and may even save the 
costs of construction of laboratory facilities since the college could pro·· 
vide these, making use of the laboratory in other areas as well. 

The many ongoing programs throughout the State of Florida 
in community colleges, junior colleges, and, other academic institutions in 
the field of criminal justice are indeed commendable and are providing an 
essential service in continuing education for law enforcement officers and 
also act to encourage other qualified individuals to enter the profession. 
However, there is reason for concern if some of these programs at the 2-
yea ... · level have 'the objective of training criminalists and/or providing 
operational crime laboratory services to law enforcement agencies. This is 
inconsistent with both the educational requirements of crimina lists and the 
operational needs of police. From the point of view of the community college 
considering an operational crime laboratory on campus, the problems of 
security, large volumes of long-term storage of_phYSical evidence, uniformed 
law enfot'c.ement officers and marked police cars regularly on campus all prob
ably far outweigh any possible advantage of acquisi~ion of LEAA-funded 
laboratory equipment. The academic staff involved in the laboratory opera
tions would certainly have problems of conflicting priorities between their 
academic'pursuits and the need for highly responsive examination of physical 
evidence. Frequent absences dictated by the l'equirement to appear in court 
as expert witnesses would also create problems. If both academic and opera
tional use of the scientific equipment of the laboratory is contemplated, 
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additional conflict-of-priority problems would arise. The security of 
physical evidence, partic~larly dangerous drugs and n~rcotics, might well 
pose problems of such magnitude that the existence of an operation.>."l crime 
laboratory on a college campus would indeed be short lived. 

From the pOint of view of law enforcement agencies relying on 
an on-campus OIH.!rational crime laboratory, certainly many of the factors 

dlocUfHH::d abmlc also pose significant problems for law enforcementa.s well. 
Th~ problem of security of the crime laboratory could well impose additional 
personnel requirements on law enforcement agencies far beyond that which 
would be required if the laboratory were housed in a facility under the usual 
control of law enforcement. Since the provision of expert witn.esses for 
testimony in court i.s one of the principal functions of a crime labora:tbry, 
proximity of the laboratory to the major user and the courts of usual juri~~ 
dication is a factor in crime laboratory location. Most college. campuses 
are remote from both cOllrts and law enforcement departments •. 

An educational program Cl .~entrating on qualifying scientists 
to become cri.minalist"s should be concenlrated in a single educational insti
tution which offers a full 4-year program in the physical sciences and pre
ferably one which also provides for gradllate programs as well. The experience 
of: other universities throughout the country with similar program indicates 
that the number of students ,w'ho are attracted to the field is insufficient 
to make the program self-supporting, in the present social cliJ,ilate at least. 
External support, usually in the form of LEAA grants, has . been. the basis for 
c(.lt1t:!nuation of such programs. It would appear then that the junior college 
is n.ot the appropriate higher education.al level to establish such a curriculum. 
T.he e~perience of other 4-year uni.versities throughout t;he country with 
similar program should be carefully examined·be£¢re~ embarking on a crimi
ttull.sti.cs program, however. 

Onc otherposs:ibility~:xists for combi1;H::d functions of a 
scicmtific laboratory, that is) Code.vel0p. a system of laboratories to meet 
all of the. scientific laboratorY1.'leecls Of all departments of the state. The 
Conummwcl.llth of Massachusetts 'aPP'l7oaches this concept in its Department of 
Public Safety Chemical Lab.ora\:.ory. That la.boratory performs chemical analyses 
to support the state ~r~il.1·gGommission i)1 the: form of saliva and urine tests, 
analyses associated w:i'.th the enforcement 6£ state fire regulations and other 
nonhe,alth relatQ.d atltAv:i,tie.s. Even in Massachusetts, however, the State 
Department of Public Health operates food and drug laboratories. While sor:e 
ccononies nre effe~ted from the Massachusetts concept, the racing season 
places! high priority. del1\a,nds On the laboratory which must, of necessity, 
cause delays in proce:ssing crituinslistics eases. The concept was adopted 
primarily tl) forestall the repetition of two undesirable incidents in 
Hassachusetts I his.tory, the Cooonut Grove fire, and an early racing scandal. 
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Establishment of a combined laboratory system for the State 
of Florida would create problems in allocation of priorities, orientation 
and training of laboratory staff, types of equipment to be acquired, 10ea
tiona1 considerations, and others which would all far outweigh any possible 
advantages accruing from the apparent economy. If the objectives in estab
lishing a criminalistics laboratory system for the state are to improve the 
degree of involvement of the crime laboratory in law enforcement and thus 
raise the overall quality of the profession in the State of Florida, then the 
crimina1istics laboratory system should be dedicated to that sole purpose. 

Alternatives for the agency to administer and control a state 
criminalistic systent: Given that the criminalistic system for the State of 
F10rdia should be one with centralized control at the state level, and bt' 
a set of laboratories devoted primarily to the provision of scientific sup
port to law enforcement agencies throughout the state, the next point for 
consideration is which state agency should have the responsibility for the 
development of a state criminalistics system and the supervision an.d te.chnical 
quality control of the professional staff of these laboratories. 

Possible candidates include the Florida Department of Law Enforce
ment, which is already authorilled by the legislature to provide crime labora
tory services for the state; the Department of Health and Rehabilitative 
S'ervices which is responsible for the medical examiner function of the state 
and also has several scientific laboratories opernting in the area of public 
health; the State Attorney General's Office, or under the super'Tision of 
states' attorneys; or perhaps even the ~reation of a new department created 
for the purpose of supervising a crime laboratory system for the state. 

Discussing the alternatives in inverse order of their presentation 
in the foregOing paragraph, there are two reasons to reject the creation of 
a new department to administer and supervise a crime laboratory system for 
the state. One, despite the fact that the crime l::l.boratory has considerable 
potential to serV8 law enforcement and criminal justice, it does not warrant 
the creation of a new department reporting directly to the governor and on 
par with existing state departments. Second, the Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement is already authorized to provide these services to the entire 
state. 

While the results of laboratory examination of physical evidence 
is used by states' attorneys in the prosecution of criminal defendants, the 
crime laboratory also serves the investigative function of law enforcement 
agencies as well. In fact, this latter function is by far not only the 
dominant 'work load of the laboratory, but also of necessity must be the initial 
purpose of the involvement of the crime laboratory in a given case. If the 
investigative officer does not bring physical evidence to the laboratory as 
part of his investigative process to prepare for indictment of a .suspect, 
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then it is highly unlikely that the prosecutor would develop a new need for 
laboratory examination of. clue material. Thus, a law enforcement-oriented 
agency to supervise a.crime laboratory system would seem to serve the needs 
of both law enforcement and the Office of the Prosecutor.: 

While the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services has 
an existing laboratory function, and is chartered to exercise supervision 
over the medical examiners of the state, it is not considered an appropriate 
candidate for the supervision of a crime laboratory system, for the same 
reason.s discussed earlier concerning the combining of the medical examiner 
and criminalistics function. 

Clearly, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement is the agency 
which should have the respon.sibility for a state criminalistic system. It 
is currently authorized to provide crime laboratory services to law enforce
ment agencies throughout the state. Its primary interests are in the support 
of law enforcement, and the l(~adership of the department has expressed 
advocacy for improv~d r;.LiminaHstics support for the state. 

The FDLE crime laboratm-:y at Tallahassee can playa valuable' role 
in this organizational concept. In addition to acting as a crime laboratory 
to serve loca.l needs the laboratOl:y could be a center for criminalistics re
search for the state and also pro-vide the technical personnel and equipment 
needed for inspection an.d quality contrul of the laboratories of the state 
criminalistics system. As with all of the crime laboratories of the system, 
the Tallahassee laboratory will also have a capability for apprentice or on
the-job training of professional personnel. (The role of the Tallahaesee 
laboratory is discussed further in the Phase Implementation Plan.) 
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CHAPTER V 

PHASED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR ACHIEVING RECOMMENDED 
STATE CRIMINALISTICS SYSTEM 

This chapter develops a phased implementation plan, complete with 
personnel and equipment requirements and, in addition, includes plans for 
a facility at Tallahassee to administer the system and suggests 'research and 
development in criminalistics beyond the implementation period. 

The cost benefit analysis presented in Chapter IV resulted in 
two candidate system configurations offering a very high potential Systems 
Benefit Measure (SBM) on a least-cost basis. These systems are Configura
tions V and VI. 

The only difference between these two configurations, it will be 
noted, is the trade-off in designation of regional or satellite laboratory 
functions to the Sanford and Jacksonville areas. Given the small difference 
in the SBM for these two sites and the lower priority for the third regional 
laboratory in the state after the :impIE)mentation of the Tampa facility, it 
is advantageous tG incorporate a r~gioln.al laboratory option into the phased 
implementation pla.n at tT::.e beginning of, Year 3. The purpose of this option 
is to allow state planners the flexibility of determining the site for the 
third state regional laboratory based on demonstrated or actual demand for 
crime laboratory services in either the Sanford or Jacksonville areas. 

While the systems benefit measure is an excellent indicator of 
the potential demand for crime laboratory services, the actual use which law 
enforcement departments will make of the laboratory will be dependent upon 
many other factors such as responsiveness of the laboratory to the needs of 
law enforcement departments, both in terms of time and successful results' , 
attitudes of prosecutors and the courts; training of law enforcement per
sonnel in the use of the crime laboratory; and even such intangibles as 
personalities of individuals involved and perceived cooperation. Criteria 
for the upgrading of a satellite laboratory to r.egional status should be 
based on actual performance rather than potential. Since the satellite 
laborato~y performs examinations relative to dangerous drugs and narcotics, 
and also limited criminalistics examinations for the area served, it is 
reasonable to assume that the existence of the laboratory and the inter
action with law enforcement departments will stimulate and encourage the 
submission of physical evidence in criminalistics cases not only to the 
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satellite, but also to other labs. Therefore, one measure of actual cr~i
nalistics case load that would be handled by a satellite laboratory if it 
were upgraded to a full-service regional laboratory would be the total num
ber of criminalistics cases sUbmitted to any laboratory from the area served-
i.e., law enforcement departments within 50-mile driving radius or the labora
tory. 

Using criminalistics case load per examiner data for the existing 
Dade County Department of Public Safety crime laboratory as a benchmark, an 
anticipated criminalistics work load for a regional laboratory with a staff 
of 12 professionals would be approximately 2,000 cases per year. Of course, 
this volume would not be achieved at the initial opening of the lab, but 
would be achieved over t~e. 

From the above information, an arbitrary "rule of thumb" can be 
established as a criterion for the upgrading of a given satellite labora
tory to regional lab status. A lab can be considered for regional status 
when the criminalistics cases SUbmitted by law enforcement departments in 
the immediate service area of the satellite lab are approx~ately half the 
number of criminalistics cases that would be handled by a full-service re
gional lab. This number would include all criminalistics cases submitted 
to any laboratory, from law enforcement departments within 50-mile driving 
radius of the satellite lab. To simplify record keeping, the criminalistics 
cases submitted from departments of entire counties, any part of which is 
within the 50-mile driving radius should be counted. 

The emphasis is placed on ~r;_' :i_:1alistics cases submitted from the 
area served rather t' ':;:~ ... tWm¥4:'}e~ '*8iler'.k,e;,.,.,~""i'Lp!~ dangerous drugs and 
narcotics examinations), since the principal thrust in upgrading a satellite 
laboratory to regional status is the addition of Significant criminalistics 
capability to the lab. It would be entirely possible for a satellite labora
tory to expand its staff and equipment based on increased demand for drug 
analyses without achieving the necessary criterion frr upgrading to regional 
status. 

Figure 30 depicts the basic time-sequencing and scheduling of the 
implementation plan. In this plan a 3-year timetable is assumed although 
the plan is sufficiently flexible so as to allow compression or expansion 
as the experience warrants and still retain implementation priorities. Each 
year's activity is further subdivided into quarterly increments with the 
option of acquiring new capabilities at the beginning of the quarter. 

At the beginning of Year 1, one regiona~ laboratory (Miami) and 
its satellite (Ft. Lauderdale) are shown in full operation recognizing the 
high SBMs of these two areas and that laboratories are already in existence 
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in both locations though not presently operating within the state system. 
Also shown oper3.tional at the beginning of Period 1 is a facility at 
Tallahassee responsible for the adminstrative function of the system 0: 
state crime laboratories. Note that the Tallahassee facility retains Lt~ 
local case load capability throughout the planning period in addition to Lts 
adminstrative role. Details of personnel and equipment :uirements for 
all components of the Tallahassee fac'ility are pres'ented i: the planning 
model, Florida State Criminalistics System Planning Model, this chapter. 

The only other component of the state criminalistics sy~t0m operat
ing at the beginning of Year 1 is the satellite laboratory at Sanford. The 
early assimilation of this laboratory into the state system is b~sed s~le:y 
on the presence of a laboratory at this location rather than a hLgh prLorLty 
according to the SBM. 

I 

Continuing the buildup of criminalistics capability, one addi
tional regional lab is begun in the third quarter, Year 1 (Tampa location). 
Note that this laboratory does not emerge full-blown but, rather, that a 
phasing of capabilities is accomplished through increments of personnel and 
equipment additions at. the beginning and again at the third quarter of Year 
2 (shown as successive expansions of the line interval width). Tampa is 
initially established as a regional lab in the beginning (as opposed to be
ginning as 8.. satellite lab only) due to high SBM of this location as shown 
in the syst:m analysis, Chapter IV. 

The laboratory at Jacksonville is to be operational at the begin
ning of Year 2. 

Activities in Year 3 include start-up of the satellite facility 
at Pensacola and exercise of the regional lab option at either the Jacksonville 
or Sanford areas. 

Planning Model Format and Definition of Terms 

The details of the phased implementation plan are shown in the 
format of a computer planning model. To facilitate review of the model, 
attention should be placed on noting report headings found throughout the 
plan. The following description of reports apply throughout the model. 

REGIONAL LAB (alternately SATELLITE LAB)--a descriptor used 
to distinguish between the staffing and equipment require
ments of the two basic components (regional and satellite 
labs) of each system. 

EQUIP ACQUIS!TION PLAN--a report indicating number of items 
of a piece of e.quipment to be acquired in a given planning 
period. 
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UNIT EQUIPMENT COST--costs to purchase one piece of equip
ment during the quarter indicated. Costs are not accumulated 
unless equipment is actually purchased at that time. Infla
tionary cost factors are built into the model. 

EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES--the actual cost to purchase equip
m~nt of the designated category and description. Represents 
the product of the Emtry in EQUIP ACQUISITION PLAN times 
corresponding data in UNIT EQUIPMENT COST. 

PERSONNEL STAFFING PLAN--the cumulative number of personnel 
of a given skill level in the laboratory at the specified 
planning period. -l 

PERSONNEL SALARY LEVELS--the annual salaries of lab person
nel by skill level. Figure shown is annual rate of pay and 
does not reflect salary costs during quarter. Cost of living 
increases are provided for in the model. 

PERSONNEL SALARY COSTS··-the actual costs for personnel sal
aries by skill level each quarter. Salaries paid is a product 
of number of personnel shown in PERSONNEL STAFFING PLAN times 
corresponding data shown under PERSONNEL SALARY LEVELS. 

SUMMARY--report provided for each regional and satellite lab. 
Includes summary information on equipment costs, salary costs, 
and total operating costs by quarter and yearly totals. 

The above report titles and headings are found in the Systems' reports. In 
addition, a separate report is provided for the Tallahassee facility show
ing personnel and equipment requirements and associated costs. 

The final report in the plan is a summary report highlighting the 
costs to sustain all components of the state system. 

SUMMARY--.total cOl.£iguration costs for equipment and personnel 
for all laboratories operating in the system including re
gional labs, satelli.te labs and the Tallahassee facility. 
Costs for the Secure Evidence Transit System (SETS) are pro
vided separately and in toto. 

'Before proceeding to the planning model a further word of ex
planation should be given. While 12 planning periods are shown in the 
model the structure is not keyed to any particular calendar year although 
the base value for salaries and equipment costs shown reflect 1972 estimates. 
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rD~E CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

MIAMI fACILITY OCT. 15, 1972 
RUN 1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• a ••• a •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e •••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 , 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .......•..••..••......•.•..... ...•...•. ~ ........•.....•....• ....... ~ ..... ~ ...... ......•.....•....•..•.•..•...•.•.••..••. 

1970 

1 

1971 PROf STAFfING PLAN 
12 12 12 

1 

i 

1912 PROF SALARY COSTS 
43170~00 43170.00 43170.00 

1974 SUPPORT SALARY COST 
610'." ~!DQ.Oe ~100.00 

00 
~ 1975 TO!~L· SALARY eOSTS 

49S7G~uO 49810.00 49870.00 

1916 FRIN&E SENEfITS COST 
1481.00 1481.00 ?481.00 

1911 STAF~ fR.i~ING 
500.00 500.00 500.00 

1978 TOT SALARY RELATED 
51851.00 5?851.00 5?851.00 

1979 EQUIP REPAIR + REPLACE 
3150 3750 3750 

1 

•. ...,. ..... #'. --ZtHi5 

2066 VEHICLE PURCHASE 
4000 !l o 

2067 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE 
304 308 311 

2068 VEHICLE DRIVER 
1822 1845 1868 

2069 ToT COST-SETS 
6}2& 2153 2180 

1980 iOTAL OPERATING COST 
67727.00 63754.00 63781.00 

12 12 

43110.00 45330.00 

6100.00 6700.00 

lt9870.00 52.031).00 

7481.00 7805.00 

500.00 530.00 

57851.00 60365.00 

~-:-50 3750 

o o 

315 319 

1392 1915 

2207 2<'35 

63808.00 66350.00 

MIAMI REGIONAL LAB 

12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

45330.00 45330.00 45330.00 4?595.00 47595.00 41595.00 41595.00 

~!OO.oo 6110.00 6101.00 6.700.00 6100.01 67 ..... 61 .... 0 

520~0.00 5Z0~G.OO 52030.00 5~~5.00 54295.00 54295.00 54295.10 

7805.00 1805.00 7805.00 ~144.01i 8144.00 8144.00 8144.00 

530.00 530.00 530.00 562.00 562.00 56Z.00 562.10 

~0~~5.00 60365.00 60J65.00 6~001.00 63001.00 63001.00 63001.00 

3750 3750 3750 3150 3750 3750 3750 

EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTE~ 

o o o o o o o 

323 327 331 335 340 344 34~ 

1939 1964 1988 21\13 20)8 2064 2089 

22b3 22'H 2319 C!348 2378 2401 2438 
,'l n -::l' 

66)76.00 60'+06.00 66434.00 69 009 .00 69129.00 691'ld.OO 69189.00 

~ r-'! ~ ~ r ~if':'-7_:: t.r4 :r--1r--1 'r-1 'r-~~ 'r--
' 

:("1',-( -1 ~r--'\ 'I \ :1 - t 'c i 

r.·· '" ~, ~ j l ~ J r W \ i : I: , L......-J' i , , ~ . : -==oJ ;.............l ~ ~ '.i 
t :, '. :. ~ . -., ;........ r---; ~ , . ~ ~~ -: ~ i ~ 4 ' J ;---

. ~ \.-...:I ~ 't....-.J L.-.a' \...--i ,,--,. 1...-.1' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I:.-....M i--. ~ L-i !.--..,o: ~ 

i 
1 

00 
\.t.) 

-"~-:..~ .. - -~. 

" 
fOLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM I REQUIREMENTS OCT. 15. 1912 
RUN 1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e •••••••••••••••••••••• 
LINE . . 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9 10 11 II ...........•...•...•..•....................................•..••......•...•...•...•.•••..•.•....•..••••..••••.••••..•••. 

531 fT. LAUDERDALE 

521 ~QUIP ACQUISITION PLAN 

421 STEREONICROSCOPE 
1 0 o o o a a o o o o o 

422 PHASE MlCROSCOPE 
1 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

423 POL4RIlING MICROSCOPE 
1 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

lt24 IR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
1 . 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

425 UV SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
1 . 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

42b STILL AND STORAGE 
1 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

427 MISC EQUIPMENT 
1 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

ltZ8 BENCH~ORK AND FV,RNITURE 
1 (I o o o u o o o o o o 

429 ·MISe EXPENDABLES 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

430 800KS AND PERIODICALS 
1 1 1 1 o o o I) () o o \) 

~. ,co ___ , 

',~._ ,Y'-''''-' ,.." , ","-' "-'_~~'- .. ~~.~-:::' .. -".~ ____ "',~ __ .... ,-' .. ~ ____ , __ .>"'--'-_ ..... ~.~ 
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00 
.po 

rOLE CRIHEL4B SYSTEM 
~CQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM I REQUIREMENTS OCT. 15, }912 
RUN 1 

..••••••.••••..•.•.••......•..•.... _ .•.....•..........•••.•..•..•...•.....•.•........•.•..••••...•....•...•••.•.••••.••••••.••••..... 
LINE -
NO. ~LANNING ITEM 

1 2 345 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .....•..••............................................••.... ••• a •••••• • ~ •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

531 n. LAUDERDALE 

523 EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 

441 STEREOMICROSCOPE 
~OO 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

442 PHASE MICROSCOPE 
30GO 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

443 ~OLARIZING MICROSCOPE 
2500 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

444 IR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
12000 0 o () o o o o o o o o 

445 UY SPEClROPHOTOMETER 
12000 - 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

446 STILL 4NO STORAGE 
800 0 o o o o o o o • o • 

447 MISC EQUIPMENT 
3000 0 {) o o o o o o o o o 

448 IENCHWORK AND rURNITURE 
12000 0 0 o o o o o o o o o 

449 MISC EXPENDABLES 
1250 1250 1250 1250 1325 1325 1325 IJ2S 1405 1405 1405 1405 

450 BOOKS AND PERIODICALS 
SOD 500 500 500 o o o o o o o o 

F4 r-="! ~ r--', y--'\ U' ;- -1 k--~i ~ 

~ ~ ~ 
r--l r-----i 
~ . !. ~ 

'<"""-l . r--1 ~ r-I 
L-..4 

rl rl r. 
~ 

i _ - ~ -, - -- ... ~ ~ ~ ----1 ~ ~ ~ ! ---, '---------~ , , 
~ n\ ~. ~ ~ &-.I ......... .......... ~ --.J ~: ~ a..-....;.' i..---li i..--..-ll ~ i.--ii ~ ~ ~ 

00 
\J1 

rOLE CRIME lAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM I REQUIREMENTS OCT. 15, 1972 
RUN 1 

•••••••••••• e ••••••••••••• ~ ••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••••••• •••• 3 ••• ~ • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

531 

524 

87 CRIMINALIST II 
1 1 

88 CRIMINALIST I 
1 1 

89 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
1 1 

525 

81 CRIM II(CH[M-INSTR) 
14500 .. 14500 

82 CRIM I(CHEM-INSTR) 
12000 12000 

83 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
600\) 6000 

526 

91 CRiMINALIST II 
3625 .' 3625 

92 CRIMINALIST I 
3000 '3000 

93 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
1500 1500 

i' 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

14500 14500 15370 

12000 12000 121Z0 

6000 6000 6360 

3625 3625 3842 

3000 3000 3180 

1500 1500 1590 

rT. LAUDERDALE 

'ERSONNEL SUfFING PLAN 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 l l 2 2 

1 1 -1 1 

PERSONNEL SALARY LEVELS 

15370 15370 15370 1629. 16298 16Z98 16198 

121Z0 12720 12720 13 .... 13488 13488 13488 

6360 6360 6360 6744 6744 6744 6144 

'ERSONNEL SALARY COSTS 

3842 3842 3842 4074 4014 4014 4014 

3180 3180 3180 6744 6744 6744 6744 

1590 1590 1590 1686 1686 1686 1686 

r--I ! . 
~ 

"- ".-.. --.. --'.~ .... 
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(XI 
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rOLE OHM.E t.,\a SfS,TE)4 
ACQUIS!TIO~ PLAN 

SYSTi-4 I RE.JUIRE"'E~TS 
,) T, 1, .. 1~n~ 

R~·. 1 

••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• * •••••••••••••••••••••.••• ~ ••••••••••••• ~ •• ~ 

UNE 
~O. PL4NNIN::; HEM 

1 2 3 4 

.•........ . ~ ....... . ........ ~ ....... ~ .. . 
531 

530 

453 EQUIPMENT PURCHASE COST 
49600 17511 1750 

452 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
(} o 0 

454 srs 1 SAT LAB EQU!P COST 
49600 1150 1750 

460 YEAR 1 ANNUAL EOUIP COST 
00 0 

463 YEAR 2 ~NNUAL EQUIP COST 
00 0 

466 yeAR 3 ANNU~l EQUIP COST 
00 0 

1 

1150 

o 

1750' 

54850 

o 

o 

5 
••• fI ..... •• 

1325 

1060 

2385 

o 

o 

o 

6, 7 ~ 9 10 11 12 
........... -~ ... ~ .. ~ . .•....•... ...... ~ ... , ...••.•.. ... ~.~ ... - .~~.-~.~ .. 

FT. LAUOEROALE 

SUMMARY 

1325 1325 1325 14115 1.05 1",05 Hes 

1060 1060 1060 1124 112_ 1124 1124 

238S 2385 2385 2529 2529 2529 ZSZ9 

o o o o o o t 

o o 9540 o o o • 
o o o o o o 10116 

469 TOTAL J YEAR EQUIP COST 
o o o o o o o o o 7 .. 506 

o 0 

1 

1 

90 TOT SAL.RY PAID EA OR 
8125 8125 8125 8125 8612 8612 8612 8&12 12504 12504 12504 12504 

94 fRINGE BENEfiTS COSTS 
1219 1219 1219 1219 1292 1292 1292 1292 1876 1876 181b 1876 

r-\ r-\ r rl r-1 rl r-1 ~~ ~ n....1'- .~ .~ '~ .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I 

_ --, '.' ~-. ~. ~ 'l I ., f '1 : ,; : '; '. ~ I ~ . . 
, _ ....... L.....:..J~lll!I'li" 
!- ~ ~.' ~ -':; - ~ ;-------; -, -. --, !--! 

j [ 

r--- ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~-'i 

~ ~ 

~>:-~ - ~'. " 

~, iL-....I '---I ~ '--l' ~ '--' L...-l. L.......l '--" i...-l ~ L-.:..L ....... i.-l ~ 

00 
"'-J 

fDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM I REQUIREMENTS OCT. 15. 1912 
RUN 1 

....••.•....••...••..•..•. ~ ..... ~ ......•.....•...........••...•..•.•..•..•....••..••...•.••••.••....••... ~ .. .........•...........•.. 
LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c •••••••••••••••• •• ~ •••••••••••••••• ~ .................................................. . 

451 TRAVEL, STAFF TRAINING 
1250 1250 1250 

95 SY5 I SAT PERSO~,~L COST 
10S9~ 105~~ 10594 

1 

475 YEAR 1 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o 

~18 YEAR 2 PERSONNEL COSTS 
\) 0 \} 

481 YEAR J PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o 

484 TOT 3 YR PE~SONNEL COSTS 
000 

1 

481 YEAR 1 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 o 

488 YEAR 2 OPERATING COS1S 
o 0 o 

489 YEAR 3 OPERATING COSTS 
o \} Q 

1 

490 TOT 3 YR OPERATING COST 
o 0 o 

1250 1325 1325 1325 

1059- 11229 11229 11229 

42375 \} (I \) 

o o o o 

o o o \} 

o o o \} 

97225 o ~ o 

o \} o o 

(I \) \} \} 

o o o \} 

1325 1~05 1405 1495 1405 

11229 15185 15785 15185 15715 

o o o o o 

44917 \} o o o 

o o \} o 63141 

o \} o o 150433 

o o o o o 

54457 o () o G 

\} \} o o 73257 

o o .0 o 224939 

~ 

~._,,.,~._~_~,,'~ __ ,...,.....,_ •• .,,. '\" ~~ • ...-_.,"""'.-..:~'''"'''_'''" ..... " ............ ".,~ ..... --..:''"''_,-____ <iII •• : 
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fOLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM I REQUI~EMENTS oc.r. J5. 1972 
RU-, 1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• ••••••••• e· ••• •••••• •• •• •••••••••••••• • •••••• b •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. F'LANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 ....... ~~: .... ~ ..... ........... .•........ . .•....... 

1 

2065 

2070 VEHICLE PURCHASE 
4000 0 0 0 0 

2071 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE 
304 308 311 315 319 

2072 VEHICLE DRIVER 
1822 1845 1968 1892 1915 

2073 TOT COST - SETS 
6126 2153 2180 2207 2235 

00 
00 

~ ., ~ 
~ =' .rl ...--, rI rJ f"i r-"" 

(, 7 e 9 10 11 12 
•• e .••• e ••• . .....•... .....•..•. . .•.....•• ••••• es ••• ••••• ~~ •••••.• ~ •••••• 

EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTEM .... \, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

323 327 331 335 340 344 

1939 1964 1988 2013 2038 2064 2089 

2263 2291 2319 2348 2378 2407 2438 

r-j ~ r,-"f r--1 . r-1 I, ~ r-t r-1 r--1 r-::: 
!----l ;.--l • I .,..---..., -'--: 

~, 
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fOLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SVSTEio{ I RCQUIREME"ITS OtT. 15. 1972 
RU'" I 

•• e ••••••••••••••••••••• e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 It 5 6 7 e 9 10 11 lZ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • O~ ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1 

2065 

2070 VEHICLE PURCHASE 
4000 0 

2071 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE 
304 308 

2072 VEHICLE DRIVER 
1822 1845 

2073 TOT COST 
6126 

~ r-1 

SETS 
2153 

n 

o o o 

311 315 319 

1868 1892 1915 

2180 2207 2235 

rl ·rf fI !l! 

EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTEM 

o o o o o o o 

323 327 331 335 340 344 348 

1939 1964 1988 2013 2038 20b4 2089 

2263 2291 2319 2348 2378 2407 Z438 

rj r--'1 ~ r-\ r,-t ~ ~. r--1' 
" i ~ 

~~~.!t •. - - -"4 
, 

L_- 1 -L.--

L-..\' lI....-...J ~ ~ L.;,...J ~ L..,..."..l L.-.J L.-..J; i.-..,j: lo-oJ. I......i i..-I, ~ ~ ~ 1....l 

(X) 
\0 

fOLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM II REQUIREMENTS OCT. IS. 1972 
RUN 1 

•..••..•.••••..•..•......•......•..................... .. , ........ ~ ...•...•.....................••.•....•..•. ..........•.•.....•..... 
LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ..... ~ .... •••••.•••.••..•.......•...••..........••..••.•..••.....••.•. .. ~ ....... ...........................•.. ....•.... ~ 

2007 

521 

801 ' STEREOMICROSCOPE o . 0 

8e2 PHASE MICROSCOPE 
o· 0 

803 POLARIZING MICROSCOPE 
o 0 

804 COMPARISON MICROSCOPE 
o 0 

805 REFRACTOMETER 
o 0 

806 IR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 

807 UV SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 

808 STILL· AND STORAGE 
o 0 

809 DISHWASHEW 
o 

810 CAMERACMPJ) 
o 

o 

o 
811 CAHERACOOCUMENTS) 

o 0 

3 

1 

1 

1 

o 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

o 

812 THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPH 
002 

813 ELECTROPHORESIS 
000 

TAMPA REGIONAL LAB 

EQUIP ACQUISITION PLAN 

o 1 o 1 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o 1 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o 

o o o {} 

o 1 o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

CI o o o o 

o o o o o 

o . 0 . 0 C/ . o 
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o o o o o 
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FDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM 11 REQUIREMENTS (JeT. 15. 1972 
~UN 1 

.•....•......•..•••....•.•......... -.~ ................ e···············~···· .. · ..•............. G ••••••••• ~ ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• LINE . 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
........... ! ..•................................... .. ~ ............... ~ . ............................................•..... 

\0 o 

814 X-RAY DIFFRACTION UNIT 
o 0 o 

815 S'ECTROGRAPH. HICROPROSE 
000 

816 GAS CHROMATOGRAPH 
000 

817 XRO GONIOMETER 
o 0 o 

818 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
o 0 1 

81~ 8ENCHWORK AND FURNITURE 
001 

820 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDABLE 
00 1 

82! ~OOKS AND PERIODICALS 
001 

825 VEHICLE (DIRECTOR) 
o 0 1 

826 VEHICL~ MAINTENANCE-DIR 
o 0 1 

.r--: :r--; .r-' ~ 
J j J i '" 

~ ,r--i 

o o o 

o 1 o 

o 1 o 

o o o 

1 1 1 

o o o 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

o o o 

1 

r- ~, ~ 'r-1 rr 
"j t 

o o o o o 

o o o o o o 

o o o \) o o 

1 o o I) o o 

1 1 1 1 

o o o o o o 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

o o o o o o 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

~ ~ r1 r-i r-'! r! ~ ~ ~ , 
# 
~ 

; 

I........J ~ I.........J j ~ 

~ 
j. i. - ~ { 
~ ~ i i 

~ 
~ i 
~ ~ 

, , - ~ ; 
~ ~ ~ ~ . , ---: ~ ~ 

L-j. U l - u ~ - .l...-.4 t -" --.,,' 

FDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

i......J "---J, '--J \..-l t-i. 1...-..1 "'--i. L-..J 

SYSTEM II REQUIREMENTS 

t.....J t........' ~ .r..-..: i.....M ~ 

OCT. IS. 1972 
RUN 1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••• 

LINE . 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a ~ 10 11 12 
••••••••••••••••••••• e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. •• ~ •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• ~ •• ~ •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2007 TAMPA REGIONAL LAB 

523 EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 

901 STEREOMICROSCOPE 
o 0 2~0 o Blta o 8lt8 o o o o o 

902 PHASE MICROSCOPE 
o 0 3000 o o o o o o o o o 

903 POLARIZING MICROSCOPE 
o 0 2500 o o o o o o o o o 

904 COMPARISON MICROSCOPE 
o 0 6000 o o o o o o o o o 

\0 905 REFRACTOMETER 
~ 0 0 o 

906 IR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 12000 

907 UV SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 12000 

908 STIL~ AND STORAGf. 
o 0 300 

909 DISHWASHER 
o 

910 CAMERA (MPJ) 
o 

o 

o 

911 CAMERA (DOCUMENTS) 
o 0 

600 

1000 

o 

912 THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPH 
o 0 5000 

913 ELECTROPHORESIS 
o 0 o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o () 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o lObO 

o 848 o o o II o 

o o o o o o o 

o o o o o o o 

o o o o o o o 

o o o o o o o 

o o o o o o o 

o 2650 o o o o o 

o o o o o o o 

o o o o o o o 

...... c_y.'-'_-I.~~·_· __ 

-::-~ .. 

• 

...... 



\..:;' 

\0 
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rOLE CRIME lAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTE~ II REQUIRE~ENT5 DC. T. IS. 1972 
RUN 1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• a •••••• o •••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 234 .••...•.•. .......... ....•....• ......... . 
91~ X-RAY DIFFRACTION UNIT 

000 

915 SPECTROGRAPH. MICROPROBE 
000 

916 GAS CHROMATOGRAPH 
000 

917 XRO GONIOMETER 
~ ~ o 

918 MISCELL~NEOUS EOUIPMENT 
o 0 3000 

919 8£NC""OP.IC AND FURNITURE 
o 0 30000 

920 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDABLE 
o 0 3000 

921 BOOKS AND PERIODICALS 
o 0 1000 

924 CRIME SCENE MOBILE UNIT 
o 0 600. 

925 VEHICLE 'DIRECTOR) 
o 0 5000 

926 ~EHICLE· MAINTENANCE 
0.0 0.0 300.00 

o 

o 

o 

o 

3000 

o 

3000 

1000 

o 

o 

300.00 

5 6 7 
.......... ....•...•. .....•.... 

o o 10600 

31BOO o o 

10600 o o 

o o 10600 

3180 3180 3180 

o o o 

3180 3180 3180 

1060 1060 1060 

o o o 

o o o 

318.00 318.00 318.00 

8 9 10 11 12 ....•..... •.....•... ..............•••••••..••••••. 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o o ., 

3180 3372 3372 3372 3372 

o o o o o 

3180 331Z 3J7Z 3372 3372 

1060 1124 1124 1124 1124 

o o o o o 

o o o o o 

318.00 337.00 337.00 337.00 337.00 

~ ... ~. ~ ~.~ .r-t .. ~ ~r ~ r1 ·rr ~ fi\ !I n IT) n .:r--'r r--; 
f __ ... IIII!IIi ......................... a.....J i........I j t ~ j I ......J i--I ~ j ; 
{,i~:\i:, ;:'1',::' :·;~·j~~!~rlr]l'~ 

~ ~, L...o..J 1.......jJ~ ~ ---.t. L-i ~ \.-I t......4 '-" '---I L-..t i...I 'I.-J ....., ~ ~ 

~ 
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FD~E CRIHE LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM II REQUIRE~ENTS OCT. IS. 1972 
'1UN 1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• oe.&8 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLAN~ING ITEM 

1 2 3 It 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••••••• ••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·.0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2007 

524 

641 DIRECTOR 
o o 

642 CRIM IIICPHYS ANALYSIS) 
o 0 

643 CRIM IIICCHEM-INSTR) 
o 0 

6~ CRIM II~BIOLOGICAL) 
o 0 

645 CRIM iICCHEM-INSTR) 

" 0 

646 CRIM ICCHEM-INSTR) 
o 0 

647 CRiM ICBIOLOGICAL) 
o 0 

648 COMP MICROGRAPHER 
o 0 

649 DOCUMENTS SPECIALIST 
o 0 

650 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
o 0 

651 CLERK TYPIST 
o 

652 PHOTOGRAPHER 
o 

o 

o 

653 CRIME SCENE SPEC II 
o 0 

654 CRIME SCENE SPEC I 
o 0 

1 1 1 

1 1 

1 1 1 

1 

1 1 1 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 2 

o o o 

2 2 2 

4 4 6 

1 

1 

1 1 1 

TAMPA REGIONAL LAB 

PERSONNEL STAFfING PLAN 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 '1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

o 1 1 1 1 

2 2 ? 2 2 2 2 

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

1 1 ! 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 

1 

[ 
I 

I 
j, 

! 
t 
I 

; 
] 
t 

, 

".~~.,,--~,-, .... ----.--.. ~""~, .... -.,j 
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FOLE CRIME L~B SYSrE~ 
~CQUISITION PLAN 

--------;--,-. --. -.-,,-. - ... 

SYSTEM II REQUIREMENTS :lCT. 15. 1972 
~UN 1 

...•..•............................................. _ ............................................................................... . 
LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 .••.•..... .••.•••... .....•... ~ .........•.......... 

2007 

526 

651 DIRECTOR 
o o 5000 

662 CRIM IIIIPHYS ANALYSIS) 
o 0 4250 

663 CRIM IIIICHEM-INSTP) 
o 0 

664 CRIM !IIBIOLOGICAL) 
o 0 

665 CRIM IIICHEH-INSTRl 
o 0 

666 CRIM rICHE~-INSTR) 
o 0 

667 CRIM IIBIOLOGICALI 
o 0 

668 COMP MICROGRAPHER 
o 0 

669 DOCUHENTS SPECIALIST 
o () 

670 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
o 0 

671 CLERK TYPIST 
o 

672 PHOTOGRAPHER 
o 

o 

o 

673 CRIME SCENE SPEC II 
o 0 

674 CRIME SCENE SPEC 
o 0 

4250 

3625 

3625 

3000 

3000 

3500 

o 

3000 

4000 

2625 

275(; 

2375 

5000 5300 

4250 4S()5 

4250 4505 

3625 3842 

3625 3842 

3000 6360 

3000 636~ 

3500 7420 

o o 

3000 3180 

4000 6360 

2625 2782 

2750 2<115 

2375 2517 

6 7 ...•.•..•. . ........ . 
TAMPA REGIONAL LAB 

PERSONNEL SALARY COSTS 

5300 5300 

4505 4505 

4505 4505 

3842 3842 

3842 3842 

6360 0360 

6360 6360 

7420 7420 

o 3710 

3.&0 3180 

. 
6360 6360 

2732 27d~ 

2915 2915 

2Sli' 2517 

8 9 1·) 11 12 
• ••••••• It • . ........... . . ........ . ••• 7I •••• I/il. 

5300 5620 5620 5620 5620 

4505 4771 4777 4777 4771 

4505 4771 4171 4777 4177 

3842 4014 4074 4074 4074 

3842 lj'OH 4074 4074 4074 

6360 6744 6744 6744 6744 

6360 6744 6744 6744 6744 

1420 1868 7868 7868 7861:\ 

37}0 3q34 3934 3934 3934 

3180 3372 3312 3372 3372 

6360 6744 6144 6'7 it ... 6744 

~ 7::"2 2<150 2~50 29 50 2950 

2915 3091 3091 3091 3091 

617 2669 2669 266~ 2669 

-'----.. 
'"----'---_. 

"~---......-, 

~, ~ ... ~~ .,...., .-t. r-t. r-( r-t ~" r-:- ~ r-r r-"1 rJ .~ 1)' ~ r'i 
I ~ f j l j fi ~ .,"",., .• 1. ~.' , • , 

L -.1. _ '. __ ~ ~ l..-...: 1--. ! """-"'i i-.-I ~ ~.' J i i......i __ .' ' _.' , 1...-..' ~ 
, •••• \. f 1. '/' i' 1 i ... . ~ ; , 1 ' . ' ] i ; r ~ -, \ .i 1- t ~ I r f ,~ 

~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

\0 
VI 
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FDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM II REQUIREMENTS OCT. 15. 1972 
RUN 1 

•••••••• ,.~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• o ••••••••• • ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEH 

1 2 3 4 c; 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• g ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ~ ~ •••••••• o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2007 

530 

930 EQUIPMENT PURCHASE COST 
o 0 93600 

934 EQUIP MAINTENANCE COST 
o 0 o 

935 SYS II REG LAB fQUI? CST 
o 0 93600 

1 

936 YEAR 1 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

939 YEAR 2 ANNUAL EQUiP COST 
000 

942 YEAR 3 ANNUAI_ EQUIP COST 
000 

1 

945 TOTAL 3 YEAR EQUIP COST 
o 0 o 

675 TOT SALARY PAlO EA OR 
o 0 45000 

676 fRINGE BE~EfITS COSTS 
0' 0 6750 

677 TRAVEL. STAFf TRAINING 
o 0 2000 

1300 

o 

7300 

100900 

o 

o 

o 

45000 

6750 

2000 

TAMPA REGIONAL LAB 

SUMMARY 

52046 7738 33284 

o () o 

52046 7138 33284 

o o o 

o o (} 

o o o 

o o o 

59890 59890 6)600 

898J 8983 9540 

2120 2120 2120 

.' 

7738 8205 8205 8205 8205 

o 5248 5453 5658 5863 

7738 13453 13658 13863 14068 

o o o o o 

100806 o o o o 

o o (} o 550.3 

o o o a 2567.9 

63600 67440 67440 67440 67"0 

9540 10116 10116 10116 10116 

2120 2241;1 2248 2248 2248 

__ '---C_~ ________ ~~_~_"-_.--,c_-" ~-.. --.. --.---,_,,'-=~ 

• 

I 
f;, 
I;: 
;; 

f-
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~. 
~! 
\1 
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FDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISIIION PLAN 

SYSTEM II REQUIREMENTS OCT. IS. 1977 
>JUN 1 

.... ~ •...••.••••.•.........•......•....................•.............• ~ ..•..•............................... .............•.......•.. 
LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ~ ••• 8 ••••••••• e •••••• •••• ~ ••••••••••••• ~ • •••••••••••••••••••• 

680 RECRUITING COSTS 
200 1700 200 950 200 650 200 200 200 200 200 200 

681 PERSONNEL TRANSfER COSTS 
o 0 3600 o o o o o o o o o 

618 SYS II REG PERSONNEL CST 
200 1100 51550 54700 11193 71643 75460 75460 80004 90004 80004 80004 

1 

1 

602 YEAR 1 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o 114150 a o o o o o o o 

605 YEAR Z PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o o o o o 293157 o o o o 

608 YEAR 3 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o o o o o -0 o o o 320016 

1 

950 TOT 3 YR PERSONNEL COST 
o 0 o o o o o o o o G 727922 

1 

955 YEAR 1 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 o 215050 o o o o o o o o 

956 YEAR 2 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 o o o o o 394563 o o o o 

957 YEAR 3 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 o o o o o o o o o 375058 

., 
~ 

r r-r'~ ~ r ~-~~; _ _ ~ L.......! ! __ l L-J !--------------.J 
,~ ~ !~. ;=:: ~ ~~. ~ ~~ ~' ~~~ 

'--~. '"_---l ~ i--.-i -' --' I..-...i ,L--1 "-----1 '----j ~ ___ , 

,~. h. 

--.I 

\0 
-...J 

. . ~, -,;' " -' 

L..J~~~~ 

~OlE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUiSITION PLAN 

'-i 'I....J ''---' ~ ...... ~ ~ '....... '---' ~ ~ '-' 

SYSTEM II REQUIREMENTS OCT. 15. 1912 
RUN 1 

••••••••••••• G •••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• ~.· •• ····.·····.~.~~~~~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 

6 7 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 11 12 3 ,~ 5 8 9 10 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• ~ • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••• 

958 TOT 3 YR OPERATING COST 
o 0 o o o o o o o o o 984671 

2065 EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTEM 

2074 VEHICLE PURCHASE 
o 0 4000 o o o o o o o o o 

2015 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE 
o .0 304 30& 311 315 319 323 327 331 335 3~0 

2076 -'EHIelE DRIVER 
o 0 1822 1845 1868 1892 1915 1939 1964 1988 2013 2038 

2071 TOT COST - SETS 
o 0 6126 2153 2180 2207 2235 2263 2291 lJ19 . 2J~8 2378 

---------- ---~,~ 
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rOLE CRI~E LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM II REQUIRE~ENTS OCT. 15. }972 
RUN 1 

••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• 5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~. 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• ~e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2001 

524 

687 CRIMINALIST II 
1 1 1 

688 CRIMINALlST I 
2 2 2 

689 CLER~ STENOGRAPHER 
1 1 1 

526 

691 CRIMINALIST II 
3625 3625 3625 

692 CRIMINALIST I 
6000 6000 6000 

693 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
1500 1500 1500 

EQUIP REPAIR • REPLACE 

1 

2002 
1250 1250 1250 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

3625 3842 

60011 6360 

1500 1590 

1250 1312 

SA~FORD-ORLANDO 

PERSONNEL STAFFING PLAN 

1 1 1 1 1 I 1 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

PERSONNEL SALARY COSTS 

3842 3842 3842 4074 4074 4074 4074 

6360 6360 6360 6144 6744 67" 6744 

1590 1590 1590 1686 1686 1686 1686 

1312 1312 1312 1375 1315 1375 1315 

Hl ~ ,-~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~' ~ ~' ~' ~ ~ I i It- - -- -~ 1-:--'-- } ~", ~ t j ~. ~ .. , ~ ~ t ; r • ~ ': ~.{ ~ ~ ',1 .j l' ~ '. 1> 

, !- l.-.J ~ l.-..J l.-...J ~ i...-..l ~ ~ ;.-...! !.........J ~ j I ; ! ~ .1, I . i 
{ j r. ! '1 : ~f i ~ j -: ~ 1 . ' ~ ! 1 : ~ " ~ , r ;. r---1 ~ 1: 1 ,...--, r--, l~ , 

I~~~~~~W~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

\0 
\D 

fDLE CRIME LAS SYSTEM 
~CQUISITlON PLAN. 

SYSTEM II REQUIR[MENTS OCT. 15. 1972 
RUN 1 

•.•...•.......•.•••.••....••.••.•..•.••....••.•......••...•..•..•..•.••..•.•••...•.•...••..•...•.•.•.•.•.••• ...................... ~. 
LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITE'" 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2001 

530 

2002 EQUIP REPAIR • REPLACE 
1250 1250 1250 

1 

2003 YEAR 1 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

2004 YEAR 2 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

200S YEAR 3 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

1 

2006 TOT 3 YR EQUIP COST 
o 0 o 

1 

690 TOT SALARY PAID EA QR 
11125 11125 11125 

6;~ FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS 
1669 1669 1669 

1051 TRAVEL. STAFF TRAINING 
000 

695 SYS II SAT PERSONNEL CST 
12794 12794 12794 

1250 

5000 

o 

o 

o 

11125 

1669 

o 

12794 

SANFORD-ORLANDO 

5UMMARY 

1312 1312 1312 

o o o 

o o o 

o o o 

o o o 

11792 11792 11792 

1769 171)9 1169 

132S 1325 1325 

14886 148f!o 14880 

1312 1375 1375 1375 1375 

o o o o o 

524A o o o o 

o o o o 5500 

o o o o 15748 

11792 12504 12504 12504 12504 

1769 1876 1676 18.76 }876 

1325 1405 1405 14(15 1405 

148d6 15785 15785 15785 15785 

~":"' '":""'-- ~ ~."'''-. ~--,,-- ... 
~~ 
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FDLE CRIME L~B SYSTEM 
ACQU!SITION PLAN 

SYST£~ II REQUIREMENTS ')'"T. 15. 1972 
QUN 1 

..... ~ •..•••••.••••....•••.•....•........................... ~ .......... ~ .... ~ .... ~ .......•.•.••.•.••..•..•.• ........•...•..•.•...... 
LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 
..••••.... ..••••...• ...•••.... 

YEAR 1 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 

1075 o 

YEAR 2 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 

1018 o 

YEAR 3 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o 1081 

1 

1084 TOT 3 VR PERSONNEL COSTS 
00 0 

1 

1 

1087 YEAR 1 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 

1088 YEAR 2 OPERATING CosTS 
o 0 

1089 YEAR 3 OPERATING COSTS 
D 0 

1090 TOT 3 yR OPERATING COST 

2065 

2078 

2079 

2080 

2081 

o 0 

VEHICLE PURCHASE 
4000 0 

~EHICLE MAINTENANCE 
304 308 

VEHICLE DRIVER 
1822 1845 

TOT (;05T - SETS 
6126 2153 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

311 

1868 

2180 

4 
••• 0 •••••• 

51175 

o 

o 

o 

56175 

o 

o 

o 

o 

315 

1892 

2207 

5 6 7 a 9 10 .......•.. . .. . . . .... ...... ~ ... ....•..... . ........ . 
•••••• (J ••• 

11 .....•.... 12 ... , ..... . 

o o o o o o o o 

o o o 59545 o o o o 

o o II o o o o 631"-1 

o o o o o o o 173861 

o o o o o o o o 

o o o 64793 o o o o 

o o o o o o o 68641 

o o o o o o o 189609 

EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTEM 

o o o o o o o o 

319 323 327 331 335 340 344 3 .. ~ 

1915 1939 1964 1988 2013 2038 2064 2089 

2235 2263 2291 2319 2348 2378 2407 <,438 

1-1' . . r--": r-~ ~ • t ~ r-: ~---l~~ rJ· rt ir-t r-1 r-l. .~ ~ .r-: r 
\ i ; . ~ ~ -=~ .-".~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~' ~ --- ,; , - 1 

f 
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FDLE CRIME LAH SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM III REOUIRE"ENTS ceT. 15. 197:> 
RU', 1 . 

•••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• & •••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• • ••••••• •• •••••••• G •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 (, 1 8 9 10 11 12 
••••••••••• e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2010 JACKSONVILLE SATELLITE 

521 EQUIP ACQUISITION PLAN 

1021 STEREOHICROSCOPE 
o 0 o o 1 o o o o o c; o 

1022 PHASE ~ICROSCOPE 
o 0 o o 1 o o o o o o o 

1023 POLARIZING MICROSCOPE 
o 0 o o ) o o o o o o 

1024 IR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 o o 1 o o o o o o o 

1025 UV SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 o o 1 o o o o o o o 

1026 STILL AND STORAGE 
o 0 o o o o o o o o o 

1021 MISC EQUIPMENT 
o 0 o o o o o o o o o 

1028 BENCHWORK AND fURNITURE 
o 0 o o I) o o o o o o 

1029 MISC EXPENDABLES 
o 0 o o 1 1 1 1 

1030 BOOKS AND PERIODICALS 
o 0 o o 1 1 1 . 1 o o o o 

'---

11 



r'("'''''''"' ~~~0c •. _._ .... -.-.-_ .• : 

.... 
o 
N 

SYSTEM III REQUIRE~ENTS 
I)CT. 15. 1972 

RUN 1 
FOLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
f~CQUISITIO~ PLAN 
...•••••.•••.••••..•..••.•......•.........•••.............•..•.. ~ ............•..••.•......•...........•.•.....•........•...••••.•.•. 
LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 23 ........•• .•........ ..•.....•. 

2010 

1 

523 

1041 STEREO~ICROSCOPE 
o 0 o 

1042 PHASE ~ICRQSCOPE 
o 0 o 

1043 POLARIZING MICROS€OPE 
o 0 o 

1044 IR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 o 

1045 UV SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 o 

1046 STILL AND STORAGE 
o 0 o 

1047 MIse EQUIPMENT 
o 0 o 

1048 8ENCHWORK AND FURNITURE 
o 0 o 

1049 MIse EXPENDABLES 
o 0 o 

1050 o 
BODKS AND PERIODICALS 

o 0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 1055 CRIME SCEN~ GEAR 

it .......... 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

\) 

o 

0.0 

5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 

•...•...•• ..... .., .... •••• c •••• • .. . . . . . . . . .. • • II ...... . .......... .......•.. .•...•.... 

JACKSONVILLE SATELLITE 

EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 

848 \) \) \) o o o o 

3180 o o o o (l o o 

2650 o o o o o o o 

12720 o o o o o o o 

12720 o o o o o o o 

848 o o o o o \) o 

3180 o o o o o o o 

12720 o o o o o o o 

1325 1325 1325 1325 1405 14 05 1405 Ilt05 

530 530 530 530 o o o o 

1855.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , ~ _j r , , ., , ~ l "! J -, J ill , 1 ( ; r .~ I '7 ~ , , ! r .. ,. j i ' ) . i 

~ ~;~ : ~ : .. ; ~: :. ". ~ ~ .. : : . .' ~ ~ ~ -.: ~ ~ ~,~~ , ~ '. ~ 4---iI :---.. '~ t."-" '---' -..I ''---1 .--.. '"'-'" ......... lI......I ....... ....... '---i ....... ~ 

.... 
o 
w 

FOLE CRIHE LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTE~ III REQUIRE~ENTS ')CT. 1;', 197? 
Rur. ) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e •••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

4 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 1<' 
1 2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ¥ •• ~ ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3 

2010 

1 

524 

2011 CRIMINALIST II 
o 0 

20}2 CRIMINALIST 
o o 

201J CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
o 0 

526 

2015 CRIMINALIST 11 
o 0 

2016 CRIHINALIST I 
o 0 

2017 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
o 0 

o o 

o o 1 

o o 

o o 3842 

o o 3180 

. 0 o 1590 

JACKSONVILLE SATELLITE 

PERSONNEL STAFFING PLAN 

1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 

PERSONNEL 5ALARY COSTS 

3842 3842 3842 4074 4074 407 •• 4071.> 

311:10 3180 3160 3372 3372 3372 3372 

15'/0 1590 1590 1686 1686 1686 1686 



t.:~<,' ,---'"'''-"-".,' ~~~~-- 'I'. 

~ , 

rDLE CRIME LAS SYSTEM 
;\COUISITIU» PLAN 

SYSI~~ III REa~IRE~ENTS OCT. 15, t 912 
:?",-, 1 

••••••• ~.SL •••••••••••••••• ·.························-•••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 

UHf. 
NO. PLANNIN& 11EM 

4 5 6 7 a 9 In 11 12 
1 2 J ....•...•. .. ~ ...... ~ ...••...•. ... ~ ...... ...•.......................................•..............••...•........•••.•..• 

"... 
o 
~ 

2010 

1 

530 

1053 EQUIPMENT PURCHASE COST 
o 0 o 

1052 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
o 0 o 

105~ SAT LAB EQUIP COST 
o 0 o 

1 

1060 YEAR 1 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

1063 YEAR 2 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

1066 YEAR J ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

1069 TOTAL 3 YEAR EQUIP COST 
00 0 

1 

2014 TOT SALARY PAID EA QR 
o P o 

2018 FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS 
o 0 o 

o 52516 

o o 

o 52516 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o 8612 

o 1292 

JACKSONVILLE SATELLITE 

SUMMARY 

1855 1855 1855 1405 

o o o 1124 

lass 1855 1855 2529 

o o o o 

o o 58141 o 

o o o o 

o (l o o 

8612 8612 ~~\? 9132 

1292 1292 1292 1370 

r--t M ~ ~-, ~' r'" or"! ,r-r r-i r-1' 'r-'f rr r-t ri r; 
i: ~, ~ ~ L-.l L-\ ~ L-.-.\ ~ ~ t---4 i---\ L--.l l- ~ 1-----\,~, 
.", ~! ! r" !"~ ,i (' i 1" .~ 4."1 II" ~ '--..I ~ ........... J..--,j '-..j 'w--..; ......... '---.. ~ "~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

FOLE CRIME l~B SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM III REQUIRE~ENTS 

1405 

1124 

2529 

o 

o 

o 

o 

9132 

1370 

~ 
.~ 

~ 

1405 1405 

1124 1124 

2529 2529 

o o 

o o 

(I \0116 

o 6B251 

9}32 9132 

1370 iJ7'1 

:-1 ;, I 'i"i ri 
~; ~ ~ 

OCT. }5, 1972 
RUN 1 

•••••••••••••••••••••• 8 •••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• ••• 4 •••••••••••••••••• ········~······················· •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

t-' o 
V1 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 
1 2 :> 4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• G ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ~ ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1051 TRAVEL, STAFf TRAINING 
o 0 o 

1 

2019 JACKSONVILLE PERS COST 
o 0 o 

1 

2020 YEAR 1 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o 

2022 YEAR 2 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o 

2025 YEAR 3 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o 

203S TOT 3 YR PERSONNEL COSTS 
o ':l 0 

2029 YEAR 1 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 0 

2030 YEAR 2 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 0 

2031 YEAR 3 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 0 

2032 TOT 3 YR OPERATING COST 
000 

2065 

2082 VEHICLE PURCHASE 
o 0 o 

2083 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE 
o 0 o 

2084 VEHICLE DRIVER 
o 0 o 

20B5 TOT COST - SETS 
o 0 o 

o 1325 

o 11229 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o 0; 

o o 

o o 

o 4000 

300 304 

1800 1822 

2100 6126 

1325 1325 1325 1405 1405 1405 1405 

l!229 11229 11229 11907 11901 11907 11907 

o o o o o o o 

o o 44917 o o o o 

o o o o o o ..,7629 

o o o o o o 92S47 

o o o o o o o 

o o 103058 o o o o 

o o o o o o 57145 

o o o o o o 160804 

EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTEM 

o o o o o o o 

308 311 315 319 323 321 331 

1845 l868 1892 lq15 19)9 1964 }988 

2153 2180 2207 2235 22"3 22~l 2319 



1'. 

.... 
o 
0' 

rDtE CgI~E L~B SYSTEM 
ACOtiISl TION PLA?~ 

SYSTE~ III REQilIHE~t~TS 

"'-

OCT. l~h 197? 
}?!J'( 1 

.••.••.••••..••••••.••...••••.......•............• ~ .........................•• ~ .......•... ~ ..... ~ ••.••..... ~~ •.•.•....••.•.• ~ ...... . 
LINt 
UO. PLAfHHNS HElot 

1 Z. 345 
.•.•..••.• ..•.•..•.. ..........•................... 

21)38 

521 

1621 STEREOHICROSCOPE 
() 0 o o o 

1622 PHASE ~ICROSCOPE 
j) 0 o o o 

1623 POLARIZING MICROSCOPE 
I) 0 o o o 

1624 JR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 o o o 

1625 ,UV SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 o o o 

1626 STILL AND STORAGE 
o 0 o o o 

1627 MISC EQUIPMENT 
o 0 o o o 

1628 BENCHWORK ~ND FURNITURE 
o 0 o o o 

1629 MISC EXPENDABLES 
o 0 o o o 

1630 BOOKS ~ND PERIODICALS 
o 0 o o o 

h 7 
•••••••••• •••••• O •• ~ 

PENSACOLA SATELLITE 

EQUIP ACQUISITION PLAN 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

8 ~ l:l 11 12 
........... ...... ..... . . , ........ . .•.....•.• 

1) 1 o Q 1) 

o 1 o o o 

o 1 o o o 

o 1 o o o 

o 1 o o o 

o 1 o o o 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o 1 1 

o 1 1 

r-r r-r ~~~~~~t ~. ~ ~r-r r-t n r rl fI ~ n 
.---, !.': ':~ ·~;,~~~~~~r .... ~-~·1~ -'I ;--

i • 

L......i 

I-' 
o 
"'-l 

i :; ,. I ., I ; I :, ' .. I ; t ' t ' f . I ' I ' I ' '. . 
'----->. '----" '----'0 ~ '-----"- ~ 1..-.:. l..--.i '---" '-- ,-. '--- ioo--.jf "'-- ~-

I ' 
~ ~ 

FDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISHION PLAN 

SYSTEM I!I REQUIRE~ENTS ocr. 15. 1972 
RUt·l 1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••.••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a •• 
LINE.' . 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••• o.~ ••••• ~ ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• ~.~~ •••• •••••••••• ••••••••• ~ ~ ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2038 PENSACOLA SATELLITE 

523 EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES 

1641 ST~REO~lCROSCOPE 
o 0 o o o o o o 899 o o o 

1642 PHASE ~lCROSCOPE 
o 0 o o o o o o 3372 o o o 

1643 POLARIZING MICROSCOPE 
o 0 o o o o o o 2810 o o o 

1644 IR SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 o o o o o o 13488 o o o 

1645 UV SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
o 0 o o o o o o 13488 o o o 

1646 STrLL AND STORAGE 
o 0 o o o o o o 899 o o ~ 

1647 MIse EQUIP~ENT 
o 0 o o o o o o 3372 . o o o 

,1648 BENCHWORK AND FURNITURE 
o 0 o o o o o o 13488 o o o 

1649 MISC EXPENDABLES 
o 0 o o o o o o 1405 1405 1405 1405 

16S0 BOOKS AND PERIODICALS 
o 0 o o o o o o 562 562 562 562 

1655 VEHICLE CRIME SCENE GEAR 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1907.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 

w 

, 
I 

,I 

}; 

~ 
~ 

J 
f 
~ 
t 

I 



~, 

I-' 
o 
(Xl 

FDtE CRIME t4S SYSTEK 
.C:WISHIO~ PtAI't 

SYSTE~ III ~EQUIRE~ENTS oct. IS. 19n 
"UN 1 

•••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• # ••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• ~ •••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~-
U~ 
HO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 It! ..•...••.•..•.••.... ........... .. ..- ....... . ...•....•. .....••.•. ..•......• .......•.. ............ ............. ...... .... " .. • It •••• ~., •• 

2038 PENSACOLA SATELLITE 

524 PERSONNEL ST~FFING PLAN 

1281 CRIMINALIST II 
C 0 o o o o o o 1 1 

1288 CRIMINALIST I 
o 0 o o o o o o 1 1 

12~9 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
o 0 o o o o o o 1 1 1 

2038 PENSACOLA SATELLITE 

526 PERSONNEL SALARY COSTS 

1291 CRIMINALIST II 
o 0 o o o o o o 4014 4074 4074 4074 

1292 CRIMINALIST I 
o 0 o o o o o o 3372 3372 3372 3372 

1293 CLERK STENOGRAPHER 
o 0 o o o o o o 1686 16B6 1686 1686 

1 

1 
,. 

r--t r-r r-""\' r--t r-t r-r ~ r;. lL-r!: r~L-1~. r':;;;=I:._.J::::=iL-f-L-f~~ r-"'~ 
t h ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ ~ h ; : ~ .. "::. r--"].; ; ~. U ~ J . r: "U"C,,;,"9 
,~. ., ., . '. ' , .: : .: l " ;. '~ '~ ~ 'i---oit _____ ~ .~ '--~ '""'-"l ~ '---Ii a..--.l _ _ 

I-' 
o 
\0 

FDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM III REQUIREMENTS OCT. 15. 1972 
RUN 1 

••••• ~~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 •••••• O ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• , ••• c •••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANN!NG ITEM 

1 . 2 3 4 5 

. . 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ~ ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• ,~ • •••••• _ ••• 

2038 

530 

1653 EQUIPMENT PURCHASE COST 
o 0 o 

1652 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
o 0 o 

1654 SYS II! SAT LAB EQP CST 
o 0 o 

1660 YEAR 1 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

1663 YEAR 2 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

1666 YEAR 3 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
000 

1 

1669 TOTAL 3 YEAR EQUIP COST 
o 0 il 

1 

1 

1290 TOT SALARY PAID EA QR 
o 0 o 

1294 FRINGE BENEFITS COSTS 
o 0 o 

PENSACOLA ~ATELLITE 

SUMMARy 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o C) o 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o i} 

o o o o 

o 55750 1967 1967 1961 

o o o o o 

o 55750 1967 1967 19b1 

!) o o o o 

o o o o o 

o o o .0 61651 

o o o o 61651 

o 9132 9132 9132 '1132 

o 1370 P70 1370 1370 



~;" -:.:-'. :.-" •• ~-"" •••. , __ ,,~, ••••• "~-_·o 

1 

I 
I 
'I 

I 
, 

..... 
1-' 
o 

FOL£ CRIME ~AB SYSTEM 
4C~UISITIO~ PLA~ 

Sl'STEi-t III PEQU~R£>i£NTS • <.r. lS, 197~ 
~I)" 1 

••• 4 ••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.~ •••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••• 4 •••••• ~ ••• _ ••••••••• O ••• b •••• ~~ •• 

t.1~E 
'110. PLANNINS ITEM 

1. 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 III 11 lC 
•• ~ ••••••• • j •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ~ ••••.• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ~ ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• ~ 

1651 TRAVEL, ST4FF TRAINING 
(} l) \) o l) () \) o 1405 1405 1405 l40S 

1295 SYS III SAT PERSN CST 
o \) o o o o o o 1\901 1190. 119G1 11907 

1 

1675 YEAR 1 PERSONNE~ COSTS 
o 0 I) o o o <) o o o {] o 

1678 YEAR 2 PERSONNEL COSTS 
o 0 o o o o o o o p o o 

1681 YEAR 3 PERSONNEL COSTS 
Q {) o o o o o o o o o 47629 

1 

1684 TOT 3 YR PERSONNEL COSTS 
o a 0 o o o () o o o o 47629 

l 

1681 YEAR 1 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 o o I) o o o o o o o 

1688 YEAR 2 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 o o o o o o o o o o 

1689 YEAR 3 OPERATING COSTS 
o 0 o o o o o o o o o 10q2~1. 

1690 TOT J YR OPERATING COST 
o 0 o o Q o o {} o o o 1092131 

?-

r r-1 r-; r--t r-1 n n n n r .r-1 r1 ~ 
" ~ \ , \ , i ! ; r \ '1 , # , 1 • " ' L-..' . i . 
t ~ ~_ ~ -, ~ ~ ~ ~ l-'--~ -;--. ~ , t f-·--~-·1 ~--

~ ~ ~ L.J L.,.;...j ~ ~ ~ ~ '--- .~ i-;....; ~ 

r-1 
I 

~ 

.n r-'; 

......... ~ 
.r; 
~ 

.r-; ~ 
L..J~··-·1 J"~~:;:. 

..... 
t-' ..... 

FDlE CRIME L~H SYSTE~ 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

SYSTEM III REOUIRE~ENT5 
OCT. 15, 1972 

RUN 1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• = •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING' IT~t.1 

1 2 .....•.... .....•.... 

1 

2065 

2086 VEHICLE PURCHASE 
o 0 

3 4 ..... ~ .... ...•....•. 

o o 

2087 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE o o o 0 

20Bd VEHICLE DRIVER 
o () o o 

2089 lOT coST - SETS 
o 0 o o 

5 ••••...... 

o 

o 

o 

o 

12 
6 7 B 

• .. It ••••••• ••••••••• c • • • • • \10 •••• 
.•..•..•.. 9 10 ..•....... II .......... .......... 

EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTEM 

o o o 4000 o o o 

o ~ o 304 JOB 311 315 

o o o 1822 1845 1868 1892 

o o o 6126 2153 2180 2207 

-.. :-"~ 



F7,'-:-C'" 

...... 

...... 
N 

fDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION ~LAN 

TALLAHASSEE FACILITY OCT. 15, 19';2 
~uu 1 

Q •••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• _ •••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••• M ••••••• 

LINE ' 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 It' 
•• a •••••••••••• 4 •••• ••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• 0 • •• ~.~ •••••••••••• ~.~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• ~ •••••• 

190a !ALLAHASSEE fACILITY 

1 

1901 PROf STAff PLAN 
17 17 11 11 10 10 10 10, to 10 10 10 

1 

1902 PROF SALARY COSTS 
56228 56228 36383 36383 34725 34725 34125 34725 36463 3646) 36463 36463 

1905 SUPPORT SALARY COSTS 
6000 6000 6000 6000 6300 6300 630G 6300 6600 6600 6600 6600 

1906 TOTAL SALARY COSTS 
61221 61125 41383 42383 411)25 41025 4-1025 41025 43063 43063 .3063 43063 

1907 fRINGE BENEfITS COST 
'933~ 9334 6357 6357 6154 6154 6154 ~154 '.59 6459 6459 6459 

1908 STAff TRAINING 
1010 1021 1031 10.l 105l 1063 107. 1055 1096 1101 1119 1130 

1909 TOT SAL~RY RELATED 
71512 72582 .9771 49782 .... Z31 .8l.2 48253 411264. 50615 S0629 50641 51)652 

1 

1910 EQUIP REPAIR • REPLACE 
3750 ,3150 3750 3750 3750 3150 3150 3150 3750 3750 3750 3750 

1 

2065 ,EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTEM 

2066 VEHICLE PURCHASE 
4000 0 o o o o o o o o \) • 

2061 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE 
30c• 308 345 311 315 323 3Z7 344 335 331 340 319 

2068 VEHICLE DRIVER 
HIZl' 1845 1868 1892 1915 1939 1964 1988 2013 2038 2064 2059 

l069 TOT COST-SETS 
~126 2153 2438 2180 2207 l235 226:; ll91 2407 2319 2318 2348 

1 

1911 TOT OPERATING COST 
82448 78485 55701 5573B 54216 54254 54294 54333 56716 56757 56798 56840 

~~r~~r~~r~~~r~~~~r~ 
". I t I " ~ I...-J ~ L-J L....J L....J L-.J ----J ~ ~ j • i.-....,j i-.-.l ~ ~ \ "",' ; i1 ~ r--"". : " ' \ ! ' i \ i : I '" ; i \ , , ~ , i ' , , : ' I "r-,,,,,, "'I 
~W~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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fULE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

OPTION~L LAB REQUIRE~ENl OC1. 15. )972 
RUN 1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 ....................... " •••• ........................... ., ••••••••••••• ., •••••• "'.e.~II • .......................... 
LINE 
NO. PLANIIIING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ~ .~ •••••••• • •••• e •••••••••••••• •••••• ~ ••• •••••••••• ••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2050 

2051 EQUIPMENT PURCH~SE COST 
o 0 o 

2052 EQUIP MAINTENANCE COST 
o 0 o 

2053 TOTAL EQUIP COST 
o 0 o 

2054 YEAR 3 EQUIP COST 
o 0 o 

2055 TOT S~l PAlO BY OR 
o 0 o 

2056 fRINGE BENEFITS COSTS 
o II o 

2057 TRAVEL STAfF TRAINING 
o 0 () 

2058 RECRUITING COSTS 
o 0 o 

2059 PERSONNEL TRANSFER COST 
o 0 o 

1 

2060 TOT PERSONNEL COST BY QR 
000 

2061 YEAR 3 PERSONNEL COST 
i) () o 

2U63 YEA~ 3 OPEqA1I~G C~ST 
v ') (l 

OPT~ONAl REGIONAL LAB 

o o o o 

o o o o 

o o o a 

o o a o 

o o o o 

o o () o 

o o (\ o 

o o o 2000 

o ~) o o 

o o o 20(10 

() o o o 

l~ o () o 

o 100000 8000 56000 8500 

o 5000 5000 5000 5000 

o 105000 13000 61000 13500 

o o o o 172500 

o 65000 65000 82000 82000 

o 9750 9750 12300 12300 

o 2500 2500 2500 2500 

2000 500 500 200 200 

5000 o a o o 

7000 77750 71150 97000 97000 

o a o o 351'500 

(l J !J (1 :>31000 
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fDLE CRIME LAB SYSTEM 
ACQUISITION PLAN 

TOTAL CONFIGUHATIO~ 
\lCT. 1<;, B1i? 
Rut, 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• o •••••••••••••••••••••• •• G •••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• $ ••••••• 

LINE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 
...............•..... . . . . . . . . . . 

1800 

530 

1 

1801 EQUIPMENT PURCHASE COST 
49600.00 1750.00 95350.00 

1802 EQUIP ~AINTENANCE COST 
8750.00 8750.00 8750.00 

1803 TOTAL QRTLYEQUIP COST 
58350.00 10500.00 104100.00 

1804 YEAR 1 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

1805 YEAR 2 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

1806 YEAR 3 ANNUAL EQUIP COST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

1 

1807 TOTAL 3 YEAR EQUIP COST 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

4 5 ..•..•...• . . . . . . . . . . 

9050.00 105947.00 

8750.00 9872.00 

17800.00 115819.00 

190150.00 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

b 7 8 9 10 11 12 . .. . . . . . . . .......... ... ~ ..... . .. . . . . . . . . .. ~ ....... ..................•. 

TOTAL CONFIGURATION 

SUMMARY 

10918.00 36464.00 10918.00 160765.00 20982.00 68982.00 Z1482.00 

9872.00 9872.00 10996.00 16371.00 16371.00 16371.00 16371.00 

20790.00 46336.00 21914.00 183136.00 37353.00 85353.00 37853.00 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 204859.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 343695.00 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 739304.00 

1808 TOT SALAR1 PAID EA QR 
135348.00 135348.00 156503.60 156503.00 181961.00 181961.00 181961.00 181961.00 273070.00 273070.00 290070.00 290070.00 

~ ..... ~ ~ ~. ~. -, r-;' r- ~ r r-' .~ , , 

, 
-I< 

~....,--·r-H£;~.....I-~~"'---~p.....r-r ,:--,..-t~~-_J' ~ u r ! . 
t..J ...... ~L.o.....J~.....,~......,i....I'-' ....... '--'~ 

r, 
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~ '-' ~ 

t-' 
t-' 
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FDLE CRIME LA8 SYSTEM 
ACQUISITIOIII PLAN 

TOTAL CONFIGURATION 

~ I....- '---M 

OCT. 15, 1912 
RUN 

•••••••••••••••••••• S! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. _ ••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••• 

UNE 
NO. PLANNING ITEM 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
•••••••••• •••••• ~ ••• •••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ~ •••• •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ~ ••• • •• a ••• •• ~ •••• 5 •• •••••••••••••••••• a. 

1809 FRINGE 8ENEFITS COST 
203 02.00 203 02.00 23415.00 

1810 TRAVEL, STAFF TRAINING 

23415.00 27294.00 27294.00 27294.00 27294.00 4 0960.00 4096 0.00 1t351l. 00 43511.00 

3010.00 3021.00 503!.00 5042.00 5292.00 5303.00 9434.00 14445.00 iU840.00 10851.00 10563.00 10574.00 

1811 TOT PERSONNEL COST/QR 
158660.00 1586&0.00 185009.00 185020.00 214547.00 214558.00 218689.00 223700.00 32 4 870.00 324881.00 344144.00 31t4155.00 

1 

1812 YEAR 
0.0 

PERSONNEL COST 
0.0 

1813 YEAR 2 PERSONNEL COST 
0.0 0.0 

1814 YEAR 3 PERSONNEL COST 
o 0 

1815 TOT 3 vR FERSONNEL COST 
o 0 

1816 YEAR 1 OPEQATING COSTS 
0.0 0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

o 

o 

0.0 

1817 YEAR 2 OPERATING CUSTS 
000 

1818 YEAR 3 OPERATING COSTS 
000 

1819 TOT 3 YR OPERATING COSTS 
000 

687349.00 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

o o o 

o o o 

878099.00 0.0 0.0 

o o o 

o o o 

o o o 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 871494.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

o o o o o 1138050 

o o o o \) 2896893 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

o 1076353 o o o o 

o o o o o 1681710'5 

o o o o o 3636197 
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Prices shown for equipment are for standard line hardware with no reference 
to particular brand names or model. Actual costs could, therefore, deviate 
substantially from that shown if individual preferences and requirements 
dictate specific items of equipment. Likewise, personnel costs are con
sistent with comparable salaries paid in other laboratories and related in
dustries around the country adjusted for the Florida labor market. Avail
ability of manpower in a given skill category will, of course, ultimately 
determine salary and related personnel costs. 

The line number preceding each planning item is generated by a 
computer program and is useful for reference purposes. 

Cost Summary and Analysis 

Although no attempt will be made to reference each line in the 
planning model, several summary points are worthy of note concerning the 
overall plan. Personnel costs (salary and related) are approximately 80-
85 percent of tota~ operating costs (personnel plus equipment) once a 
laboratory reachez full service~ (Compare f~r example, line 514 and line 
519.) The cost to support a satellite laboratory averages about one-fifth 
that to sustain a regional lab (see, for example, line 489 compared with 
line 357) • 

Total cost to fund the system the first year is $878,099 (line 
1816). The second year ..:ost is $1,076,353 (line 1817), and the third year 
cost is close ~o $1.7 million (line 1818). Thereafter, annual costs to 
sustain the system at this level would remain close to this figure, increas
ing only according to inflationary cost spirals . 

In anticipation of specific funding requests which might result 
from implementation of this plan, it should be recognized that Geveral ele
ments of criminalistics,now operating in the state could significantly alter 
start-up costs. Further, it should be noted that no costs have been budgeted 
for building new facilities or rennovation of existing structures to meet 
floor space requirements (this chapter) for the laboratories. Construction 
costs will likely comprise a significant portion of initial costs, the e~act 
cost dependent upon the extent of new building reqUirements and the time 
phas ing of the implementation plan . 

Floor Space Requirements 

Figure 31 provides general guidelines'for obtaining a physical 
facility adequate to house a regional laboratory. The requirements shown 
are conservative; additional floor space, were it available, could be ef
fectively utilized. Floor space needs are shown for four basic modules as 
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well as for administration requirements and evidence storage. 'rhe floor 
space indicated for individual components (e.g., 1,500 square feet for 
microbiological/trace. material) represents total requirements for that par
ticular funct:l.on and does not necessarily depict a need for a single room 
havins the requisite area. Many of the services of the laboratory can be 
carried out more efficiently if the total available area is partitioned 
into specialized work units. 

Chemical AnalysiS = 1,200 square feet 

Microbiological/Trace Material = 1,500 square feet 

Physical Analysis/Marks-Impressions = 1,200 square feet 

Documents = 1,200 square feet 

Subtotal 

Administrative and 
Storage (minimum) 

Tutal Floor Space. Requirements 

51 100 square feet 

1,000 square feet 

6,100 square feet 

Figure 31 - Floor Space Requirements, a Florida 
Regional Crime Laboratory-

Expected Annual Case Load 

Figure. 32 provides planning estimates of the expected annual 
case loud cupability of a regional laboratory operating in the state 
system and huving attained full-service status. Factors used are approxi
tl'Hlte ot1.1y and should be used as planning guidelines and not as performance 
stnndards. The number and sId 11 level of personnel a.re consistent with 
t:ll1lt depicted in the computer planning model in this cha.pter. Actual case 
load pet' day cl1l.pab:Llity may vary substantially from that shown in accordance 
with indiv:ldual case characteristics. The cases per day factor likewise 
varies with the cOlnple:id.ty of the particular case, In general, however, 
advanoed criminalists average fewer cases per day due to the complexity of 
cases in which they become involved and their additional supervisory re-
sponsihilities, 
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Under the assumptions and constraints stated in Figure 32, the ex
pected output from one regional lab would be 3,752 cases (1,600 criminalis
tics; 2,152 drugs). Thus, the three regional labs in the state could be ex
pected to contribute 11,256 cases. The satellite labs, upon reaching their 
full complement, will consist of three analysts, each with a capability of 
10 cases per day. Assuming 233 days available for benchwork annually per 
analyst indicates that 6,990 cases could be processed by each satellite or 
that 18,246 drug cases could be output from the three satellite labs. As
suming that four lab analysts at the Tallahassee facility could operate at 
the 0.75 cases per day level, another 660 cases would be handled by the sys
tem. Therefore, expected annual case load capability of the 'recommended sys
tem is 30,162 caSes. The CPO equivalent is 2.5, a realistic state goal in 
view of the current 1,4. CPO level. 

Satellite Lab Capabilities 

Although the primary mission of the satellite labs in the begin
ning is to provide drug and narcotics enalyses, their potential capability 
extends into areas of true criminalistics as well. Figure 33 depicts the 
eqUipment and skill levels recommended for satellite labs in Florida and 
provides examples of the applications of eqUipment items and skill levels 
to both drug analyses and criminalistics. Note that ''lith a nucleus of six 
major pieces of eqUipment and personnel at the BS Chemist level, many lab
oratory analyses in the functional categories of serology, physical matches, 
and c:.ompnrisons are possible, in addition to testing narcoticS' and dangerous 
drugs. While limited united st.affing and equipment dedicatio~ to drug work 
may impose constraints on the extent of involvement of the satellite lab in 
true criminalistics cases, the potential for expansion exists from the very 
onset of operations. Dedicated and imaginative personnel, effective ad
rninistration, and expanded operating budgets will largely determine the rate 
at which the satellite lab achieves full-service status. 

Guidelines for expansion of the satellite lab are obtained from 
the priorities established for planned growth of the regional labs. In the 
Phased Itnplementation Plan just presented, equipment and personnel require
ments are depicted on the basis of an early, intermediate, and late crimi
nalistics capability. Accordingly, high priority items such as stereomicro
scopes arc added at the beginning while a low priority service area such as 
documents eJ~aminations dictate that a documents camera not be added until 
late ~n the buildup period. (After the first full year of operation in each 
regional lab~) Corresponding personnel are likewise phased in, according to 
the priol~it:y of the particular function(s) which they are to support. 
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Prima ry Service EqUipment Skill Level 

Identify* and quantify Thin-layer 58 Chemist 
samples of heroin,. chromatograph 
marijuana; barbiturates, 
amphetamines, cocaine, 
hallucinogens, methadone ... 

Glassware 

IR spectro
photometer 

UV spectro
photometer 

BS Chemist 

BS Chemist 

Analytical balance, 
rapid readout 

Polarizing 
microscope 

Benchwork: 
two hoods 
eight lab 

benches 
2 sink benches 

Storage: 
two dry and 
wet cabinets 

Centrifuge 

Hardware (hot 
plate, ultra
violet lamp, 
heating lamp, 
drying oven) 

Reference mace
rial 

Litera~ure 

Expendables 

Maintenance 

B5 Chemist 

High school 
plus 

BS Chemist 

BS Chemist 

Application 
Criminalistics 

Prug Analysis 

Separate desired evidence 
materia~ from transporting 
medium, e.g., small quanti
ties of a hallucinogen on 
sugar cube. Can also be 
used to separate dJ:Ugs. 

Extraction of sotutions. 

Examine structural char
acteristiCS of unknowns; 
differentiate between 
closely alloyed compounds. 

Used for both identification 
and quantification of drug 
samples. Quantity of ab
sorbent in solution deter
mined by absorption curves. 

Determines quantity of drug 
submitted to lab 

Identify the geometry of 
crystal patterns in dJ:Ugs, 
determine refractive index 
of sample according to axes 
of crystal 

Provides suitable work areas 
for testing means of ex
hausting fumes and refuse 
disposal. 

Assures the ssfe keeping 
of drug evidence samples 
both before and after 
processing 

Separate suspended blood cells, 
sperm in liquid samples 

Observe agglutinntion 
of blood cells. 

Species determination 
of hairs, general com
parison of hairs and 
fibers. 

preparation of test 
reagent solutions 

Compare glass fragments 
by their refraccive 
index, hair and fiber 
matches by scsle count, 
medullary characteris
ticS, refractive index; 
safe insulation com
parisons and elimina
tions; observe agg1utina' 
tion of blood cells; 
semen detection; pre
liminary typing of 
physiological fluds. 

Prepares evidertce for processing; 
observation of color changes 
in spot tests. 

Comparison of spectrograms of 
samples with those of knowns 
in reference books. 

Maintain contact with researchers 
in related technical fields. 

Chemicals and various materials 
consumed during laboratory 
testing procedures. 

1 d bili ty t~ extract drugs from physiological materials, 
* Poes not inc u e csps 

Figure 33 - Satellite Lqboratory Capabilities: Equ~pment 
Personnel by Skill Level 
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In establishing the plan for expansion of an individual satellite lab into a 
full-service operation it may be necessary to modify the regional plan to 
the extent that the planning horizon is expanded or else scaled down. Fac
tors which will exhert a major influence on the ultimate decision but which 
are unpredictable at the present, include the then current demand for drug 
analyses imposed upon the lab in question and around the state in general 
(and$ hence, the availability of personnel and equipment dedicated to drug 

work) and the status of implementation of the phased criminalistics plan 
elsewhere in the state. Regardless of the time frame involved, priorities 
established in the Phased nnplementation Plan should be maintained for ex
panSion of both the ~egional and satellite lab components. 

A 6~Year Criminalistics Plan 

The Phased nnplementation Plan found in this report presents 
criminalistics requirements for the state by quarterly increments for a 3-
year planning horizon. Since currently no uniform state criminalistics 
system exists, per se, such a level of detail and time frame seems warranted 
so as to provide a vehicle to adequately monitor the implementation of the 
recommended system during the initial stages. This section of the analysis 
focuses on possible expanSion of the criminalistics system beyond the level 
of the basic 3-year plan. The level of detail addressed, however, is not 
as specific as that shown in the earlier plan. Moreover, since personnel 
costs represent over 80 percent of the total operating costs of the crim
inalistics system (see "Cost Summary and Analysis" section), and since 
qualified personnel will likely represent the scarcest commodity, attention 
is.given to establishing an overall state requirement for trained crimi
nalists. No attempt is made to assign examiners to specific geographical 
areas within the state since the requirement for additional personnel will 
vary according to the developmental status of each lab upon completion of 
the 3~year plan. 

A 6-year plan projecting personnel requirements during the period 
1973-1978 is shown in Figure 34. The basis for these planning items includes 
the following assumptions: 

(1) Population projections for the state through 1978. 

(2) Increases in the cases as per officer ratio (CPO) as discussed 
earliel:' in the report, due to increased evidence generation on the part of 
USer agencies as the impact of the criminalistics training programs, evidence 
transit system (if adopted) and general acceptance of the crime laboratory 
as an element of the cr~inal justice system, is felt. Implementation of 
SETS would pl:'obably accelerate attainment of CPO goals in concert with other 
factors as well; however, it is impossible to develop apriori measures of 
this effect. 
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(3) An assumption that the present number of sworn officers in 
the state is adequate for the population served and the current officers/ 
population ratio will be maintained throughout the planning period. 

(4) The mix of laboratory cases (largely drugs vs. nondrug cases) 
'91:1.11 not change appreciably. (The number of examiners required is based on 
an average of 615 cases per examiner annually. This figure is consistent 
with that discussed above in "Expect(~d Annual Case Load" and assumes a rela~ 
tively large proportion of drug cases to total case load. A decline in the 
proportion of drug cases to lab with the total cases~to-lab as shown in line 
14) Figure 3t~, would obviously increase the requirement for examiners in 
the lab.) 

The number of examiners indicated for 1973-1975 is in agreement 
with thaI; depicted earlier in the Phased Implementation Plan. The greatest 
increase occurs during the first half of the 6-year plan; beyond 1975 an 
annual increase in the total number of examiners for the state is indicated 
although the rate of buildup is somewhat diminished. The reqUirement for 
68 examiners in 1978 achieves a goal of 3.0 cases-to-lab per officer in the 
state. 

The 68 t~rimi7.1.alists indicated for the state in 1978 represents 
II requirement for 16 additional criminalists beyond that originally projected 
in the detailed 3~year plan by end of 1975. These additional criminalists 
arc to be ass igned a.ccording to ar,eas of g:r.eates t need at the time they are 
added to the state ~ystem. Possibilities for their assignment include: 

(1) Assignment to satellite laboratories expanding to achieve 
fu11~scrvice status. 

(2) Assignment to regional laboratories in instances in which 
the work load demands and travel time requirements exceed the capabilities 
of t:he basic ragional lab as originally recommended in this report. 

(3) ASSignment to laboratories newly created in response to new 
demands for criminalistics services. 
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CHAPTER VI 

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE CRIME LABORATORY SYSTEM 

The creation of a well-endowed criminalistics system will not 
assure a high level of service unless policies reflect an understanding 
of proper management philosophy. Critical areas of concern are (1) per
sonnel, (2) quality control, (3) efficient and effective utilization of 
resources, (4) client relationship, and (5) management and evaluation of 
the crime laboratory system. Suggestions for each of these are discussed 
below. 

Personnel Management 

The impulse to establish a crime laboratory may move a department 
to recruit or assign personnel with substandard education and training. More
over, the decisions that must be made in the evaluation of evidence require 
staff of unimpeachabIe backgrounds. In addition, premature exposure of labo
ratory personnel to the role of expert witness may cause serious harm to the 
stature of the individual and the system, not to mention the harm to the 
defendant. It is therefore imperative that personnel examining and evaluating 
evidence in the State of Florida be selected with a view to the responsible 
and sensitive role in which they will be engaged in the criminal justice sys
tem. Following a suitable selection, training of a variety of sorts should 
be undertaken depending on the recruitment material and the ultimate goal 
for the individual. Final accreditation for court should insure that the 
trainee is capable of that judgment and skill that will guarantee that no 
injustice will result from incompetence or ignorance of proper procedures. 
Where a laboratory is to be established and supervised outside of the proposed 
state system, the state should establish minimum standards of performance 
and education and should include such outside agencies in the quality control 
system. 

Once established, a criminalistic facility becomes people in
tensive, that is, resources for production are represented in the effort 
and skill of the staff. The immediate evidence of this is in the ratio 
ot salaries to other operational costs which will be heavily weighted 
toward personnel costs. Less tangible is the accumulatJLon of knowledge 
and experience represented by the staff, collectively and 'individually. 
Nurturing and preserving this resource is one of the primary responsibil
ities of ~anagement. Furthermore, criminalistics is not a static endeavor. 
Changes in science, even changes in criminal modus operandi, require new 
and often imaginative solutions to problems. 
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'rhe best utilization of personnel will be found where morale is 
high. This requires that salaries at any time remain competitive with 
other crime l&boratories and with job opportunities elsewhere in science. 
In addition, staff must feel that reasonable professional ambitions can 
be realized. ' A system of incentive promotional steps must be available. 

A program of enriching educational opportunities should provide 
for the intellectual growth of the staff. These might take the form of 
support for (a) ongoing education while working; (b) sponsorship at crim
inalistics relatedworksr,ops (for example industry workshops in gas chroma
tography, spectroscopy o~ thin-layer chromatography); or (c) sabbatical 
leaves to pursue training and education related to work responsibility. 
Allocatiot1. of budget in this area should be on a par with equipment main
tenance allocation. 

New problems Or new views to the handling of old problems demand 
some sOrt of research effort. Experience has shown that relevant solutions 
are, not always produced by scientists, outside the criminalistics arena. 
The research movement: already begun in Florida should be continued and 
expanded. This expansion should take a variety of forms. In addition 
(:0 full"time research positions, criminalistics staff should be given 
some umount of time to explore solutions to problems arising out of their 
efforts to analyze and evaluate physical evidence. The division of time 
should be flexible enough to apply to the problem need. Some research 
problems may be handled parallel with daily work (a released portion of 
each day) others may require allocated blocks of time. In either in,stance, 
tilne that is somewhat inviolate should be available for research. Such 
effort Can contribute much to the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
serVice, as well as serving as a morale booster for staff. Properly em
ployed research should make Florida one of the leading resources in crim
inalistics. 

Quality Contro 1 

All industry is concerned with zero defect. The consequences 
of error in criminalistics are certainly as great as they are in any other 
endeavor. A "missed" suspect who Victimizes again j.s as serious as a wrong 
analysis that jeoparciizes an innocent suspect. Either contingency can be 
minimized if umnagement uses some system of quality control. Although a 
novel idea in crime laboratories, there is no valid reason to exclude the 
w'ot'k of the criminalist from review and checks. Reliance on court action 
to discover errOr is unrealistic and excludes from consideration the error 
of l1missed" detections. 
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A procedure should be developed whereby management, at their 
control, regularly submits referee specimens for analysis to various seg
ments of the system. Control specimens should be both open and blind. 
The use of quality controls should alert management to training and re
search needs. Hopefully, disciplinary action would be rare or unnecessary. 

A second component of a quality control system would be the de
velopment of a pool of standards in a variety of areas such as hair, fibers, 
paints, bullets, etc., that might provide the basis for day-to-day reference 
and research. 

Preparation of control specimens should be the responsibility of 
that segment of the system embracing research and management. 

Efficient and Effective Utilization of Resources 

As the system expands and requests for service increase, manage~ 
ment should keep a careful inventory of skills and unit utilization. A, 
good record system will provide work load data and effectiveness indices. 
By this means management can plan recruitment, training, equipment acquisi-
tion and research needs. 

Economic use of high price facilities and equipment may requi~e 
some move in the direction of automated analyses. Computer programmed in
strumentation can maximize the use of staff where routine analyses must be 
performed. In additiof1, the accuracy and credibili'ty of some methods can 
be improved by the use of minicomputers. A further economy and improve
ment in bervice may be realized through the use of multiple shifts. This 
is' particularly possible in areas of high VOlume, routine examinations. 

Service to investigation often demands timely, rapid response to 
inquiries. Maintenanc'e of a IIfirehouse," emergency pressure for long p~rio~s 
of time is not possible without a breakdown in morale. Where the need Just~
fies overtime this extra effort should be compensated by incentive overtime 
pay. The alternative of IItime off" for scarce staff is not real~s~ic.. . 
Properly managed, incentive pay can improve the output of the crl.Ltll.nall.stJ.c 
system and assure a greater utilization by user agencies. 

As new technology shows potential utilization in criminalistics, 
ways of exploring its use should be open to criminalistic management. In 
some instances, leasing of equipment may be the most effective way to ac
quire "hands on experience. II In others it may be mare expedient to con
tract for evaluation studies. Exploratory purchases may be the least de-

i b le approach since an aborted idea may leave the system with an expen-
s ra " k" sive "white elephant." CriminaHstics should not be the last to now 
about available help. The interval between idea and implementation is often 
too long, at best. With the accelet'ated expansion of knowledge, criminal
istics must guard against obsolescence. 
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Client Relationship 

The Florida State Criminalistics System is intended to provide 
service to all duly constituted law enforcement agencies ie the state. 
Realism requires that the v8~ious ethical and legal goals of each ageucy 
be recognized in the way in which service is rendered. Even-handed treat
ment is the key to good rapport with client agencies. No agency should be 
given the feeling t'h,at its problems are of secondary importance to the on
going needs of some other agency. Where decisions of response priority 
must be made, and just users will recognize the hierarchy of crimes and 
their solution, criminalistic management must be certain that all effected 
parties are aware of the status of matters. 

When results of analyses are transmitted, reports should go to 
t:he submitting agency only, unless the agency directs otherwise. Informa
tion "leaked" to another agency resulting in a "stolen" arrest is fatal 
to ongoing relations with the first client. At no time should the crimi
nalist1.cs system be the initial source of news, unless agreed to by the 
submitting agency. Ideally) the criminalistic system should function as 
though its entire capability were housed in the client agency, no matter 
what size. Where abuse of the product of criminalieltic effort or any 
other dysfunction exists, the problem should be resolved by management 
through training and other effective measures. 

Experience has shown that management shares a large responsibility 
for the sUccess of criminalistics en.terprises. Whether this success is the 
result of a charismatic leader or a succession of good managers, the under
lying philosophy that "gets things done" is probably the key to an effective 
crime laboratory operation. 

Mana8ement and Evaluation of the Crime Laboratory System 

The expansion of the crime laboratory system for the State of 
Florida will represent a significant investment in equipment, facilities 
and personnel. This investment will be made with the expectation that it 
will increase the involvement of the crime laboratory in serious crime 
cases in Florida. It also assumes positive contribution to law enforce
ment by increasing clearance and conviction rates. 

It will be a simple matter to obtain sufficient work to keep each 
element of the state crime laboratory system fully occupied. Criminalists, 
like othel: researchers, have a tendency to expand the problem to fill the 
available. t;ime. Often) it is the pressure of other cases or a time dead
line which determines hO\o1 many examinations are "enough" to prove the fact. 
The real problem in managing the crime J;.boratory system will be to insure 
that the laboratory resources are being expended where they are needed and 
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will do the most good. It is not enough that the crime laboratory examiners 
are busy responding to requests by police departments. Eventually, there 
must be a sound basis for judgment as to the impact the investment in crime 
laboratory support has had on the law enforcement an.d criminal justice sys
tem of Florida. 

Florid$ has an excellent opportunity to be 'one of the pioneers 
in establishing measures of effectiveness of the crime laboratory as a 
part of the development of their statewide crime laboratory system. While 
there may be some disagreement as to what are appropriate measures of ef
fectiveness of the various elements of the law enforcement and criminal 
justice system in general, and the crime laboratory in particular; there 
is little question that such judgments are best made by a careful analysis 
of available fact and data, rather than relying on emotion and recall. To 
this end, it is highly advisable that a system of record keeping and data 
collection be established within the crime laboratory system ~hich will 
support such factual evaluations. Needless to say, this system should 
yield the maximum information possible, while generating minimum inter
ference with the productive tvork of the crime laboratories. 

The crime laboratory record system can provide the basis for 
internal management of the professional staff, work load analysis, equip
ment utilization analysis, distributions of type cases to the laboratory 
(including seasonal vaFiations and department of origin), etc. 

Publications within law enforcement circles of information con
cerning use of the laboratory by police departments, examples of the con
tribution of the laboratory to apprehension of suspects, indictment, or 
court testimony would tend to encourage increased use of the laboratory 
by all law enforcement officers, and would rapidly increase the cases per 
officer (CPO) average. The laboratory record system could provide the 
basis for such a publication. 

The exchange of information between the laboratory system, in
vestigators, prosecutors, and the judiciary, should provide the basis for 
factual evaluation of the contribution of the crime laboratory at various 
echelons of the law enforcement and criminal justice system. A measure 
of the effectiveness of the crime laboratory can thus be obtained. 

This study has recommended a state crime laborat~ry system and 
that recommendation presupposes, professional cooperation and exchange of 
informatio.n between all of the crime laboratories operating within the 
state. Similarly, it would appear advantageous for the same record and 
data keeping system to be employed by all crime laboratories in the state 
so as to provide a basis on which to allocate funds £01: the continued ex
pansion of the crime laboratory support. 
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APPENDIX A 

A SUGGESTED CRIME scmlE 
SEARCH TRAINING' PROGRAM . 
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DAY/TIME 

Monday 

0800 - 0900 

1000 - 1200 

1300 - 1700 

1-'uesday 

0800 - 0900 

0900 - 1200 

1300 1600 

1600 - 1700 

Wednesday 

0800 - 0900 

0900 - 1030 

.1030 - 1200 

1300 - 1500 

1500 - 1600 

1600 1700 

SUBJECT 

Introduction, Orientation, Report Forms 

Crime Scene Photography 

Crime Scene Photography 

Sketching the Crime Scene 

Latent Prints 

Casting Technique (Plaster) 

Casting Technique (Silicone) 

Basic Concepts Concerning Trace Evidence 

Physiological Fluids and Drugs 

Hairs, Fibers, Paint, Glass 

Firearms and Toolmarks 

Report Writing, Note Taking 

General Review (Photography, Casting and 
Fingerprints) 
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DAY/TIME 

Thursday 

0800 - 1700 

Friday 

0800 - 1200 

1300 - 1700 

SUBJECT 

Crime Scene Investigations--Practical Exercises: 

Burglary Scene 
Homicide Scene 
Auto Scene 

Critique of Exercises and Practical Work 

Open Time (For Assignment to Above or New 
Subject Areas) 

There is, of course, nothing that constrains a training program of this sort 
to precisely 40 hours; however, that number is considered to be minimum. 

In a course of this type, emphasis must naturally be placed on 
practical work. However, there should also be provision for the course to 
mesh with a program of in-service training. The success of in-service crime 
scene training is primarily dependent on the amount of command emphasis 
placed on it. However, a series of tr8ining bulletins published by the 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement and particular provisions made for 
officers who graduate from the resident crime scene search course to perform 
photographic exercises would greatly enhance in-service training. In Appendix 
B is a suggested list of equipment that is considered as minimal but adequate 
to allow performance of competent, crime scene searches. The list shows 
equipment that is considered essential and some other'items that could be 
added as local conditions may dictate. The equipment is organized into four 
kits: camera, evidence collection, casting; and fingerprint. The equipment 
shown in the list as minimum essential is estimated to have the following 

approximate costs: 

Camera Kit $500 

Casting Kit 100 

Evidence Kit 110 

Fingerprint 75 

Total $785 
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It is likely that the equipment can be obtained for somewhat less 
than the estimated costs shown; however, the estimates anticipate good quality 
and some costa for special containerization. 

The requirements for resources posed by a crime scene training 
program c.an easily become competitive with the needs of the crime laboratory 
itself, This competition is most likely to develop in Florida if the ex
pansion of the crime laboratories and the development of the crime scene 
training program are treated separately, instead of as integral parts of the 
same system. It JS obvious that what is needed to expand the criminalistics 
system in Florida is a far higher input of cases to the laboratory than has 
heretofore been expe:tienced, coupled with a greatly expanded laboratory 
capability that is organized on a regional basis. This is, of course, the 
objective of the tr&ining program described above. 
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APPENDIX B 

SUGGESTED EQUIPMENT FOR CRIME SCENE SEARCH 
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The equipment 1-lill be organized into four kits: camera, finger
print, caoting and evidence collection. The object is for each kit to be as 
handy an~ portable as possible. 

Item 

Camera Kit 

4 x 5 in. Speed Graphic 
Adapter for fingerprint 
4 x 5 plate holders 
Flood lamp 

with solenoid flash 
photography for above 

Tripod for flood lamp 
Tripod for camera 
Flashbulbc 
Solid 6 in. rule 
Adhesive ruled tape 

White powder 
BlllCk powder 
Brushes, featherdusters or nylon substitutes 
Magna brush 
Magnetic powder, black 
MagnetiC powder" white 
Camel hair brush, small 
Inkpad 
lUng€,: lifters 
Fingerprint tape 
lO~f.inger pad (for elimination prints) 
4 X 5 mounting cards 
Hnnd lens, small, 3-5 power 
Fingerprint ink remover 
Small plastic bags 
ScissorS 
Cnrd holder and inking plate 
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Unit Number 

each 1 
each 1 
each 8 

each 2 
each 2 
each 1 
box (1 doz.) 2 
each 1 
roll 1 

bottle 2 
bottle 2 
each 2 
each 1 
bottle 2 
bottle 2 
each 2 
each 1 
assortment 1 
roll 2 
pad 2 
each 50 
each 1 
package 2 
package or roll 1 
each 1 
each 1 
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Casting Kit 

Plaster of Paris 
Mixing bowls 
Water can, 1 ~t. (or unbreakable bottle) 
Silicone spray 
Spatula 
Mixing spoon, large, stainless steel 
2 x 4 sheets of wire mesh 
Casting frames, metal: 

For tire impression 
For shoe ~mpression 

Paint brush, 2 in. 
Li~uid silicone rubber 
Quick catalyst 

Evidence Collection Kit 

Shell vials (glass), with polyethylene stoppers 
Small vials (about 5 x 1/2 in.)) distilled 

water, with medicine droP1Gr top 
1I0ccultest tr 

Medium-sized plastic bags (of variety used in 
kitchens) 

Scalpels, stainless steel, 1 piece (no re-
placement blades) 

Forcep, stainless steel, large 
Forcep, stainless steel, medium 
Tweezers ("Vigor," stainless steel, nonmagnetic, 

type TW 605) 
Set of small screwdrivers 
Small wrench set 
Hammer 
Pliers, combination side cutter 
Pliers, needle nose 
Wood chisel 
Tin shears 
Shears, large library type 
Linoleum knife 
Measuring tape, steel, 50 ft. 
Measuring tape, steel, 8 ft. 
Single-edged razor blades 
Chalk, marking 
Grease pencils, black 
Carborundum tipped stylus for marking 
Packing twine 
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pound' 10 
each 3 

each 1 
can 2 
each 1 
each 1 
sheet 40 

each 1 
each 1 
each 1 
pound 2 
tube 2 

each 12 

each 2 
bottle 1 

roll 1 

each 3 
each 1 
each 1 

each 2 
each 1 
each 1 
each 1 
each 1 
each 1 
set 1 
each 1 
each 1 
each 1 
each 1 
each 1 
box 1 
sticks 2 
each '. 3 
each .1 
ball l 
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Evidence Collection Kit, concluded 

Spatula 
Tool box 
Extenoion cords, 25 ft. 
Extcnnion cords, 100 ft. 
Spoon 
Medicine droppers 
EVidence tape, pressure-sensitive 
Ev:ldence ·tags 
Ooin envelopes 
Pill boxes, round 
Pill boxes) square in three accordion sizes, 

la.rgest size being about 4 x 2-1/2 in. 
Paper bags) large, medium) small, largest of 

a.pproximate size of shopping bag 
Adhesive labeling 
Scotch tape 
Tongue depressors 
Marking pen, in.delible 

each 
each 
each 
each 
each 
each 
roll 
each 
each 
each 

each 

each 
roll 
roll 
package 
each 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
:3 
2 

50 
50, 

space dependent 

space dependent 

space dependent 
1 
1 
1 
2 

The evidence collection kits for use by the lab-based crime scene 
search teams will be as above, with the addition of the followip~: 

A fingerprint camera (concurrently deleting adapter for 4 x 5 camera) 
35 mm camera and infrared filters 
Hard hats) overalls, rubber boots 
A more complete set of tools, including power tools 
A lightwe:J.ght ten·t of the type tha.t would allow two men to work under it 

and sufficiently large to cover and protect a vital outdoor area in in
clement weather 

Battery powered lights, camper variety 
Portable generator) with leads 
Gas} oil Cf'ln 

Shovel 
Pick 
Rope 
Portable metal detector 
Aluminum steplaader 
:Body bags 
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APPENDIX C 

INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 
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CRIME LABORATORIES 

Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement Crime Laboratory 
Ta.llahassee 

Region IV Laboratory 
Sanford 

Dado'County Department of Public 
Safety Crime Laboratory , 
Miami 

Broward County Sheriff's 
Crime Laboratory 

Edward G. Bigler, Director 

William Ragsdale, Director 

B. Edward Whittaker 

John Pennie, Director 

DRUG LABORATORIES 

Health and Rehabilitation Services 
Laboratories ", ' 
Jacksonville 

He~al th and Rehabilitation Lab 
Tampa 

Bureau Of Narcotics and 
, ' 

Dangerous Drugs Lab 
Miami 

Dr. W. R. Hofford 

Ward E Ruston, Chemist 

Anthony Romano, Chemist 
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POLICE DEPARTMENTS 

Pensacola Police Department 

Gainesville Police Department 

Tampa PoliCe Department 

St. Petersburg Police Department 

Bradenton Police Department 

Ft. Lauderdale Police Department 
I 

Miami Police Department 

• 
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Lt. John Haner 
Lt. Bob Grant 

William D. Joiner, Chief 
Capt. Charles C. Snowden 

Lt. Col. Allison H. Wainwright 
Major B. F· Bowen, Jr. 

Harold C. Smith, Chief 
Lt. R. White 
Lt. Larry Reese 

Chief Clyde Gill 
Major L. Diehl 

Chief Robert W. Johnston 
Sgt. Ronald C. Hammond 

Bernard L. Garroire, Chief 



SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENTS 

Escambia County Sheriff 

Duval County Sheriff 
Jacksonville 

Orange County Sheriff 
Orlando 

Seminole County Sheriff 
Sanford 

Hillsborough County Sheriff 
Tampa 

Pinellas County Sheriff 
St.. Petersburg 

Broward County Sher~ff 
Ft. Lauderdale 

Dade County Public Safety Department 

Dade"'! County Public Safety DepartmC:I1t 

Palm Beach County Sheriff 
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Sheriff Royal Untr~iner 
Charles Grant, Chief of Identification 
Department 

Capt. R. A. Miley, F.D. Boree 
W.O. Leonard, D.L. Sova 
Sgt. Mills 

Sgt. Calude L. Trubey 

Sheriff John Polk 

Sheriff Malcolm E. Beard 

Sheriff Donald S. Genung 

Sheriff Edward J. Stack 

E. Wilson Purdy, Director 

Charles Zmuda, Chief 

William Bennet, Chief 
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Tallahassee Community College 
Police A~~inistration Program 

Florida Depa.rtment of Community 
Affairs (Police Standards Board) 

Daytona Beach Community College 
Department of Criminology 

Pinellas County Police Academy 
Highpoint, Fla. 

St. Petersburg Jr. College 
Department of Police Administration 
Florida Institute for Law Enforcement 

Indian River Jr. College 
Ft. Pierce 

LEGAL AND JUDICIAL 

State Attorney 
Tallahassee 

State Attorney 
Pensacola 

State Attorney 
Bradenton 

State Attorney 
Dade C01+nty 

Judicial Administrative CommiSSion 
Tallahassee 

Judicial Council 
Tallahassee 

Hillsborough County Solicitor 
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Ken Katsaris, Director 

Don Fish, Director 

A. Everett Leonard, Chairman 

Mario Vite1le, Commandant 

Lee O. Henley, Instruct0r 
and Associate Director 

Dr. Don Peterson 

William D. Hopkins 

Curtis Golden 

Frank Schaub 

Seymour Gelber 
Richard Gerstein 

Harry Guerry 

Col. A. D. Core , ,Executive Director 

Anthony Salcinas 



Dade County Medical Examiner 

Highway Patrol Headquarters 
Tallahassee 

HIGHWAY PATROL 

REGIONAL PLANNERS 

Region II Planning Council 
Gainesville, Florida 

Region III Planning Council 
Jacksonville, Florida 

Region IV Planning Council 
Orlando, Florida 

Region V Planning Council 

Dr. Joe Davis 

Inspector A.E. Reddick 

/ 

Henry Lovern, Executive Director 
of the Governor's Counctl an. Crimina.l 
Justice, Regional Planning Council II 

Patrick Putnam, Executive Director 
of the Governor's Council on 
Criminal Justice, Regional Planning 
Council III 

Hans E. Boehm, Executive Director 
of the Governor's Council on 
Criminal Justice, Regional Planning 
Council IV 

Sid Hilliard, Planning Coordinator 
of the Governor's Council on Criminal 
Justice, Regional Planning Council V 

STATE PlANNING AGENCY 

Goveruor's Council on 
Criminal Justice 
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James R. Stewart, Executive 
Director 
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DIRECTOR 
(Chief of Crime Laboratory) 

pistinguishing Characteristics of Work 

This is highly responsible professional work in directi~g the 
activities of the Crime Laboratory Bureau of the Department of Law Enforce
ment. 

The employee in the pOSition allocated to this class is responsible 
for planning, organizing, directing, controlling and coordinating the activi
ties of the Firearms and Toolmarks, Microanalysis, Chemistry, Latent Finger
print, Documents and Photography Sections in conducting scientific examina
tions of physical evidence involved in criminal investigations. Duties 
include directing the operation of the laboratory, experimental testing and 
research services; establishing, directing, administering and supervising 
the processing of physical evidence submitted by statewide law enforcement 
agencies for examination; establishing and maintaining standards for the 
accomplishment of laboratory work in accordance with criminal court trial 
procedures as defined by the Florida statutes and interpreted by the courts; 
and developing policies and procedures for the maintenance of effective 
and efficient laboratory operations. 

Work is performed under the general direction of the Director of 
Operations and is reviewed for achievement of desired results. 

Examples of Work Performed 

(Note: These examples are intended only as illustrations of the 
various types of work performed in positions allocated to this class. The 
omission of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from ~he 
position if the work is similar, related, or a logical assignment to the 
position, ) 

Directs and administers the operation of the laboratory and 
supervises experimental testing and research services for all divisions. 

Develops policies and procedures for the maintenance of effective 
and efficient laboratory operations. 

Supervises the processing of all forms of physical e~idence sub
m:1.tted to the laboratory for examination by law enforcement agencies through·
out the state. 
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Develops and maintains standards for the accomplishment of all 
laboratory work in keeping with criminal court trial procedures as defined 
by the Florida statutes and interpreted by the courts. 

Consults with law enforcement officers and prosecuting attorneys 
with reference to matters involving the crime laboratory. 

Testifies as an expert witness in court. 

Performs duties as a special agent, if sworn. 

Performs related work as required. 

Minimum Training and Experience 

Graduation from an accredited 4-year college or university with 
major course work in chemistry, physics, criminology, or related sciences 
and 7 years of experience in a crime laboratory recognized by the Depart
ment of Law Enforcement, 2 years of which must have been at the Crime Labora
tory Analyst II level or higher. 

Graduate training may be substituted on ~ year-for-year basis for 
the required experience. 
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CRIMINALIST III 
(Chemical-Instrumental Analysis, 
Crime, Laboratory Analyst III) 

DisUnguishing Characteristics of Work 

This is advanced professional technical work in superv1s1ng the 
activities of a section in the crime laboratory of the Department of Law 
Enforcement. 

An employee in a position allocated to this class plans, assigns, 
reviews, and evaluates laboratory investigations relating to the analysis 
and identification of evidence; selects methods of analysis using a variety 
of instruments; and supervises the microanalytical evaluation of evidence 
such as blood stains. 

Assignments are performed under the general supervision of the 
Crime Laboratory Supervisor, who reviews work for the achievement of de
sired results. 

Examples of Work Performed 

(Note: These examples are intended only as illustrations of the 
various types of work performed in positions allocated to this class. The 
omission of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from the 
position if the work is similar, related, or a logical assignment to the 
position. ) 

Plans, assigns, reviews and evaluates laboratory investigations 
relating to the analysis and identification of evidence. 

Selects methods of analyses using a varieLY of instruments such 
as microphones, gas chromatographs and spectrophotometers. 

Supervises the examination, identification and authentication of 
documents and handwriting. 

Supervises investigations of firearms and ballistics including 
the comparison of bullets and casings, restoration of obliterated weapon 
serial numbers, powder burns and related evidence. 

Supervises the microanalytical evaluation of evidence such as 
blood stains. 
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Serves as an expert witness in court. 

Performs related work as required. 

Minimum Training and Experieuce 

Graduation from an accredited 4-year college or university with 
maj or course work in chemistry, physics, criminology, or related science·13 
and 5 years of experience in a crime laboratory recognized by the Depart:~ 
ment of Law Enforcement. 

Graduate training may be substituted on a year-for-year basis 
for the required experience. 
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CRIMINALIST II 
(Chemical-Instrumental Analysis, 

Crime Laboratory Analyst II) 

Distinguishing Characteristics of Work 

This is advanced professional technical work in conducting com
plex laboratory investigations that involve analyzing and determining the 
the validity of evidence. 

An employee in a position allocated to this class examines a 
large variety of items and materials microscopically for traces of paint, 
plaster, fibers, soil, or other substances under investigation. Work in
volves assisting agencies in searching crime scenes and in collecting and 
preserving physical evidence. Duties include examining unknown materials 
for the presence of foreign materials. 

Assignments are performed under the general superv1s10n of a 
Crime Laboratory Analyst III, who reviews work for the achievement of de
sired results. 

Examples of Work Performed 

(Note: These examples are intended only as illustrations of the 
various types of work performed in positions allocated,to this class. The 
omission of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from the 
position if the work is similar, related, or a logical assignment to the 
position.) . 

Examines and identifies bone materials and determines the approxi
mate length of exposure to elements. 

Performs chemical tests on various items for presence of blood, 
semen, poisonsl, and narcotics. 

Conducts microscopic physical and chemical comparisons of question
able material recovered from crime scenes or suspects with standard mate
rials submitted. 

Examines unknown materials for the presence of foreign materials 
including, sugar in motor oil or marijuana in cigarettes. 

Compares bullets and casings on file with ·,those fired by weapons 
", under investigation. 

Performs related work as required. 
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Minimum Training and Experience 

Graduation from an accredited 4-year college or university wi~h 
major course work in chemistry, physics, criminology, or related scienc~~ 
and 2 years of experience in a crime laboratory recognized by the Depart~ 

I',,:r' 

ment of Law Enforcement. - , '-',' 

Graduate training may be substituted on a year-for-year basis 
for the required experience. 
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CRIMINALIST I 
(Chemical-Instrumental Analysis, 

Crime Laboratory Analyst I) 

Distinguishing Characteristics of Work 

This is professional technical work in conducting laboratory in
vestigations to analyze and identify material evidence. 

An employee in a position allocated to this class examines a 
variety of items and materials microscopically and analytically for traces 
of paint, safe insulation, glass, metal, wood, hairs, fibers, chemicals 
or any other substance under investigation in assisting agencies in search
ing crime scenes and collecting and preserving physical evidence. 

Work is performed under the immediate supervision of a higher 
level laboratory analyst. 

Examples of Work Performed 

(Note: These examples are intended only as illustrations of the 
various types of work performed in positions allocated to this class. The 
omission of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from the 
position if the work is similar, related, or a logical assignment to the 
position. ) 

Performs chemical and serological examination upon stains for 
the presence of blood, semen and related materials and performs species 
determination and identification, and blood stain typing. 

Exam:tnes unknown materials for the presence of narcotics, 
marijuana, dangerous drugs and t:oxic agents. 

Examines substances for foreign materials, such as accelerants 
in an arson investigation and materials used in sabotage and vandalism. 

Conducts examinations and comparisons of handwriting, typewriting, 
paper, inks, alterations of documents, fraudulent checks and related mate:-· 
rials. 

Con.ducts all types of firearms identification or ballistics 
e:xaminations that may be required on a weapon or related material in an 
inv~stigation. 

Performs related work as required. 
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Minimum Training and Experience 

Graduation from an accredited 4-year college or university with 
major course work in chemistry, physics, biology, criminology or related 
fields. 
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CRIMINALIST 
(Biological Analysis, Forensic Serologist) 

The crime laboratory analyst performs specialized analytical and 
comparative laboratory examinations in connection with the identification 
and comparison of objects, materials and individuals and the evaluation of 
,physical evidence in criminal cases and prepares reports of findings and 
testifies in courts of law. 

Specific Duties 

1. Identifies bloo~ blood stains, and semen stains. 

2. Determines species of bloo~ blood stains and semen stains. 

3. Performs serological and enzymatic determinations for group 
or type of bloo~ blood stains, semen stains and other physiological fluids. 

4. Prepares detailed reports concerning the facts established 
in the analysis of evidence and testifies in court regarding these facts. 

5. Operates complex laboratory equipment in the analysis of 
evidence. 

6. Upon request, may assist in collecting and preserving evidence 
at crime scenes. 

7. Performs other duties as required or assigned. 

l{now1edge, Abilities and Skills 

Requires a 4-year degree with a strong background in biology 
and clinical chemistry with a working knowledge of serological and general 
1abora to'ry techniques. 

Requires a variety of crime laboratory skills in the area of 
serology and clinical chemistry. 

Requires ability to present ideas effectively, orally and in 
writing. 
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COMPARATIVE MICROGRAPHER 
(Microanalyst) 

ThE'! crime laboratory analyst performs specialized analytical or 
comparative laboratory examinations in connection with the identification 
and comparison of objects, materials and individuals and the evaluation 
of physical evidence in criminal cases and prepares reports of findings 
and testifies in courts of law. 

Specific Duties 

1. Makes macroscopic and microscopic examinations of clothing, 
tools and other objects to identify and compare materials such as hair, 
fibers, paint, glass, safe insulation, soil and grease and evaluate their 
significance as evidence. 

2. Make macroscopic and microscopic examinations of impres
sions and patterns such as tire tracks, shoe prints, and fabric marks 
and compare them with corresponding materials to evaluate their significance 
as evidence. 

3. Make macroscopic and microscopic examinations of sets of 
broken or torn materials to determine whether or not they at one time 
joined together. 

4. Examine light filaments to determine whether or not they were 
burning at the time of an i~pact. 

5. Operate a variety of complex laboratory equipment in the 
analysis of evidence. 

6. Upon request may assist in collecting and preserving evidence 
at crime scenes. 

7. Performs other duties as required or assigned. 

Knowledge, Abilities and Skills 

Requires a 4-year degree with a strong background in chemistry, 
biology, mineralogy and textiles with a working knowledge of analytical 
laboratory techniques and equipment. 
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Requires a variety of laboratory skills in the area of analyti
cal instrumentation, general analytical techniques and specialized sample 
handling procedures. 

Requires the ability to present ideas effectively, orally and 
in writing. 
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CRIMINALIST 
(Physical Analysis, Firearms and Tool 

Marks Examiner) 

The examiner is required to have 2 to 3 years intensive understudy 
training, after which qualifying examir.Lations are written. Part of the 
training consists in the study and "r:,n-site" observation of manufacturing 
techniques employed by various firearms and ammunition companies. 

He is required to conduct technical and scientific examinations 
of exhibit material submitted by various law enforcement agencies through
out Florida. (Some materials examined are bullets, cartridge cases and 
shot shells; firearms for mechanical and functioning conditions; clothing 
and human tissue for propellant powder residues; numerous articles such 
as safes, dours, windows, cash boxes, security cabinets, soft drink and 
other dispensers for tool mark identifications; firearms, bicycles, automobile 
engines, motorcycles and various other stolen articles for obliterated serial 
number restorations.) To prepare reports concerning the findings and con
clusion. To attend courts for the presentation of "expert" testimony re
garding these findings and conclusions. 

To operate and maintain reference standards and materials related 
to this particular field as required by the work of the section. 

To have a knowledge of the proper use and care of comparison micro
scopes, low :,?ower binocular microscopes, scales, micrometers and other mea
suring devices, soft x-ray machines and photographic equipment. 

To periodically prepare material for publication respecting collec
tion, care, and submission of physical evidence for scientific examinations, a 
as an instruction and aid for field investigators. 

To prepare and present lectures on the functions ruld services of the 
section to various law enforcement bodies and other interested groups and 
agencies. 

To do research work when and as required by case work--to solve a 
specific problem arising from a matter under examination or to solve a gen
eral problem in the interests of the advancement of the field. 

! 
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Section Supervisor-Firearms and Tool Marks Section 

In additio.n to the abo.ve duties the supervisor is required to co.n
duct the administrative affairs of the section with respect to the main
tenance of statistical and other records, the care and procuring of ~4uip
ment and supplies, the security of exhibits, the training of understudies, 
the processing of correspondence and the handling of routine matters within 
the sectio.n. 
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DOCUMENT SPECIALIST 
(Document Examiner) 

Makes examinatio.ns, comparisons, and analyses o.f documents: to 
establish genuineness or to expose forgery, or to reveal alteratio.ns, addi
tio.ns or deletions; to identify persons through documents or parts of docu
ments, as by showing the authorship of handwriting, o.r the source of type
writing. 

Typical pro.blems in this field are the identification of handwriting, 
typewriting, ink, paper, writing instruments, and establishment of the date, 
so.urce, sequence, and relationships of documents. Other ~roblems are the 
decipherment and sometimes restoration of obscure, deleted, o.r damaged parts 
o.f documents. 

Knowledge of use of the microscope and other o.ptical aids, of 
photographic cameras, and of a wide variety of pho.tographic material adapt
able for use with a variety of lighting methods including radiatio.ns in 
infrared,and ultravio.let. 

Has a-, general knowledge of the manufacturing pro.cesses and the 
materials which go into the production of documents, as well as the methods, 
machines and instruments by which the parts of documents are fo.rmed or 
brought to.gether. 

Collects and maintains files of typeface to. aid in the identifica
tion of typewritten material. 

Writes repo.rts of findings and is available to give testimony at 
criminal trials and judicial proceedings which require the demonstration, 
by use of visual aids, of reasons for (!onclusio.ns o.r determinations • 

Examiners shall have a Bachelo.r's degree, shall have 2 years ex
perience in the examination of questioned documents and shall be able to 

-perform examinatio.ns without detailed technical supervision. 
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CRIME SCENE SPECIALIST 
(Crime Laboratory Technician Position) 

Distinguishing Characteristics of Work 

This is subprofessional technical laboratory and/or field work 
involving the applicat~on of independent judgment to a variety of crime 
laboratory or field work procedures. 

An employee in a position allocated to this class conducts com
plete crime scene searches including photography, diagraming, and sketch
ing; latent fingerprint search; and the collection and preservation of 
evidence. Lab duties include making comparison of known and unknown latent 
prints as well as maintaining administrative control of all evidence sub
mitted to the laboratory; serving as librarian for the laboratory by main
taining records of library materials; and preparing charts and diagrams 
for lectures and training programs. 

Work is performed under the immediate supervision of the Crime 
Laboratory Supervisor who makes assignments and reviews work while in 
progress and upon completion for compliance with established procedures 
and policies. 

Examples of Work Performed 

(Note: These examples are intended only as illustrations of the 
various types of work performed in positions allocated to this class. The 
om:Lssion of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from the 
position if the work is similar, related, or a logical assignment to the 
position.) 

Performs subprofessional technical laboratory examinations and 
tests. 

. Conducts complete crime scene searches including photography, 
diagraming and sketching; makes fingerprint searches; and.collects and 
preserves evidence. 

Maintains records on incoming evidence and the location of evidence 
while.in the crime laboratory. 

Serves as Librarian by maintaining records of materials and keeping 
them in order. 
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Prepares charts and diagrams for the selectidn of training pro-
grams. 

Conducts appropriate literature research. 

Orders and maintains common laboratory supplies. 

Performs related work as requiI·ed. 

~inimum Training and Experience 

Graduation from a standard high school and 3 years of experience 
in performing subprofessional laboratory duties. 

Course work at the junior college or university level in chemistry, 
physics, biology, or related fields may be substituted on a year-for-year 
basis for a maximum of 2 years of the experience outlined above. 

An equivalency diploma issued by a state department of education 
or by the United States Armed Forces Institute, or a qualifying score on the 
State Personnel Board Educational Attainment Comparison Test may be sub
stituted for high school graduation. 
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,SECURE EVIDENCE TRANSIT SYSTEM (SETS) DRIVER 

Distinguishing Characteristics of Work 

This is a subprofessional laboratory position involving field 
work requiring the application of independent judgment along with adherence 
to routine procedures. An employee in a position allocated to this class 
is responsible for driving the evidence transit vehicle to the department 
requesting service from the laboratory. Duties include maintaining proper 
evidence handling and chain of custody procedures at all times. 

Work is performed under the immediate supervision of ,the Crime 
Laboratory Director to whom he is assigned. 

Minimum Training an~Experience 

The qualifications for the SETS driver are the same as those for 
a police officer as discussed in the Police Standards Act of 1967 (Section 
23.068). 
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PHOTOGRAPHER 

Distinguishing Characteristics of Work 

This is supervisory and/or highly skilled technical wo''''.\. in 
photographing and producing still and/or motion pictures in, black and white 
and in color. 

An employee in a position allocated to this class is responsible 
for producing photographs and motion pictures of a variety of subjects using 
highly complex cameras, lighting, and related photographic equipment. Duties 
include taking aerial and angle photographs of damage to roads s bridges, and 
other related road equipment which may be admissible as evidence in a court 
of law; photographing objects using microphotographic equipment which may be 
used for educational purposes; producing motion pictures which are used for 
national advertisement for the State of Florida, and/or supervising photo
g~aphers or photographic laboratory technicians. 

Work is performed under the general supervision of a higher level 
technician or agency official and is reviewed for results obtained. 

.Examples of Work Performed 

(Note: These examples are intended only as illustrations of the 
various types of work performed in positions allocated to this class. The 
omission of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from the 
p'osition if 'the work is similar, related, or a logical assignment to the 
position. ) 

Photographs reenactments of accidents involving the State Road 
Department. 

Takes and develops still and motion pictures in black and whitl' 
and in color. 

Requisitions, stores, and safeguards cameras, developing equip
ment, and related materials. 

Edits and splices motion pictures to insure continuity, creative
ness, co~pletion, and quality of films produced. 

May supervise and train lower level photographers and photo
laboratory technicians. 
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Retouches negatives and posttive prints in order to accentuate 
highlights. 

Operates drying, enlarging, ~etouching devices, and microphoto
graphic equipment. 

Prepares chemicals for developing negatives. 

May perform research on other professional work to determine 
best utilization of photographic equipment. 

'.1 

Performs related work as required. 

:IMinimum Training and. Experience 

Graduation from a standard high school and 3 years of experience 
in variedphotogra.phic work,two of which shall have been as a professional 
photographer; or 1 year as a Photographer I. 

An equivalency diploma issued by a state department of education 
.. or by the United States Armed Forces Institute, or a qualifying score on 
the State :Personnel Board Educational Attainment Comparison Test may be 
substituted for high school graduation. 
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APPENDIX E 

TABULATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 
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This tabulation of laboratory services is an attempt to deseribe 
a "full"service crime laboratory," embodying the bulk of procedures and re
sponsibilities commonly encountered. The categories and their definitions 
and limits are approximations and are not intended to be rigid benchmarks. 

Service Category--a laboratory division frequently used to sepa
rate fUl,ctions, accord:!.ng to specialties, instruments or pro
cedures. 

EVidence 1nput--form of evidence. 

Tests--procedures performed or objectives of testG. 

Time Required--3.pproximate maxima and n:inima. Time is a function 
of inherent minimum for procedure and difficulties imposed by 
form, quantity and purity of evidence. 

Equipment/Costs--instruments corr~only employed with price range, 
recognizing that any instrument may be purchased with the most 
exacting tests in m.ind, r3cognizing that it might also function 
on a cruder basis. 

Reference Standards--either established collections or case com
parison materj.al . 

Technician Skill-Degree--minimum training and minimum formal 
education. 

Degree of Identity vs. Ident:i.fication--the results of a test 
might serve as an aid to investigation, as ?lasSifying infor
mation or as Positive or negative identity of unique source. 

Crimes--A general suggestion of the crime that might generate 
items of clue material. An activity might produce all or none 
of the range of physical evidence. 
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EVIDENCE 
llIP\l'! 

20 and 3D 
reproduc .. 
tions; foot 
and tire 
prints, tool 
marks,fab .. 
rie impres .. 
sions, fin ... 
Berprints 

jLocation, 
preservn_ 
tion, iden-
tificati In, 
collection, 
trb.I\sporta_ 
tion of 
~hysic'l 
evidE'nce and 
,":rime Scene 
standard" 

Assistance 
to investi
gator 

Identity of 
unidentifie 
bodies 

Data Sool'ce 

--------------~~,,-~ .. -----

TAllUIATION W' LABORATORY SERV1CEB 

Service Category Crime Scene Service 

TESTS TOO 
I m<UIRED 

REFERENCE TEClIlIICIAN IDENT:tTY v' 
STANDARDS SKILLS-DEGREO: IDENTIrICATION 

DroREE OF 

CR'lJ.!EG J 
Casts of impre3sior B in soil. 6.nd on suitable surfaees :.re 

made using plaster of Paris or (ilicone rubber, l:.J condi .. 
tions dictate. Scaled photographs precede casting. 
Choice of media. for c ... sting depE,,"~8 upon size and eetail 
of impress10n 

,0 min - Expendable." 
1 hr., de_ $.2S-1.00/cast 
pending 0, 
t ec."!1ique 
required 

Physical evidence ma.y be any Bolids, liquids, or glo.ses, l.~ hrqde- UIlUall.,y a special 
pur£:: or m1xed~ organic or inorganic, that will reconstruc pending on vehicle, van, 
the auspicious event or link a suspect to some criminal extent of truck or statton 
actiVity. The degree of importance of an:y slngle item crirr-, flagon provides 
will \rary with the circumstances of the crime. Vfuat evi- scene) num- magnets, vacuum 
dence ie colle-eten; how it is trea.ted will depend on the bel' of cleaners, 'uoxes, 
experience, training and supervision of the cClector. technic- bags, toolR,etc. 
Remote location of laboN.torr facilitlea may require ship ians in- in a wide Vat'-

ment by mail, e..tpres s or other Ilecure means. valved, and iety of sizes 
gravity- of and ntOdes I 

crime vs. $2,000-5,000 
avaiLable 
time .. 'Od 
cnSe load.. 

~-I 

I.' 
Provide genera.l lmowl",dge of a wide variety of' criminal 30 '!lin. + 

and biztU're behe..vior patterns, i.e., burglary M.O.) un-
usual sexual behavior (autoeroticism), atypical suicides, 
etc. Often the crime s~ene technician can link multiple 
cr.unes through similar M.O. or similar evidence J BJld sus-
gest suspects to the investigator. 

Record l'iogerprints where tissue is suVnble. Collection 
of clothing and otl'1er- aasociated evidence fo", tngs) 
labels, laundry marks, etc. Record dental patterns, 
Ass;lst pa.thologist in removal of hands or fingers if 
..Laboratory deVelQpment of fingerp:rints is necessary. 

1-2 hr. 

Figure E-l 
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Extensive 
librnry 
su~port ir 
periodi .. 
cals and 
texts. 

l'ract.ice with !fue resUlting Homicide 
technique, 

H,S,", 
cast ill uacd 
for comp'-1Xinon Ae"'~' 
With suspect aO:;llult. 
objectll 

3ex 

Hit 'lnt 
run 

Arl".c·l 
r- 'l.bt>l''j 

Wide general Depends On evi
knowledge 01 dence cellec .. 
crime labors_ ted, E..nslyzei 
tory and evi.. anl compDrod. 
dence capo. .. 
bilities, 

H.S.+ 

Somewhat 
B~holarly' an 
imaginative 
approach to 
his resJ?onlli .. 
bility 

H.S.++ 

Experience 
and uncb: .. 
standins of 
requirementn 
of finger
printa Or 
other per
sonal identi 
fic:ation ~t'o 
cedureo. 

fI.S •• 

PoBitive, if re- H't.,ldte 
Dulting c.)m ... 
parisoll with Sex 
known stand(lrJs offennc. 
produces nul'-
ficient match-
in~ detail. 
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TABUIATION OF - .JORA~O!lY SERVICES 

Service Category Crime Scene Service 

l~ll')t'jgrllph;'l ~neral crime neen£! c'Wcrago. 1-5 hrl 55 mm camerA 
~300 

Cl'lmo ocene 
okotcheo 

Hll.erophoto£VllpLy of VlU'iOUB evidence, i.~'j blood. otains, 
'Wounda, impreonlonGJ location of physical evidence, etc. 

lUC!r;)}JhotogI'llphy of too2. marka, impre-tJG!ono, trace evl .. 
'len~c. 

Aerial photogl'ophy. 

11otlon pioturea (video tape) 

All of tho nlJove reco;do may be ...... ocestled in the crime 
laboratory photo fncillty_ making whatever copie..- are 
roquired. 

!lote I Although a great deal of the evidence Dubmi tted is 
cullected by the ellao invflfltlr ntorJ the Bhn110w depth and 
narrow breadth ot coverage clenrly Indice'tea that the vas 
majority of criminal inventlg11.tiJna can profit by Dpe
cializei !l30into.ncc. Reference waD made to this need in 
the Proaiderlt'o Corruniooion Report, The: Challenge of Crime 
in II i!ree Goclety. Complete coverage ,f th.iG topir: in 
OVenOll!?n and Wendell, The Tr ~hniques of Crime Scene In· 
v(!'otig.ation, AmericlU) EJoevie,":'. 

Tho exact location of evidence io r6c~rd~i by precise 
(! l/4 in.) meeouremento. 

The mmct dimcn.oiono of the crime neene and !llAjor items 
tt.r~ re('ordod. When neode" for courtruom preJentation1 a 
GcaLe1 drawing is pr~ iucc.d in tht;.~ laboratory. The fJcal.ed 
dl'a:rt1ng nerVQO to ulo.ce evidence and wi tnsGces in the 
\'l"imo I'lccne area with the degree of preci:3ion that both 
deronne QJ1d procacution may b9 aided. :::n a few major 
caceo, r.1C!O-Ollremanto have been tranalllted in+~o, ccaled 
moc.alp., 

IAltont fln.. All cui table .ourfnceo are eXlllllin~d uoing apprcpriate light. 
gorprinL 1ne,. and procecDed fc,t fingerprints or other akin i"'1pres
,lovclopment 0: .lllt1, using nppropr1ntf' powders, fU:l1ea or solutions. 
and (iollec- Whon mn(ic vlo1ble, tre impreaniona nre photographed 
tion, fit (mner"» and. "lifted II Or prcocrvei On a portable object. 
crime aeono 

2-4 hr., de
pending on 
number of 
tech. and 
area C<JIf

ered. 

4 x 5 r~.mera 
$300-400 

Accessory 1 ~:Jht 
ing, tripod.a J 

"!It.c. 
$200 

Measuring tape, 
drawing in
stl'umen~st> 

$100. 

1-8 hr. de Fingerprint 
pending or: brushes and pow 
area to be 'del', etc. 
processed $25-50 
and number 
ot tech-
nicians 
employed. 
CaDe load/ 
lOan dic-
ta.tes ex-
tent of 
coverage. 

Aooiota.nI'O 
b) pethol
(1!r.iot and 
mOllic'ul ex .. 
mnincr 

ProVido [l link between crime occne and ELutopay in order ~ .. 3 hr. Nonnal. evidence 
collection 
equipment ODd 
photographic 
equipment 

that pat.hologist !;'M. aid in rcccnotru::ting the activities 
of tho victim. AnD! at the pllthologiot in the proserva .. 
ti(m of pertinent ",'idence thrrugh photography and evi_ 
dence colloction praCedtU"f'B I Often the crime Dcene tech-
nician lIuggeotD opccial and l"cutina itcmc for collection~ 
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DEGREE OF 
TEcm{1CIAN IDENTITY vo CRlMES 

SKILLS-DEGREE IDENTIFICATION .+----1 

2 ... 4 weeks 
training 

Provides record I Homicide 
of scene in 
Vtll'iOU3 media, Agg. 
principally for sC3ault 
court prCDenta-

H.S. + 

ti-:n. Sex 
offen::c, 

Mic~~:Jphcto~ mey 
be used for I3ur~Jlo.rJ 

comparisont anrl 
identificntL))1~ Ilit on(l 

run 
erials may be 
used to orient Arr;on 
witnesses anJ( 
or jur),. Anne 1 

'!otion ricturec 
may be used for 
court I training 
ir.vc:>tigati ve 
aid, etc. 

Serne Dkill in Places eviicnce Homiciic 
measurement and witnenoes 
and mechani.. with same ex- AgS. 
cal drawing actness 
and/or model 
making 

H.S,+ 

Practice 'lith {hen compurerl 
technique with the lmown 

H'S.+ frints of sus
pects, the 
identity can be 
positive if 
sufficient 

Q30ault 

3ex 
cffcn:cs 

!!it ani 
run 

Arson 

Ann,",:! 
rct.l'cr~r 

All m.nj:: 
and 
r.;.inor 
::'l'lmc.> 
ha.ve 
poten
tial 

matching points latent 
are fOWld, lmpres_ 

[lions. 

Some under
atanding of 
autopay pro
cedures and a 
Wide general 
knowledge of 
crime labora_ 
tory and evi. 
dence capa
bilities, 

H.S.+ 

Depends on evI
dence collected 
and circum
stances sur .. 
rounding case. 

HoJ'licide 

Sex 
"ffense 

I 

J
11 

L III 
L
T
] 

L] ] 

t
I
] 

L
1
] 

L [1 

['I·~'] 
[ r] 

EVIDENCE 
IIIPUT 

Weapons; 
revolvers, 
pistols, 
rifles, 
shotguns 
mach::1ne guns 
zip gUhs, et 

Bullets; 
fired and 
unfired 

Cartridges} 
Fired and 
unfired 

Data 8cKlrce 

TABUlATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 

erv ce Category Ftrenrma Identification 

TESTS TlME 
.!!!&UIRED 

EQUll'MEm'/ 
COST 

REFERENCE 
STANDARDS 

Determine possible Olmer from fingerprint::. and debris 20 .. 30 min. 
in mechanism. Usually performed by other associates in 

storeomicroscope standards 0 

lab. 
suspects' 

. lringerprint 
~nd pocket 
debris 

Recency of firing by debris in barrel or decay of 20 min.- atereomicroscope fLit. or 
N02 vo. tilllB 2~ hr. .700 .lide col-

Open.ting condition of 'Weaponj trigger pull, effective 
operation of safeties and other parts. 1t parts are 
broken, assess recency of break and restore to working 
order _ .. Fire tests 

Comparison 'With bulletR and cartridges in case 

See: Cartridge and bullet sheets 

Evidence of ricochet ; adhering debris 

Blood and tissue adhering (usual blood tests employed) 

Class characteristics; type of lleapon 

Comparison between two or more bullets in case to 
establish one or more guns. Also, compariaon with 
open case fIle, Ideat!tication of welll?on by comparis~rl 
of tests VB. evidence bullet. 

Manufacture, caliber and type, type of llcapon 

Comparison; fired in same or different 'Weapons 

Recen\!y of fire; accunulated debris 

Gain or loss of ~eight va. time 

Identi1'h'ntion of weapon by comparison with 
tents from suapect gun. Also cDmp:lrison wIth 
open case file. 

npectrophotomete ection 
tsoo-ts,oOO 

20-60 min. Hand tools, set collection 
of ~eightfJ. of guns 

or portn 

10-20 min. stereclll,icroscope literature 

10 min.
a hr. 

10 min.-
30 min, 

$700 and atc.nd
ards fran) 
scene 

stereom1e rose ope llt:.lal blood 
$700 standards 

atereomicr09cope collection 
$700 of fired 

bullets 

20lllin. - Comp, micro- cnse te:;ts 
Open fil. 3 hr. per scope; t1f!OO -

bl.lliet. $5,000 
Greater 
than for 
ctga due to 
possIble 
mutilation 

10 min.-
30 minH stereomicrosc:op cartrIdge 

$700 collect! on 

30-60 min. compo micro- ease 

15 min. 

1-3 days 

1-2 days 

at'ope -- 'lfOO specimen 
tspoo 

stereon:icrosc(.fp Lit 
$700 

Balance enalyt. Lit. 
tsoo - tsoo I 
speatrophotomet r L1 t. 
tsoo - tspoo 

20 .. 60 min. Comp.micro'" ('nae tests 
open :file per otg. tJ,200 - ts,oOO 
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DEGR"T. OF 
TECHNICIAN ID);Ifl'ITY V, 

SK!LLS-DEGREE IDEm'IFICATION 

Specialty In 
fingerprint 
development 
and "omparl so 
Speoialty j r. 
fiber and 
trace analysi 

possible to 
pod t1 ve 

Skill in /May b. used to 
micronnalysh refute ali t..1 
and instru-
mental o.nnlys n 

InLimntf~ Investigathn 
knowledge of n1 d 
operation of 
guno _ .. 

6 mos. -1 yr. 
HS + 

If present., Aid n, T' "'n· 
work stoared nt.rJ' i:.i,-",n 01 

with micro- event 
analyst 
H3 + 

B5 + Aid in tE:' on-
Iltr,~' tlOr. or 
event. 

AnrNl 
Ilo~,t cr-J 

'fOJ7:I('oj de 

APp. 
A::zr.a ,li, 

Att~<l 

Tin! tel':r 

{v;-. I A" •. lt 

An,""" 
~ot I cr. 

Ar,~a.lt i 
f1l'1'erJ 

2-3 weeks 
tl'aining 
H.3. 

Determine:l pos- HQrrJ r i <ie 
sible I:.n::. Or: AI!I~. 

.invest. airf. Ar::-:Il J1.j 

klTer! 
I ,~: t c'': 

Sklll devclop'Ll ran !.'e ~C':li- f~("wl' ~de 

b:y C"OlTiparing live If ::.ffj.. jj(? 

.se\'ernl r:' .. tn- 'i'1 ent rl fll rot ,\:1':3 .l'~ j 

dred pall'S of trr.pres5ion Il'l An"cII 
f'! red bLI:Llct,s available hi' er;. 
rratehed and 
misr'atC'l'ed, 
qnder r,.lper-
visionj 3·4 
months; 
HS_Br. 

2-3 <leeks 
II.S. 

2 .. 3 months 
U.S. + 

1-2 lleeltG 

Bn 

Bl 

IJ.Vt!.:tit;nti\'[ 
td.,l 

Inveotiratlvc 
Aid 

lnvt;'~, t i",:'lt.i. \' 
J\i.l 

Ilj,.C';:tie,ti Vl' 

Al,! 

A:::~a' It 

Ski 11 dc ... el.. can t:e pool.. Ho!],! [' i de 
oped l-lY ('om- tive iJenti.i'!" 
pouring :lev· cDtion if Al"l1,ed 
eml hundred ru1'f1.::1 ent mf.lrKt rob't>er;,' 
pairs of fire tlrc ovailnl'le 
ctgs. J rrat.chct 
and tniclTiI tcone 
2-3 months 
C'onrentrn .. 
tion under 
superVi ,don 
US_DS 

Ar.na .• 1t 

L[~ 
ll: 
lL['_-------------



TAllUIATIO!1 OF LABORATORY SERVIC!'§ 

SerVice Cntee;ory Fir:e.m Identification {:1nel'"lding powder residue) 

leV;:;: TESTa TIME ~\lIPME1lT1 REFEf<E!lC~ TECHNICIAN 
KE<lJIIREJ) COST STANDARDS SKILLS-DECREE 

1'0II~.r Ilohation ot pclllIo:' portiele. by int'ra ,..d photography, 2·S hr. .etcreomic r08cope case pat· .kill varies pr.tt_rn*l V1",ol bx..,1ll4t1on, eh_<al. doteetion (Woller teot), depending 0 • 700 terns; frOll! 1·2 wk • hl'.~t P<ltt.n .p.c~rO.copi. 111ont.1£ication of lead, bc.rium ond antimony tent ullled spectrograph case weapon for easily 80tt ,. ..... y detection of load. All of the "bov. test. and prob- $6,000 + ('sse amno visual pat ... 
arc 'dldd to de:torzrJt".e d!1J-tlJJ:ico ot .ahoot1ngf aome are lemQ arfete Soft ,,·ray temll to 
.""DIUv. 0-9 n., other 0-~4 in. l:<lt.rmirultion of diD- oJ ."Jljlort tlpOO. t3poo 2 .. 3 mo, for 
tan("o req,u1n\/1 1'reptlte..tiou Or 0. aedes (11' t~Bt p3.tte" .. 'ns 1l$t.rial Ce.ll'e:re., ete. oompl"" In-uling g'..\.Ii and amno ot 8(1lne trAko a.nd lot. 1200 - $400 ntrumentat1 .,11 

HS BS + 

f.l'lnili* Jlnrri80n t.bt • O.lI1IICl awa~. ot hend. in 5-7 regions. 2-4 hr/t.at expendAbleo ca.se ctgs. con.cidsrable rel1ti"~1 aw.bQ t •• tad for 1'1>, [j\) and .... ::ontrOlG of glln tento and weapon practice 1n JIn~"hon end fl rod Cartridge •• 
perfOl'll"An!"e t •• t or 11M 

I 
of teat.. 
2 .. 3 we ,kl! 
as + 

IlM • 1 rrodiaUot> or wax glov •• of auapecta handa 2-6 day. cantmct testing 
$lSO/te.t Ph.D 

--
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DEGREE OF 
IDENTITY va 

IDENTIFICATION 

Distance Jr.sy be 
determined to 
!2" ... t4'1 for 
powder patterns 
to l' to 6' ror 
shot patte:n:.o 

Fairly good 
presumption of 
firing 01' c,n. 
Invf'ctir:'ltlW' 
Alel 

Fairly cood 
pres'lrnption of 
firing of SlAn 
Invc~tiL;ative 
Aid 

CRTI/.ES 

HomJ '~1 rle 

Age· 
A!l~aIJlt 

Anr,ed 
Ro1.j el"'J 

HcnJr ide 

At!',. 
A;.~a olt 

Anted 
Ro,t.l:;ery 

Homi(' ~ de 
Agg. 
Ar.r.alltj 
Arn:eti 

rolJl-.,':r',' 

1< I' .. , " . n ". .• ", . 

j 11: t ..... ,I 

.,.J 11 
L~. J' 

L'" ~ 
III 

[1 J1 

L "I'] 
L

1
] 

L "1,,1 
...... ]11 L
I
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Lin 
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~rvice category Cluesiiioned Documentg_ 

! DEGilEl! OF 

'F>l.~1 R!!l'ER!!NCI': TECHNICIAN IDENTITY v. CRIMES EVIDOCE TESTS TIME 
Sl(ILLS-DEOREE IDENTIFICATION IIIl'IJT REQ·JIRF.ll Com' STANDARDS 

Handvrltten Evaluation of the school of penmanship or the Bocit\l and 2 hr. - 1-2 Sterec:mic.ro8cope Collection Kno1i~edge or InVt!otigati vo Han!c!~<l documents ethnic background of writer. (Thio io ~ graphology or day. de- $700 af penman- cultural. and aid '·lnv.st!_ 
chsrBcter analy.els. Any attempt to evaluate the person .. !tending on ship sty. educationnl gaitl)n 

. B.lity of the -writer 1a considered 8cient!flcs.lly unsound qUfUltity & CSlJ,eras lcsJcthnic impact on. 
an/I. beyond the needs of forensic. certainty ~ ) C!.ual.itY of $200_500 and. grem • >ll'iting of ObJJ.f'~t1c. 

evidence So .... tiCal. peoplo in litcrll~ 
Compariscn of hand-writing or handprlnting vlth standards standards Compnrinon micro .. character- n.rea.. tt\l't' 

fr0l4 Rpecific BUSpectS. Baaed on a variety of' repeated scope !sticG H.G.+ 
pe.Uliarities in the individual'. writing. $1.200-3.000 ;:;xt.'lrtl,m 

Collection Training tlm\~r With adcq'.l:B.t:.o ':!~ t.tU'(>!l .. 

of ctDJld .. qualified ex- qUtll\ttt~, Ol~ '-n:n,: 
oxd writ. pert, l .. a yr. writill!tJ stnJ).,t It'ttr~r.--; 

ingo of examining n r:u<da nnd 'lU(!O-

known for .. large volll1ll£1 t1onc1. D. qual. Frall!l 
gera .Col- o'!' .<: :iJnlllnted i f1 c:i doeum"ln'. 
lected or anu '.ctutil t',l'ec 1 h1 \. sf;. lr. .In!'>,\,l1.nf' 
dictated caac ma.terial eft,en at'lc: tn 
standards n.s.·~ ren:itrr' 1.Ul ')pir IArC'Qny 
of par- ion a::, tC' the 
ticuler W\'it.cr of (l ,",Oml/:; 

suspects. dcctU:lent. 

Typcvrittt:n Class chtll'acteristics of type and typewriter. 1-2 hr. ~tereOmicroacope ~~nsive Knowledge of IcJ~ntlficllt·;c!,! Hodd.l. I documents 
$700 collection varir.,tiono: in or poosl.ble ~mre.:a,~ .. 

of known typewriters mM\.l1'not.Ul"c J I-~Iltj '~'n 
jFhotographic typewriter Md expericnc nge ond modol 

equipment standards in mfg. idcnt~ .. of mllchine i, tJ~":l.!no 
$200-500 fi~lltion, 3-6 It tLel'o 

months tl'ain_ 
omparison micro- ing and ex ... £xt.:-},"'tlcr: 
scope perien"e (.'1' 
$1.200-,,000 A.A. ~ )·,llrt.:'llt~r 

ptenoive trai 
i-nr: let. Comparison ot questioned docUIrtent with standard typing fro 2 hr. - Ditto above StlUldll1'da .. IdenUfJc:::Lt:..an tCl'fj suspec.t ma.chine. 1-2 day. from BUS- ing und.er qua) of apccl1'1c 

peet iried expert, machine /lnl, Frv.d Comparison of questioned dccument With known tyPing of sus machine 1-2 yr. (con- cecllr.i ~n!llly J pect on known machine. currer.t wi th Inhcntion J.'J Emliez=J.f1. 
training in t~, t:.rPlot. ment 
handwri t.inr, 

I comparison) • Al"scn 
l::xtuninat ion c 
large Volume U.;:;,h; 
'Of simulated 
and actual call 
material, 

B.G.+ 

Printed mate .. Questioned documents, such as checks, may be prepared for 1-4 hr. Stereomicrollcopc LiteratUre Extensive Nny r<.:l p.,8if;.ive txt ... 'rt; \~i" rinl, band a J.1mited use by means of hand presses, hand stamps, etc. $700 and col- knowledge of an tt'l r. ... H),l\':O) stamps, com- Separate documents may be linked py canparing printing or lection g:ro.'phic III ttl if sui table 'lh:'81lt. l': mercifll documents may be, c.:om:pared to stwnp or type 6:Jurce if ComeraG sto.ndlll'ds and. printins materinl b h_ printing suitable cO'llparison material is available. $200-500 of typo proctice. avai).a.ble. 
fnce13 , l;t;I;;,cne 

Where documents are prepared by extracting material. fran 1-4 hr. Comparioon micro stamps, mtllcrihl mass media, the possible Source mny be identified by acopa variouD 
type style) Illode of' reproduction, etc • $1.200-3,000 mee.ns oi' 81nnde,. 

reproduc_ 
tion Fraud. 

F-o:r~c\"y 

bomr.o 

Data. SttIrce 
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EVIDEIICE 
IIIPUT 

Writing 
material, 
pen ,pencil t 

etc. J tor 
comparison 
or el1mina_ 
1.ioo 

Special 
problemn: 
EJ'l1'l"l'Cf] 

In:J.cntcd 
In'H.lng 

Obscured 
writing 

writing or 
typing ae_ 
quenrc 

asteners Ol1d 
udhesivcll 

--

EVIDENCE 
IIIPU'i 

~QriOUa ob .. 
jecta; or 
checks and 
other docu .. 
mcnts,glaslJ

" wcaponB,cOn .. 
tainersjetc. 

Otlta Source 

TAllUIATIOII OF LAIlORATORY SERVICES 

service Category Questioned Documents 

TDIE <X!UIPMENT/ R=."'FERENCE TECHNICIAN TESTS 
RECll1IRED _ COST STAIIDARDS SKILLS-DEGREE 

Documents of unknown source may be traced through an iden .. 1+ day. Appropriate to Extensive Analytical 
tl!'lcatlon of the pc.sslble sources ot the writing mate .. method. used cellecUer training plu 

rial. Tests involving micro identi1'ication of components ¢SO-lO,ooO or appro- experience 
as well as instrumental comparisons With standard refer- priate with micro 
cnce collections or case reference standards migLt Ident:c' material and Instru-
fy or eliminate general and specific sources. TlC, paper mental' pro- . 

. chromatography J electrophoresis, spectrophotanetry, ape- cedures 
cial. wavelength photography represent some of the methods 
in this area~ 

estoration of eradures might use special wavelength pho- ince these Cameras Extenoive Sane of these 
togro.phy, fuming, or the application of special solutions. problems $200-1,000 literature problems will 

are infre .. in docu- be handled 
~" development of indent.ed writing UfiUally involves ob- quent and StereomicroGcope ment prob. cxcluo!vely 
lique light photography. often uni- $700 10m. by the docu-

~c disclosure ai' Obscured writing may depend on mechc.."1ical 
que, they rncn'!; expert; 
may be time Special lighting others will 

or chemical removal of the overlying material or the phya_ conSuming il $100-200 be performed 
ic&.l detection by special wavelength photography. terms of together with 

lltcr:lture Misc. chemicals or Wlder the 
ueations of order of writing and/or age detection by addi- research an supervision 
tione over folds can be answered by the use of low power experimen .. of the docu-
microscopy or macro/micro photography. tation. ment expert 

Therefore, by staff pho-
The attachment of documento, sea..1.i:rtg and resealing of 00_ no time es- tograIilers or 
hesives can be stUdied by phycical, instrumental and timatea are chemista. 
chemIcal examinations. possible. B.S.++ 

. 
I I 

TAllUIATION OF LAllORATORY SERVICES 

Service Category Latent;'1 ngerprint Development 

TES'rS TDIE Eel UIP/oiENT / REFERENCE TECHNICI/.N 
REQUIRED COST STANDARDS SKILLS-DEGREE 

Because of a lack of local flkilled technicians, various ob 1 hr.-days Hlotographic Expert pho_ 
jects suspected of having been handl~d by 1\ criminal ma;r (in the comeras B!.1U. ape- tographers, 
be collected, preserved (often inappropriately, l.e., the case of cial lights, 
weapon in a hWldkerchief) and transported to t.l..c crime difficult chemic:als, etc. and skill in 
laboratory for processing. Suitable methods will be em- photog- $200-1,000 the develop-
played by the Inboratcl',Y ~ TheBe procedures may involve raphy) rnent of fin-
photography, furning, inunersion in solutions, etc. The Note: Fin_ gerprints on 
1'ingerprint :11' skin impressions developed will be given gerprint unusual sur-
to fingerprint experts :for uan}l6l'ison with suspects. files will faces. 

be found H.S.+ 
in identi-
fication 
divia~on 

of depart-
ment. De-
gree of 
classifics 
tion (.in-
gle VB. 

other 
groupings) 
will de_ 
pend upon 
staffing & 
department 
needs. 

, 
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DEGREE OF 
IDEllTITY vO 

IDEllTIFICATION 

Elim1n.f.}tion of 
80.1 can be 
certaIn. Ideo .. 
titieation of 
source can be 
based on prob .. 
ability fac-
tors 

The use to "4rlch' 
successful re-. 
Bults will ue 
put dependG on 
the nature of 
the casc. The 
recons truction 
alone may shoW' 
criminal aetiv 
1ty or some 
facet of sus_ 
picious nature. 
In some cases 
unique identit 
is p03sible. 

CRIMES 

Fraud 

Larceny 

Forgery 

Obscene 
matter 

Threat or 
extor .. 
tion 

Fomba 

FraUd 

Embezz1e-
ment 

Threaten-
ing or 
extor-

notes 

BamboO Ot' 

other 

Anonymous 
pBt)k'l£e.J 

ambling 

L ,-~ __ I 

. 
ek 11 

[1·;' 

Lli 
L[] 

L '1,1 
..... '] 

EVIDlJICJl 
IlIPIJT 

BlooG. stains 

Blood stains 

It . ~l 
-~~ ....... ""d ....... ·'*'*"'._, ... • .. I .. ··!"I"·~·It'·~sta1n .• 

...... mlll •• _IS*III .......... ' .. "" ...... • .. , ............. - ... ·~ • 

L[J 
L :] 

LlI III 

DEGREE OF 

CR~ IDENTTIY VB 

IDE;n'IFICATION 

Can be positive All 
if suitable crimes 
characteristic 
ccn be devel .. 
oped. 

[L] 

t-] 
.lI. 
L[J 
L
1

) 
(1) 

Data BourC0 

TAl!UIATIOR OF LAIlO!1ATOOY SERVICES 

Serv1cl! Cate8'OTY Mlcroanal'lfJ"'i .... __ _ 

TEI!rB 

Preliminary tests - Benzidene I !MG, Luminal 
(color, spot te.t) Phenolphthalein 

Te.f chmann or Takywmna 
(oryatal te.t) 

Species detenuinatfon 
(precipit1n, immunodiffu.ion) 

Blood type 
absorption - inhibition 

absorption - elution 

Note! Since five laboratories have reported using agar 
gel, or variouB forms of electrophoretic separation, 
these have not been included, A.~e o:f bl.)od is a constant 
problem. Dynamics may be detennined from geometry of 
stain, often more important than typing. 

DifferenGiation bet~een venous, fetal and menstrual 
blood by associated cells and fibrin ccd.tent 

Ultraviolet !Uld visu 1 examination 

Florence Cryatal 

Acid Phosphatase 

Microscopic identification of Bpenratozoa. in extract 
of stain 

Species'" inw,l1ne tesh'; for hlUriUl semen or blood type 

TDIE IlOUll'M!IIT / 
RDlI1IRED COOT 

10 min/teat • tereomicroBcope 

10 min/tent 

00 ,un/test 

8 hr/to". 

2 h~/te.t 

1 - 3 hr. 

$700 

100 x microscope 
burnel' 

$250 - $2,000 

ccrt," i1'uge - $So 
B .~r,,~omicroacope 

,' .. 700 

100 - 20r, " 
··~c.toacope 

$250 - ~2,000 
refrigerator 

100 - 200 X 

microscope 
$250 - $2,000 
refrigerator 
oven 

Microscope 
$250 - $2,000 

REFrnENCE 
IJrAlmARDS 

dried blood 

dried blood 

control ser 
blood 
antisera. 

kno'Wll etain 
known blood 
antisera 

knO\olT1 stain 
kno .... n blood 
antisera 
blood of 

suspect 

DEGREE OF 

1EC!!NICIAN IDEm:rry V! CRII<!ES 

!KIUoS-DEGRI.'E IDEl'ITIFICATlvN 

1 day exp, 
no degree 

1-2 day expo 
No degree-AA 

5 day expo 
AA - BS 

2-3 \leeks 
AA - Be 

2 .. 3 montho 

BS + 

Knowledge of 
cell mol'phol
or>:! and fibri 
determination 

AA -, DS 

cot:.lri tie tIoQa l.omicirJr. 

I 
Is bloo:] r~p"l·O 
yeo - no 

·".r;!)!:lr{ 

human or ather ill','. 

specicEl a6C1J ,1' 

A. B 0 p;rcl.pJng 'l'h!' ""'-
ate'J '.-.. ·.1 

ABO gl'o<Jplng rJ'lrc:)tl~ 

MrI lr:{( ... t. 

Invest. aie!. At.:lrt.1!)', 
importan't to 
ref'lte alibi 

10 mini UV lamp - t40 1 day expo loration of L('Irr ~ ~ j rie 

gam.ent no degree S:'UIPCC't ar~a 

10 Win/test 100 - 200 x micro 1 - 2 day exp False neg. and Rape 

scope Bnd No degree - Fal'ie p::;oitiVA> 

Burner AA poasible 

$250 - $2,000 
t!eotlali ;' 

15 min/teat Visual color or 
quantity by 
slJectrophotometc 

$4 - $6,000 

('olor stds 5 day expo 
King-Arm- AA - BS 
ntrong 

::rtrong indica
tioll of prOD
tati(' fluId. 
tertainty de
pendent l1pon 

tl:Il.1 
n,ol£!:::t 

30 min -
3 hr 

e hr. 

units 

Centrifuge - $70 Dtandard 
200 x - 400x slide of 
rnicroGcope 
$250 - $200 

spenmta
zoo, hlltt6n 
and other 
aniools 

mie rOGcope, cen .. ant! sera, 
trifugc, agar know 
plates stains 

blood type 
of victim 
and cubjec 

1 .. 2 ~eekG 
(Eevellll 
exama) 
AA - BS 

Biology 

f IT('umstanceD 

poe. Ident. or 
ccrrJnal lrIlterl 1 

1ndlratas II lie 

epilJode "Itt-C,l 

30dolT.j' 

1 ndex of legali t:; 

2-3 'Weeks Type, if :',,"'r/\1 01' 
(several apce1esl !Iemin[!l 

tests) rT'.o.terJal -withot t 
BS + (biolog , legal Index 
microbiology 
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-"IDElICE 
Il!P(JT 

Orgonla 
env1 Tonmenta 
traces; 
seeds, polletl 
botanical 
fragments 
as food on 
clothing, in 
body orifice 
on objectD 
Duc:h as tool 

Cosmetics; 
Powders} 
perrumes} 
lipsticl< 

TABUlATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 

Service category Microa,nalyl1h 

TESTS T:OO: 
RmUIRED 

REFERENCE 
STANDARDS 

(This is a little used area, although reported for nany my be sub.. Stereomicroscope Standard 
years starting in C. Doyl.e and Hans GroBs. Because the st3.ntlal, .700 text; 
objects to be studied are microscopic and not tripped ove depending • \OO .. lOOOx phase Standards 
the investigator seldom collects or considers their im- on entrain- microscope from ,\1l.0W 

portance. In defense of the investiga.tor, few crime ment uateri 1 ~OOO sourcesj 
labomtories are equipped to handle this type of evidence and obscuri y Standards 
in a creditable fashion.) of items. sn.1 seems to from known 

have real po- case Bource 
Microscopic examination and comparison tential because 

of extreme d(lpth 
of f1el~. 
$SO,ooO-UOO,OOO 

DEGREE OF 
TECRNICIAN IDENTITY vs CRD<!ES 

SKILLS-DEGREE IDENTIFICATION 

considerable Identity of lIomiclde 
experience in source 'Would 
micro botani- depend upon Sex orfe 
cal technique total probe-
scme under- bllity; AGSB1Jlt 

standing of Hay be of 
frequency of valile fOT ex- BI.lt1l1ary 
distrIbution elusion 
of objects Theft 
studiedj 
BS + 

V1su.al. and low power microscopic comparison. 20-30 min. Stereom1croscope case stand. Familiarity Preliminary sort Homicide 

t;~1ro<oo.tographYj TIC 

IR & W Spectra 

Olfactronics - GLe, applicable to essential oils and 
per.rume 

30 min -
2 hr. 

20-60 min. 

20-.60 min, 

with color 
matching - Sex 

BS + Offenses 

$So - $200 case stand. 1-5 ¥leeks ex- rrobable match 
perience Proba ble .sOllr~e 
analyzing and 
comparing 
similar ma-
terial 
BS + 

war IR spectro case stand Familiarity Probable match 
photometer -- Reference wi tlJ tech- Probable source 
hooo - *lO,OGO spectra nique; BS + 

collectipn and graphs of 
concentration known o11s; 
equipment -$\000 ••• e stand. 
GLe - *4jl00 _ 

Ho,ooo 

Familiar! ty Simile ri ty of 
'With appl1t!a- sC'ent J probable 
tion to this source 
class of 1M-

terials; 
1-2 Weeks 

Ansa!J:lt 

Homic-ide 

Sex 
Offenses 

Assault 

Homicide 

Sex 
Offenne;<; 

As:;ault 

Homir- .. de 

SeX' 
offenses 
Assault 

Explosives Spot teat .... !th diphenylamine reagent 
and prodUcts 5 min/test I 
of expl oe ion 

GLC - olfactronics 

Microscopic examination of objects cloDe to explosive 

30 mIn + Collection and 
concentration 
equipment $1,000 

OLC $4-10,JOO 

20-30 min. StereomicroGcope 
$700 

1-2 day une of Any oxid12.1ng lfoml,-'idc 
reagent agent including 
B.S. Po .... der residue Bombing 

Charts of 2-4 weeko fami CorcpolUld used 
known ex- l1arization in eXplosion 
plosives & with appliea-
residUe tion 

B.S. + 

Familiarity 
with appear
ance of bomb 
fragments 
B.S. 

Ident1fi~ation 
as bOt'llb f'l"ng
manto 

Burglary 

Data flource 

I· ., 
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1,·J- 1, 1.-, .. 

Saliva 

I 

Fecal 
stains 

Fibers 

Hairs 

Data ac.u-ce 

TABUIATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 

Servic! Category Microanal.ysis 

DEGREE OF 
TESTS TIllE lXltlIPMENTl REFERENCE TECRNICIAN IDElITITY va CnD<!ES 

REQUIRED COOT STAlIDARDS SKILLS-DEGREE IDENTIFICATIOll 

ptyalil1 (action on starch) ~O min, 1 - 2 hrs Invest. Aid Extortio 
B.S, letters 

Type, blood factors ~-B hr. 100 - 200 X miCl' .. Known 2-3 'Weeks ABO grouping Sex 

scope - 1250 - blood. sera Offenses 
t2poo known AA - BS Oml 

standard 
cells 

Pamsites and food residue - 3-8 hr. 100 - 400 X know Underatanding May be spe~1fj c Sex 
comparisons vs. standards mit't'Oscope standard nnd experienc depending on Orfensen 

slidesj in pa:msitolo ~, factorll Dttld 
comparison microbiology ied E'Hl!lary 
std. from 

B.S. + 
sUfJpeet 

Blood type factors B hr. 100 - 200 lC anti se:m; 2-3 months ABO grouping Sex 
microscope lInow DS + Ofren::e!1 
1250 -t2pOO blood of 

suspect ".rslary 

--
Physical comparison; class, type, color, etc. by micro 1-3 hr. Stereomicroscope it::mersion Familiari ty Fa,.h fiter can Homl, idEr 

determination of refractive index, action on polarized .700 liquids; ¥lith petro- be identlfJed 
light,etc. Petrogrnphic mic standard graphic tests as to mfg. ('las. 

roDcope - tJ.pOO iher col- Experience Some understond Sex 

to t3pOO lection; "ith identi- ing of freq1lenc offence 
ftbers from fication of of distribution 
known car'! fibers, 2-3 of t:erltc, ... la-r Burglary 
source months} fiber trny peT .. 

BS + mit a total Tlleft 
probability 
eval\.oation Ace. 

ASlJalllt 

Chemica.l comparison .. - W, IR, Dye extrac\,ion, DrA, 3-5 hr. EItulpment specii' c Fiber Considerable Identification Homiride 
GLe, Mass spect. for teat per .. collection; skill in in- might extend t 

formed; ~OOO .. fibera from atnunental lot of ms.n~- Sex 
tso,OOO known case c.nalysisj fs('ture, or to offense 

source lfigh level of envirorunental 
familiarity rhanges "lffed- Inrp:lary 
'With the re- ing fiber 
sults of par- polymers l].lbert 
tl cular tests 
on fibers. ASS. 
1-2 yrs. ASDEl'llt 

BS + 

Species Identification 30 mini stereomicroscope Books and 2 .. 3 month.s PO:Jit.lvc for Homtdde 
specimen -- .700 slides of proctice lTEJor anl1Ml 

100 - 400 x animal M-BS C.L'lsn Sex offe n 
microscope .. 1;250 hairs 
-- t2poo 2urglnry 

J.fardy micrometer 
UOO Theft 

Comparison, if -human .- using cclor, diameter, medullary 1-4 hr. 100 - 400 x standards 4-6 months Exclllsinary , Aeg· 
struoture, ref. index, scale count, etc., comparing miqroscope .. 125 from .tudying nany some posllibn .. ASODlllt. 
characteristics to those of standard from suspect. to *Sooa suspect samples of ity ot modcrnt 

AO compo micro ... bumn hairs identity by 
scope '4,000 from a var1et NAA 
Filar micrometer of source/i. 
UOO 00+ 

Blood type - absorb ... inhibition a hr. Microscol-C .. KnO'lm anti 4-.. 6 months ABO 
100 - 200 x sera; BS + 
1250 - t2poO; Known bloo 
UltrasoniC gen .. 
erator - tsoo 
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EVIDElICE 
J;I!RfT 

He.1rs 

Objects 
ota.lncd 
with so11 
(earth), 
safe insula-
tieD; 
building 
materia.l 

l'a.1nti on 
auapect, on 
obJects 

Data Source 

TAB'llATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 

Service Category Microanalysis _ Instrumental Analysio 

TESTS 

I~=,," F1<TJrM:JiT! REFERENCE 
COOT BTAllDAllDS 

Noutron Activation AMlyli. 1·8 + day. ro"etor and el.mental 
eOUntor (IlJIIY b. Btandarde: 
irradiat.d 0100-
'Wh&):'O and cO'JntB 
at crime lab) 
'10,000 .f;150,OO 

Low power eXamination and Burling. Color comparison, 2·4 hr. StereomicroBcope n:a.ter101 
plirticle size distribution, particle classification $700 collected 

Selves from crime 
Comp!riaon micro scene ao 

BCOpe • 'lpOO 
-. f.3poo 

standards 

Density gradient cornr.e.risons 3·24 hr. Expendables case stand-
ards col-
leded at 
scene 

Chemical - instrumental,; XRD, Dl'A, UM, petrography, 3hr.·e days appropriate to case stand. 
emioGton opect., electron microprobe technique used; from scene, 

known corn .. 
ponent 
collection 

._---- - . -
Low pOlo/er Bart and comparison of Color. Layer com- 30 min • stereomicroscope case stand-padaon, if possible 2 hr. '700 erd, paint 

Chemical .. instrumental; XRD, Dl'A, NAA, OLe, }.nss 3 hr.-B day Appropriate to Case stand-
Spect., solvent response, emia3!on spect., electron technique used ards col .. microprobe. 

f.3pOO - $60,000+ lected at 
scene Note: The order of testing 1Jould be from totally non .. 

destructive --7 totally destructive. 

Note; M9.n.V of the tests above and others available in 
research lD.bomtorles, have not received the degree of 
exploration to assess their value for identity. The 
present UBC exposes the evidenC'e to some technique \lith 
s..z.bsequent testimony based on D, "gut II feeling of 
identity. Where aorne attempt ho.s been 118de to run lot 
by lot stUdies on paint using nonmlty available 
instruments, the results have show an inability to 
differentiate. Perlw.po years of experience might 
refine methods to suite.ble senl1itiv1ty. 
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DEGREE OF 
TECIINICIAN IDENTITY v. 

SKILLS-DEGREE IDENTIFICATION 

13S • PhD Identity i. 
~Ith conBld.t qu •• tlonsble 
Bble skill an at this time 
experience since current 
with hair data 1s con .. 

flicting 

2-3 months N.oderate ident 
experience i ty I 1£ enough 
with trace components are 
analysis available 
DS + 

considerable According to 
experience Kirk, may be 
cross uatch- spet>lflc for 
ing many spec .. source; 
mens of simi- not widely 
lar nature evaluated at 
2 .. 3 months this time 
BS + 

ronsiderable ",:1 tb suitable 
instrumental r omponents1 
experience ("auld be mod-
13S ++ erately spedf 

as to identity 

1-2 days Only ¥lith sev-
AA - BS eral rratchlng 

layers, 1c ident 
ity possible 

Considel'able See note under 
experience Tests 
crOGS natch .. 
ing many spec .. 
mens of simi .. 
lar nature 
2 .. 3 months 
BS + + 

CRIMES 

Homicide 

sex 
offenoQ 

BUn<lsry 

Theft 

Agg. 
ASSBult 

Bl.lrglarJ 

Hamil :ide 

Sex 
offenses 

Atlto 
Theft 

B"rglary 

Hornir-ide 

Sex 
offen sec 

kl.to 
Theft 

Burglary 

Hit i, Rur. 

HorrJiC'ide 

Theft 

B'.J.rglary 

Hit & Eu 

HomiC'ide 

Theft 

~
.~-.....• u .. , ... 

. " " ~.~ 

-".':- ." 
. ,.' 

TABUUTIOR OF LABORATCIlY SERVICES 

Service Ca e«or)" Co~at1v. Micrography 

-

00:' raarkel Marks range;: in scope trom Bcratc hes on staples to shovel 
y be cutting, sliding, 

ie. Teet consista ot 
se tool ill an appror{1ate 

hand tooh. IIIIrU 1n clay. Action of t!>ol ma 
Power toolsJ ehearJ ~ollPreeslonJ d"",'Wlng I.n d 
manutactur1 duplicating case action \lith cs 
operations media ISlA compBril1~ \lith case t 001 mark. CIa!'? c.:;a:rac-

teriaticB and indiVidual chara 

Toole, sue- Toole are examined for adhering 
pected of in contact. Aleo examined tor adh 
volvement prints that irlentify owner. 

ctcriot tes. 

debris indication of CBBe 
ering debris or finger .. 

and compared under TeQt ms.de in appropriate El.ed1a 
comparison microscope. Interme 
case me.terial is in form of cas 

diate casts are made if 
ta. 

ree-dimen- Comparison ot case casts aM/ or scaled photographs with 
ional im- tests l!I8.de ot suspect objects. 
resaion, Note; literature in this area is very acarce. No 
hoe Bnd tire clear-cut guidelines exist tha t can aid a technician in 

rks, fabric I".noving 'When enough points exi sta for an identity of 
source 

th tcstl. t 4 ade of suspect Comparison of case material wi 
mpressionB, objects. Note: see note abov 
hoe prints 
love prints 
kin prints 

e 

.-Serial Application o£ suitable etcha nts to make vidble 
Number stress due to die marks. App 
Restoration powders in magnetic field. 

11cation ot' magnetic 

Paper, .... ood1 Edge match of tracture or tear 
glass J metal 
objects, 
paint, tape 

material from one sur:tace Rlysical match of transferred 
to another; left and right hen 
i.e., stain !'rom one metal sur 
negative to contact areBS. 

d geometric correspondence 
.face transterred in 

TIIII! !IIUJPMIIrl'/ 
RJJlUIR!D coer 

hr. to hand tools. 
everal days b encheB, machine 
epending on t 0018J 

ithe 6egrees $1.2,000 
t treedolB 

pt tool comp. microscope 
*1,200-5,000 

O .. SO min. 
per tool 

hr. to 
everCll days 
epending on 
he degrees 
t treedom 
t test 

-6 hr. visual and 
stereomicroscope 
$700 

PhotograFhic 
equipment 

2-6 hr. viaual and 
stereomiaroscope 
$700 

PhotographiC 
eqUipment 

15 min. - Reagents, 
6 hrs. glassware 

magnet. 

1 hr-day., Stereomicroscope 
$700 

Photographic 
~00-1,000 

1·3 hr. StereomicroBcope 
$700 

Photographic 
$200-1,000 
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DEGREE OF 

REFEPEHCE TEGllJlICIAN IDEIfI'ITY V. CRDoIES 

STARDARDS II(ILLB-DEGREE IDEIfI'IFiCATION 

tool -12 11013. ex'" positive Burglary 
~rience s.s.tch- identity de-catalogs 
~ tool ~ks pending on Bombs 

quantity ot lmder super .. 
ieion; requir available ArDon 
bll1ty In opinion 
bape and line evidence liomit'ldn 
ecognition. 
H.S. + Theft of 

uuto 
part.s 

heel and .. 4 months ?Os i ti ve opinion All 
tite training in e:pending on crimes 
collection comparison vnllsble detail 

examinations 

an apprecia-
tion for 
probability 
theory. 

H.S.+ 

BTlrtl;lary 
B.S. + Traced to filet; 

when res tort>d Auto 
theft 

H.JmC'cide 

Case ppr~ciBt1on Opinion or Burglary 
stendnrd for probn .. identity of 
from crime ~111ty theory source Homicide 
source bil1ty to 

ecognize form Armed 
~ shape robbery 

Theft or 
auto 
!lnrta 
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TABULATIO~ or LABOIlATCIlY SERVICES 

Service Category Cbelllcal-Inatru.entsl Analyais 

DEGREE OF EVIIlEllCi: TEflrS 1DC1: 'E1<!J!PIfTNt/ REFEREIICE TECllJlICIAN IIlElrrITY VI CRIMES IlIPUT 
11U'lQUIR!D ' cOST flrAliDARllS lICILLS-DEGREE IIlEJITIFICATION 

Blood and Separation ~ 8lls1yB1s by distillation, aeratton, 1-3 hr. $100 titration standard raining in p'uantitatlon and DIU other ,fluids dlttuoion, followed by oxidation reactions (batched) $S0Of. .poct. alcohol hemical .. Ident. of a lcoho for ethyl 
solutions nstruatental liquor alcohoL 

content nalyale; B.S. law 

OLe a:nalyais ot heRd gss over blood specimen 15-20 min. GLe " " 
violetta 

$2,500-$4,000 hit and 
run Alcohol df:hydrogenaae quantitatlon 2-4 hr. UV apect. " " 

$1,200-$4,000 homicide 

TOXic rnaterll1 
Physical nnd chemical separation; identification 1-24 hr. In non-fatal 
by chemical reactions end instrumental testa TLC I chemical lit. training in identification llnimal and, on equipment standards mlcrochemic 1 of toxic poisoning occaSion, 

of chemica analysis. material fatal cases; sought Some appre- food sdul In humans &. 
ciation of teratio" domestic 

animals toxicology. 
B.S.+ attempt 

homicide 

TABULATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 

Service category Microanalysis - Instrumental - Chemical 

DEGREE OF EVIIlENCE TEflrS TIME 'E1<UlPMENT/ REFERENCE TECHlIICIAN IDEm'rrY VB CRmES IlIPlrr 
m&UIRED COST STANDARDS SKILLS· DEGREE IIlENTIFICATION 

. i 
t ! 

" 

Narcotics, Spot testa; i.eo) Marquis, Koppanyi minutes spot plate collection familiari ty preliminary narcotics 
dangerouG 

(may be of drugs with color sorting drugs 
batched) tor COID- changesj under dangerous 

parison standing of drug& 
chemistry. 

iE·S ... 
Microcrystalline tests .. microfu9ion 10-20 min. 100 .. 200 x micro- " " identification 

(my be film $250.epoo, of class and in-[batched) hot stage dividual com-
In and UV apectra, aLe with pyrolysisj 20-60 min. $6-20,000 

pound TLC for separation collectio familiarity identification 
UV and IR apectr of drugs, with inatru. and quantifics .. 
photo:neter collectio mental prece- tioD of C(I';II.-

of spectr dure and pound; i.tent. of 
spectra reco~, diluen":. 
nitionj B.S.+ 

XIl/J 1·2 hr. $10-20,000 XIl/J ASTM cards amiliarity ident. of 
with goniometer standa:\l \.tUh technique compol!nds ill 
and cameras grsl"htJ and I'!XceSIl 1;3f li 

film BS+ 

i \ 

!lilt. Sour co 
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EVID= 
IlIPlrr 

Petroleum 
Products; 
inflammables 
lubricants, 
tars, 
rubber 

EVIDENCE 
INnIT 

Codes, 
gambling 
slips, etc. 

EVIDENCE 
INF\JT 

EVIIlENCE 
INF\JT 

TABULATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 

Service Category Inatnlll'l!!ntal Analvlis 

TEflrS 'E1<!J!PIfTNt/ REFERENCE TIME 
I R'E1<UIRED ,coer flrANDARDS 

Distillation; vacuum or carrier to lIepamte vola.tiles 3-6 hr. Vacuum or petro-
lewn distlllatio 
equi_nt tlSO 

Gte· With· or 'Without pyrolysis 1-2 hr. GLe with pyrolys • Ca.e 
and coller.tlon standards; 
unit general col 

lection of 
,. typi<al 

petroleum 
products 

Wand IR Spectra 1-3 hr. , UV, & IR spectro .. s~da,rd 
photometer spectra; 
$4900- $lv, 000 collecticn . of standard 

petroleum 
products 

TABULATION OF LABORATORY BERVICES 

erv ce Category Cryptography 

TESTS TIME EQUIPMENT/ REFERENCE 
REQUIRED COST STANDARDS 

Al.though it is rare to find a criminalist with skill in 
cryptography, request for service in the area needs con-
sideration in selected cases. As vice enforcement in .. 
tensifies, gamblers resort to codes I combustible or Bolu-
ble paper, to minimize detection and. prosecution. As a 
special problem, these are first submitted to the crime 
laboratory for assistance and advice. In some cases in-
house research can nand!e the problem. In others, outsid 
ccnsultants may be employed. 

TABULATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 

S vi category Evidence Referrals er co 

TESTS TIME 'E1<UlPMENT/ REFERENCE 
I REQUIRED COST STANDARDS 

When special and infrequent problems arise, the laboratory 
may serve as a refer!'ing agency, coordinating the submis-
sion of evidence with npeciallsts and aiding in the inte~ 

_.ID'etat.l -n of analytical results to invest:!&.atien needs. 

TAr 'JIATION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 

erv ce Category Traininp; Support and Public Relations 

TESTS TIME EQUIPMENT/ REFERENCE 
I REQUIRED COST STANDARDS 

In order to establish liaison with investigators and other 
law enforcement officials and to provide information and 
procedures concerning laboratory utilization, laboratory 
sta:rf participates in training programs, seIl1inars j law 
enforcement education, etc. ,All .1ev~lB of law enforce-
ment and c'r!minal prosecution may be contacted. The per .. 
cent68e of time involved will depend uppn departmental 
interest 'and avaij,able laboratory starf time. Although 
peripheral, this is an important part of crime lab~ratory 
operation. In addition, laboratory personnel may provide 
talks and lectures to schools and local civic groups. 

Figure E-l (Concluded) 
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DEGREE OF 
TECHlIICIAN IIlElIl'ITY VI CRD-IES 

SKILLS· DEGREE IIlENTIFICATION 

Familiar! ty sep6ra.tion Arson 
with tech-
nlque; 1-2 lIit & R, 
days 

Burglary 

Experience in Claol3if1~ationJ Arson 
GLe and and I if mixtlU'cJ 
pyrolYDis probebil1 ty of I!1t & R'J 
BS + sourre 1f it 

roo.trheo S'..Il;pect B.lI'glary 
tmterial 

Experlen:e Class~flcation Arson 
'Wi th technlqu of rmteriel and 
BS + possible Identi HIt· RJ 

ficatlon of 
source, if a Burglar; 
mhture 

DEGRJ,"E OF 
TEC!UlICIAN IIlENTrry vs CRMS 

SKILLS. DEGREE IIlENTIFTCATION 

Gwnbl1n~ 

Subver~iv 

activity 

DEGREE OF 
TECHNICIAN IIlENTrry v. CRIMES 

SKILLS· DEGREE IIlENTIFICATION 

All 
er-imeo 

DEGREE OF 
TECHlIICIAN IIlENTITY vo CRIMES 

SKILLS-DEGREE IIlENTIFICATION 
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